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ABSTRACT 
The correct design of bolted connections in steel framed construction is necessary to ensure a 
complete and efficient transfer of forces through the structure. The collapse of the I-35W bridge 
in Minneapolis highlights the catastrophic consequences of incorrect connection design. As 
such, connection design provisions are updated periodically to ensure they are correct and 
efficient, with unnecessary and flawed design checks removed. 
This thesis investigates the behaviour and strength of steel bolted connections under tension, 
including those failing by shear yielding and/or fracture. A finite element methodology is 
developed which forms the basis for analysing the responses of bolted connections having 
various configurations. In the course of establishing the finite element methodology a ductile 
damage criterion is developed to simulate damage evolution associated with tensile fracture 
that combined with a shear criterion is able to simulate the full block shear failure response.  
The appropriate shear failure plane is identified through a detailed finite element investigation. 
Misidentification of the shear failure plane from experimental testing is determined  to result 
from superficial observation and in fact, the actual fracture path initiates on or close to the 
effective shear plane defined by Teh and Deierlein (2017).  
The implications of applying the correct shear failure plane are demonstrated by comparison 
of the block shear provision that utilises the correct shear failure plane, against a tension design 
check for bolted connections known as the Whitmore criterion. It is proposed that the latter 
provision is redundant provided the correct block shear design check is used. Consequently, by 
not requiring the Whitmore section check, the design of standard gusset plates having less than 
seven bolt rows is more economic. Furthermore, difficulties in applying the Whitmore section 
check in geometries where the Whitmore section crosses into another member will be obviated. 
Based on the research developed in the preceding paragraph, a new yielding criterion is 
proposed based on the block shear failure mode, which is shown to be more efficient and 
rational than the Whitmore criterion. Through the use of a design example the thesis 
demonstrates that while the block shear yielding resistance is always lower than the block shear 
ultimate resistance, the Whitmore yielding resistance can be computed to be higher than the 
Whitmore tension resistance, highlighting the impracticality of its use. 
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Net section fracture of tapered gusset plates is explored and shown to propagate at an incline 
and not normal to the loading as occurs for rectangular plates. An equation is proposed to 
predict this response, which is then compared to independent test specimens and shown to give 
reasonable predictions of the net section capacity. 
Block shear failure is investigated for double line coped beam connections where it is 
demonstrated that out-of-plane rotation had a minor detrimental effect on the capacity of  the 
connection. However, in-plane rotation of the beam’s end is shown to cause severe reduction 
in the block shear capacity. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Steel framed construction became one of the most commonly used construction techniques of 
the last century, due to its advantageous cost to strength ratio over traditional timber and 
masonry design. Steel structures can be thought of as an assemblage of different members - 
beams, columns etc., that are joined through specifically designed connections to form a single 
composite unit. Connections are responsible for facilitating the transfer of gravity and lateral 
loading between members and eventually to the structure’s foundations. 
Historically, many structural failures have been due to some form of connection failure. Recent 
example includes the collapse of the I-35W Mississippi river bridge in 2007 and the Hyatt 
Regency walkway collapse in Kansas City. Therefore, the correct design of connections is of 
upmost importance, with any misinterpretation of their capacity affecting the overall strength 
of the frame, which can lead, in certain situations, to steel framed buildings being dangerously 
under designed or even being too conservative in design. 
Many configurations of steel connections are available for use dependent on the type of 
connection elements, magnitude of the forces, fabrication and constructability considerations, 
and cost. Rivet connections that connect the elements through round ductile steel bars called 
shanks were used for many years. This type of connection is no longer used due to the high 
labour requirement for construction and the introduction of improved alternatives such as 
bolted and welded connections. 
Welded connections connect members through different types of welds and are popular for use 
in situations that require the connection to be rigid, i.e. producing complete moment transfer. 
There are, however, several difficulties involved, which include the high level of skill required 
for installation compared to bolted connections, high overall costs, and difficulty in ensuring 
quality control over the weld. 
Bolted connections are the most common and popular type of connection because of their ease 
of construction, simplicity in installation, ability to accommodate minor discrepancies in 
dimensions, and lower cost than comparable connection types. After the 1994 Northbridge 
earthquake where damage was observed in welded moment connections, Astaneh-Asl (1995) 
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found that bolted connections had seismic design advantages over their welded counterparts, 
because their semi-rigidity gives increased energy dissipation capacity. 
The design provisions (AISC 2005, 2010, 2016a) are updated periodically to ensure best 
practice is always met. However, inconsistencies in certain design checks have arisen over the 
years; the changes to block shear provision are a good example of this, as shown in Table 4.1. 
Research is constantly needed to ensure that the design equations for bolted connections 
outlined in the provision are correct and efficient, with unnecessary and redundant checks 
removed.  
1.2   Aims and Objectives 
This thesis will investigate the behaviour and strength of steel bolted connections, with the aim 
of using the results to improve the current design provisions, and highlight current 
inconsistencies. To achieve this, the following objectives must be met: 
1. Develop a methodology for Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of bolted connections that 
will form the basis for investigating the behaviour and strength of bolted connections. 
2. Identify the most accurate shear plane definition for bolted connections that have 
varying hole clearances. The results will have a direct impact for shear-out and block 
shear provisions in the AISC (2016a) standard.  
3. Based on the findings of the second objective, propose new design equations that better 
reflect the actual failure mechanism of the bolted connection. 
The objectives will be examined at depth in the following chapters. 
1.3 Scope of the Thesis 
This thesis will specifically focus on the behaviour and strength of bolted shear connections 
and not alternate connection types such as riveted and welded. The findings may have 
implications for the design of the other connection types; however, those will need to be 
individually investigated to consider any local behaviours such as the residual stresses that 
occur in welded connections. 
Gusset type connections used to connect bracing members in frame structures and shear 
connections will be the focus of the bolted connections studied in this thesis. Shear (simple) 
connections allow beam end rotation and it is considered that no moment is transferred from 
the beam into the structure.  
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1.4 Layout of the Thesis 
Because the thesis covers a number of different research subtopics,  a literature review relevant 
to each subtopic is provided in the corresponding chapter rather than reviewing the subtopics 
in a single chapter following the introduction. Within each chapter, references to work carried 
out by other authors is given where relevant.  
Chapter 2 describes the methodology used in developing the finite element model and analysis 
technique for bolted connections that is applied throughout the thesis. Ductile damage is also 
examined, and a criterion developed that is able to simulate tensile fracture and the 
accompanying sudden drop in load capacity. A shear criterion developed by Ahmed et al. 
(2019) is utilised in the simulation of tension and shear fracture in bolted connections for 
specimens that have failed by block shear. 
The developed finite element methodology is used in Chapter 3 to compare the shear plane 
proposed by Kamtekar (2012) against the effective plane defined by Teh and Deierlein (2017). 
The comparison used independent laboratory test results of bolted connection specimens failing 
in shear-out or block shear.  
Chapter 4 examines the implications of using the correct shear plane equation identified in 
Chapter 3, against a current tension design check called the Whitmore criterion. The chapter 
shows that if the correct block shear equation is applied, then the Whitmore criterion for the 
design of a bolted gusset plate under tension is redundant. 
Chapter 5 demonstrates that the Whitmore section provides inconsistent results when used to 
predict the yielding and ultimate capacities of a bolted gusset plate. A new tension yielding 
equation for gusset plates is proposed, based on the correct block shear failure equation 
identified in Chapter 3. The chapter shows the inconsistencies and difficulties in applying the 
current design provision (AISC 2016a) to bolted connections, including the Whitmore criterion 
in the balanced design procedure proposed by Roeder (2011a). 
Chapter 6 examines the ultimate capacities of bolted gusset plates that fail by tensile rupture. 
This chapter demonstrates that, for a rectangular bolted gusset plate failing in  net section 
fracture, the ultimate capacity can be determined accurately using the net section across the  
whole width, without any reference to the Whitmore concept. FEA and the ductile damage 
criterion developed in Chapter 2 are then used to show that the outer net section fracture of a 
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tapered plate is inclined rather than normal to the loading direction. A practical equation is 
proposed for these situations and verified against independent laboratory tests. 
Block shear failure of coped beam connections, specifically those with two bolt lines is the 
focus of Chapter 7.  The chapter identifies the detrimental factors of beam end rotation and out-
of-plane rotation that have led to reduced ultimate recorded in test specimens.  
Chapter 8 summarises the main findings and contributions of the thesis, and presents some 
suggestions for future research. 
Addenda are included for the relevant chapters to convey supportive documentation without 
disrupting the flow of the reader. 
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 CHAPTER 2 – FINITE ELEMENT MODEL AND 
FRACTURE DEVELOPMENT 
2.1 Introductory Remarks 
This chapter describes the methodology applied to the development of the finite element 
models used throughout this thesis. The first part outlines the element and analysis types, which 
is then followed by a description of the methodology employed to simulate the plastic 
properties of the different materials. 
The methodology described gives a general overview of how the finite element model and 
analyses were developed. Any modifications to the methodology or additional parameters 
introduced will be examined in more detail in the relevant chapter.  
Ductile damage is examined and a criterion developed and verified to simulate the tensile 
fracture in bolted connections. The ductile criterion is then shown, in collaboration with a shear 
damage criterion developed by Ahmed et al. (2019), to be able to simulate tension and shear 
fractures in specimens that have failed by block shear. 
2.2 Methodology 
2.2.1 Outline of Model and Analysis Type 
The finite element software ABAQUS 6.12 standard was used in the development and analyses 
of the finite element model. Alternate commercial finite element software products such as 
ANSYS have similar capabilities but ABAQUS was chosen for its powerful solver and in-built 
user functions. 
The hexahedral reduced integration brick element C3D8R from the ABAQUS element library 
was used in building and analysing each model; similar to the finite element investigation by 
Clements and Teh (2013). Solid elements such as C3D8R are preferred over shell counterparts 
so that necking and resulting reduction in capacity can be accounted for. 
A quasi-static dynamic implicit procedure was used to perform the finite element analyses. The 
procedure considers material and geometrical nonlinearity and from experience, has shown 
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better convergence results for contact problems than static Riks analyses. A maximum time 
increment of 0.005 was used in all analyses so that small changes in the model’s response could 
be examined, specifically when and where the fracture initiates. The matrix solver was set as 
unsymmetric to give better convergence and the number of allowable iterations for each load 
step increased to allow for large changes in the step size when the fracture initiates. The 
analysis is dynamic, however, the test specimens analysed in this thesis were deformed slowly 
enough that inertia forces can be ignored.  
An implicit analysis was preferred over explicit so that convergence is checked at each 
increment, giving certainty in the validity of the results. The drawback is that implicit analyses 
are more computationally expensive, however, symmetry of the connections and the mirroring 
facility in ABAQUS (2012) allow the analysis time to be reduced. 
Geometric nonlinearity is incorporated using the NLGEOM option in-built into ABAQUS 
6.12. The introduction of geometry nonlinearity meant nonlinear equilibrium equations are 
needed to be solved at each increment which the ABAQUS solver achieves iteratively using 
Newton’s method. 
Bolts are modelled as a 3D analytical rigid body revolved shell in which the element is non-
deformable but can undergo rigid body motion. In reality bolts have stiffness and deform in 
contact, however, it was determined from similar studies (Clements and Teh, 2013) that their 
deformation had little effect on the connections failure mode. The bolts were displaced together 
to simulate loading as the displacement would be resisted by the surface contact between the 
bolt and the bolt hole at the downstream end, in the same manner as conducted by Clements 
and Teh (2013). 
Other boundary conditions were dependent on the specific model itself and will be defined in 
the description of each case. 
The contact between the bolts and plate was defined as surface to surface because the contact 
area is known. Surface to surface is more efficient than general contact and gives a saving in 
computational cost. The outside of the bolt was defined as the master surface and the inside of 
the bolt the slave. Sliding formulation was set to finite and the automatic function was used for 
surface smoothing.  
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The same contact interaction property was set for each bolt and bolt hole.  For tangential 
behaviour, the penalty function for friction formulation was used and the friction coefficient 
set to 0.16, which is similar to values seen in similar studies (Wen and Mahmoud 2017). Hard 
contact defined normal behaviour and the standard penalty option was used for the constraint 
enforcement method. All other contact behaviours were set as default. 
The quality and refinement of the mesh used in the analysis is essential to obtain accurate 
simulation of the test specimens and ensure the analysis is able to converge when incorporating 
advance mechanics such as fracture. The mesh of the model is described in more detail in 
Section 2.5 in which a mesh refinement analysis is performed. 
2.2.2 Material Definition 
Material nonlinearity is complicated as it needs to consider the different stages that a structural 
material will exhibit, as shown in Figure 2.1. Part A is the elastic deformation which ABAQUS 
6.12 calculates by a user inputted elastic modulus. In all analyses, the elastic modulus is 
assumed to be 200 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. 
 
Figure 2.1.  Engineering stress-strain curve for typical steel material 
The start of segment B in Figure 2.1 is defined by the yield point and represents the material 
beginning to undergo plastic deformation. The material’s stress will continue to increase due 
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to strain hardening which is considered using data inputted from the Ramberg-Osgood model 
(Ramberg and Osgood 1943).  
The engineering stress-strain relationship is defined using the Ramberg-Osgood power model 
(Ramberg and Osgood 1943)  
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in which ε is the engineering strain, σ is the engineering stress and E is the Young’s modulus 
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in which εus is defined as 
 ( )100 uuus EF = −    (2.3) 
where the variable εu is the engineering strain at the ultimate stress. Having defined the 
engineering stress-strain relationship as given by Eqn. 2.1, the true stress-strain curve is plotted 
from  
  ln 1true = +  (2.4) 
 And 
  1true  = +  (2.5) 
This study only focused on steel structures, so accordingly the plasticity of the material was 
handled through the von Mises yield criterion and the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule with isotropic 
hardening. 
The tensile strength of the material is reached at the end of segment B (Figure 2.1) at which 
time softening of the stress-strain curve can be observed to occur, segment C, followed by a 
sudden drop in capacity through fracture, segment D. The latter two segments will be described 
in detail in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 
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2.3 Effects of Necking  
Laboratory testing (Huns et al. 2002) and finite element simulations (Clements and Teh 2013) 
have shown that the maximum load of a bolted connection may be reached when the segment 
of the connection resisting the force in tension starts to neck. Segment C in Figure 2.1 
represents the gradual drop in resistance that occurs from necking. 2D plane-stress elements 
such as those used by Wen and Mahmoud (2017) are unable to capture the out-of-plane necking 
associated with this region of the stress-strain curve. 
Necking both in-plane and out-of-plane is induced in numerical simulations when bifurcation 
occurs in the FE model. In-plane or diffuse necking, shown in Figure 2.2, occurs due to the 
geometric instability that develops from the geometry change as a result of finite deformation 
(Hancock and Brown 1983). Localised or out of plane necking is a result of bifurcation of a 
homogenous flow field when a non-unique solution is admitted due to a change in the nature 
of the equations of continuing equilibrium (Hancock and Brown 1983). 
 
Figure 2.2.  Diffuse and localised necking of 22 mm bolt hole S235 specimen tested by 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Necking is only initiated if the uniaxial engineering stress-strain curve of the material reaches 
a maximum value and proceeds to decreases constantly thereafter (Hutchinson and Neale 
1983). The engineering stress-strain curve for the steel grade S235 is shown in Figure 2.3 along 
with the equivalent true stress-strain curve, where Eqn. 2.4 is assumed to hold after the ultimate 
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engineering stress. A peak stress value can be clearly seen on the engineering stress-strain 
curve, indicating that necking will be initiated in the tension region of the material at some 
point. This was confirmed by the FE analysis, without damage parameters, of a perforated 
coupon test of Aalberg and Larsen (1999) shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.3. Implied engineering and true stress-strain curve for material S235 tested by 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Necking causes the ultimate capacity to be reached because any increase in strength from strain 
hardening is not enough to overcome the loss of load carrying capacity from the decreased 
cross section. A weak zone is developed in the material which is not able to carry the applied 
loading. Necking remains localised with the subsequent elongation concentrated into the neck 
region (Hutchinson and Neale 1983).  
 
2.4 Verification of Finite Element Models Without Damage 
Parameters 
The finite element model described in the preceding section will now be verified against a 
series of tests performed by Aalberg and Larsen (1999). The experimental investigation 
examined a variety of connection types that included perforated tension coupon, coped beam, 
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and block shear tests. This made the testing an excellent source of data to verify the finite 
element model against a range of connections that have different failure characteristics. 
2.4.1 Perforated Tension Coupon Test 
Perforated tension coupon tests were carried out by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) using two plates 
connected by three bolts and two splice plates as shown in Figure 2.4. The tests involved four 
different grades of steel combined with three bolt geometries that differed by the size of the 
bolt hole diameter (22 mm, 26 mm and 32 mm). Three of the steel grades were chosen for 
examination: the mild strength steel S355, mild strength steel Weldox 400, and high strength 
steel Weldox 700. 
 
Figure 2.4.  Example of splice perforated tension coupon tests performed by Aalberg and 
Larsen (1999) 
The true stress strain curve for each material, shown in Figure 2.5, was derived using the 
Ramberg-Osgood equation as described in Section 2.2.2. The properties for each material are 
defined in Table 2.1, which includes the yield stress Fy, ultimate stress Fu, and engineering 
strain at ultimate stress εu. 
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Figure 2.5. Assumed true stress strain curve for steel grades S235, Weldox 460 and Weldox 
700 tested by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Table 2.1. Test material properties for perforated coupon tests performed by Aalberg and 
Larsen (1999) 
Spec. 
Fy 
 (MPa) 
Fu 
(MPA) 
εu 
(%) 
S235 290 441 18 
WELDOX-400 472 556 12 
WELDOX-700 820 873 6 
 
The test involved two plates connected by splice plates as illustrated in Figure 2.4. For 
computational efficiency only one of the plates was modelled and the resultant displacement 
from the analysis doubled to compensate and enable the force-displacement curve to match the 
test results. The grips of the coupon test were seen as unnecessary for modelling and not 
included. 
The midpoint of the finite model was restrained for out-of-plane deformation as the inner plates 
combined with the spliced plates on either side formed a double shear connection. Additionally,  
the boundary conditions on one end of the plate were all restricted, with the overall FE model 
and applied boundary conditions shown in Figure 2.6. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.6. FE model of perforated tension coupon with (a) Applied boundary conditions and 
(b) Mesh 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999) conducted three tests for each of the three specimen geometries and 
steel grades with the mean capacity Pt used for comparison to the FEA ultimate load PFEA. The 
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results of the verification of the FE model against the perforated tension coupon testing are 
shown in Table 2.2. In the table, the variable Pt denotes the ultimate load obtained in the 
laboratory test and is compared to capacity PFEA of the FE analyses through the professional 
factor (Pt/ PFEA).  
Table 2.2 also shows the bolt hole and bolt diameters dh and d, specimen thickness t and the 
measured yield stress Fy and ultimate stress Fu for each steel grade. An empty cell in the tables 
indicates that the value in the above cell applies. 
Table 2.2. Comparison of FEA and Aalberg and Larsen (1999) perforated tension coupon tests 
Spec. 
dh 
 (mm) 
d 
 (mm) 
t 
 (mm) 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt 
(kN) 
PFEA 
(kN) 
(Pt /PFEA) 
S235 22 20 12 290 441 475 456 1.04 
 26 24    465 435 1.07 
 32 30    419 404 1.04 
WELDOX-400 22 20 10 472 556 507 489 1.04 
 26 24    489 467 1.05 
 32 30    443 433 1.02 
WELDOX-700 22 20  820 873 759 776 0.98 
 26 24    728 740 0.98 
 32 30    674 687 0.98 
Mean 1.02 
COV 0.03 
 
It can be seen in Table 2.2 that the FE model was able to closely replicate the test specimen’s 
capacity with the mean of the professional factors close to unity with a small coefficient of 
variation. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 shows a comparison of the force-displacement diagrams for two 
of the test specimens where, it can be seen that while the ultimate capacity can be matched, the 
sudden drop in load carry capacity from tensile fracture is unable to be replicated. The failure 
profile for the respective specimens are illustrated in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of force-displacement diagrams of Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
perforated tension coupon test S235 22 mm bolt hole and the FEA 
 
Figure 2.8. Comparison of force-displacement diagrams of Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
perforated tension coupon test Weldox 700 32 mm bolt hole and the FEA 
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Figure 2.9. FE model of perforated tension coupon at ultimate load (a) S235 22 mm bolt hole  
and (b) Weldox 700 32 mm bolt hole 
2.4.2 Block Shear Tests 
The block shear tests by Aalberg and Larsen (1999), which they referred to as tension tear-out 
tests, used welded I-section beams loaded through two 12 mm splice plates using displacement 
control. The experimental investigation involved two sets of tests with bolt hole diameters of 
19 mm or 21mm. In all tests the bearing segment of the bolt had no thread and a diameter 1 
mm smaller than the bolt hole.  
Testing involved the use of seven different geometries with varying pitch, end, and edge 
distances. Additionally, a cut was made between the inner bolts of some of the tests in order to 
study the strength contribution of the shear plane but this is not included in the verification of 
the finite model.  
The tension plate tests had the same mild strength steel S355 and high strength steel Weldox 
700 used in the cope beam testing and whose true stress-strain curves and mechanical values 
are shown in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.1 respectively. 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999) reported that loading of the I-beam web was symmetrical and 
therefore, only half the specimen was modelled in order to reduce the analysis time and 
minimise possible numerical precision errors.  
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Figure 2.10 shows a symmetry plane set on the inner side of the FE model to prevent transverse 
displacement and rotation across and about it. The splice plates and I-beam web form a double 
shear connection that results in no identified curling of the test specimen due to restraint of the 
mid-plane of the finite element model for out of plane deformation. The base of the model is 
completely restrained (fixed) while the other sides were left free of boundary conditions. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.10. FE model of tension plate test with (a) Applied boundary conditions and (b) 
Mesh 
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The block shear test capacities recorded by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) are compared against 
the FEA in Table 2.3. The table shows the variation in the geometry of the connection where 
the parameter e1 refers to the distance between the downstream bolt row and end of the 
connection (Figure 4.6).  
Table 2.3. Comparison of FEA and Aalberg & Larsen (1999) block shear tests 
Spec. 
e1 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
(Pt /PFEA) 
T-1 50 60 65 21 8.4 2 3 373 537 1.05 
T-3          1.02 
T-2     7.7   786 822 1.03 
T-4          1.00 
T-7 38 47.5 47.5 19 8.4 2 2 373 537 1.05 
T-8     7.7   786 822 0.99 
T-9     8.4 3 2 373 537 1.02 
T-15          0.96 
T-10     7.7   786 822 0.98 
T-16          0.92 
T-11     8.4 4 2 373 537 1.03 
T-12     7.7   786 822 1.01 
Mean 1.00 
COV 0.035 
 
It can be seen from Table 2.3 that the ultimate test loads of the specimens were able to be 
consistently predicted with the FE analyses.  
2.5 Mesh Refinement Analysis 
Once the ultimate capacity of a finite element model has been passed and a reduction in load 
capacity occurs, the size of the mesh will influence the FEA results. After the ultimate load has 
been reached, continued elongation in the finite element model is concentrated in the straining 
of a few elements in the instability zone where necking is occurring (Levanger 2012). For 
smaller elements, the true strain increases by a higher value than in the corresponding larger 
elements, resulting in a softer behaviour post the ultimate strength state (Levanger 2012). This 
point is illustrated in Figure 2.11 (a) and (b), which shows a comparison of the same analysis 
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using a course and fine mesh after the ultimate load has been reached. To consider this effect, 
a mesh refinement analysis was carried out to find the most efficient mesh size to capture the 
correct softening behaviour, as shown by segment C in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.11. (a) Force-displacement curve showing different in softening behaviour after 
ultimate load for course and fine mesh (b) Stress-strain curve corresponding to course and 
fine mesh size 
The perforated tension coupon test specimen from Aalberg and Larsen (1999) made from high 
strength steel Weldox 700 and with a bolt hole diameter of 26 mm was chosen for the mesh 
refinement analysis.  
The results of the analyses are shown in Figure 2.12 where a constant mesh size of 1 mm was 
found to be the most optimal mesh size in regards to accuracy and efficiency.  
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Figure 2.12. Comparison of results for mesh refinement analyses 
2.6 Ductile Tensile Damage Criterion 
2.6.1 Ductile Damage Model 
During the localised necking of the net tension section, free surfaces or voids form around the 
material particles on a microscopic level. These voids occur because the increased stress causes 
interfacial decohesion or fracture in the particle itself. If loading of the material is continued, 
the voids grow and eventually coalesce, leading to failure and fracture of the material. This 
phenomenon is loosely and partially simulated in the present work by using a horizontal true 
stress-strain curve beyond the ultimate engineering stress, shown in Figure 2.3. In order to 
simulate fracture, this approximate measure must be complemented by the use of damage 
parameters described below. 
Initial mechanical models were developed by McClintock (1968) and Rice and Tracey (1969) 
in an effort to predict the void growth and damage in the material that eventually leads to 
fracture. These models have been refined through the years by several workers including: 
Oyane (1972); Hancock and Mackenzie (1976); Mackenzie et al. (1977); Atkins (1996); Bao 
and Wierzbick (2004) and Bai (2008); the fundamental principle applied being to relate the 
plastic strain to initiate fracture 
D
pl −  as a function of the stress triaxiality   and plastic strain 
rate pl .  
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Stress triaxiality is a dimensionless parameter that determines the state of stress in a body based 
on a ratio of hydrostatic stress m   and von Mises equivalent stress   (Eqn. 2.6). Hydrostatic 
stress (pressure stress) is as an average of the three principle stresses in a body and is increased 
during necking when the volume of the material is strained in tension in the direction of the 
principle stresses and compressed in the other two as the thickness and width are reduced 
(Levanger 2012). The increased hydrostatic stress and consequently larger overall triaxiality 
stress simulates the increased pressure on the voids in the material during necking. 
 m



=
 
(2.6) 
The plastic strain to initiate damage is represented in ABAQUS 6.12 through an equivalent 
plastic strain of the material, which similarly to equivalent stress (von Mises), is a scalar 
representation of the state of the material.  
For simplification, the plastic strain rate is assumed constant, meaning that the damage criteria 
can be simplified to be a function of the stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain pl − . The 
resulting damage initiation requirements are therefore now met when the conditions shown in 
Eqn. 2.7 are satisfied. 
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In the ABAQUS ductile damage option, a table format allows the user to input stress triaxiality 
against equivalent plastic strain. These values can be thought of as forming a curve (Figure 
2.13) in which the stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain are represented on the x-axis 
and y-axis respectively. If any integration point inside the element has corresponding stress 
triaxiality and plastic strain that fall below the curve, then damage will not have yet initiated. 
Alternately, when the damage parameters are such that they are on or above the curve and 
satisfy Eqn. 2.7, the voids are seen to have grown to an extent that damage has occurred.  
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Figure 2.13. Example of damage initiation envelope from ABAQUS ductile damage table 
values 
The damage criterion parameters were calculated from FEA of the perforated tension coupon 
tests described in Section 2.3.1 at the region where localised necking occurred, which is shown 
by a red dot in Figure 2.2. Kanvinde (2016) stated that necking in bolted connections is an 
excellent indicator of fracture development. Damage parameters were recorded at a load step 
just after the ultimate load is reached and when localised necking has reached a point that the 
load is being reduced and the internal voids are growing. The recorded stress triaxiality range 
and plastic strain for each test specimen are shown in Table 2.4 and form the basis of the 
damage criterion described in the following section. 
Table 2.4. Plastic strain and stress triaxiality range for FE models after ultimate load is reached  
Spec. 
dh 
 (mm) 
Triaxiality Range 
 ( ) 
Plastic Strain 
( pl − ) 
S235 22 0.40 – 0.60 0.56 
 26 0.36 – 0.53 0.43 
 32 0.33 – 0.45 0.38 
WELDOX-400 22 0.38 – 0.50 0.40 
 26 0.35 – 0.45 0.39 
 32 0.33 – 0.43 0.33 
WELDOX-700 22 0.36 – 0.47 0.23 
 26 0.33 – 0.43 0.18 
 32 0.33 – 0.40 0.15 
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The stress triaxiality in Table 2.4 for each specimen is represented in the form of a range that 
represents the band of necking that occurred in the net tension section. An example of the band 
of stress triaxiality range for the 22 mm bolt hole S235 specimen is illustrated in Figure 2.14. 
 
Figure 2.14. Stress triaxiality range for 22 mm bolt hole S235 specimen after ultimate load is 
reached 
2.6.2 Tension Damage Envelope 
In bolted connections, a range of stress types develop (tension, shear and compression) as 
illustrated in Figure 2.15. It is important that the damage criterion is able to differentiate these 
stresses so as to correctly identify the desired failure, which in this case is tension. Shear 
stresses make up part of the equivalent von-Mises stress, meaning the triaxiality stress does not 
directly show if the stress is axial (tension or compression) or from shear. The triaxiality stress 
however, does differentiate between compressive and tension stress through the sign of the 
hydrostatic stress. 
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Figure 2.15. Range of stress types in bolted connection 
One solution to distinguish between the stress types is by the introduction of an extra parameter 
defined as the lode angle. The lode angle is related to the third deviatoric stress invariant and 
when normalised varies between -1 to 1 depending on the state of stress in a material. 
Axisymmetric compressive and tensile stresses are related to lode angle parameters of -1 and 
1 respectively while a value of 0 corresponds to a state of pure shear stress (Bai, 2008). The 
lode angle has been used by Wierzbicki and Xue (2005a); Wierzbicki et al. (2005b); Bao (2008) 
and more recently Wen and Mahmoud (2017) in developing fracture models that simulate 
ductile failure. However, the addition of the lode angle adds complication with more 
parameters needing calibration therefore, a more straightforward and simple solution is 
presented here that is easier for researchers to replicate. 
The damage model proposed here is based on the fracture model developed by Bao and 
Wierzbicki (2004) in which a fracture locus was derived that was dependent on the equivalent 
strain and stress triaxiality. The fracture locus is simply an equation to describe the curve in 
Figure 2.10 that satisfies the damage initiation of Eqn. 2.7. Bao and Wierzbicki (2005) 
performed tests on several specimens and derived a fracture locus split into 3 branches that 
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differed in the region of stress triaxiality. A previous study by Bao and Wierzbicki (2004) had 
found that no single criteria could be derived to simulate compressive and tension failure.  
The initial branch of the locus in the negative triaxiality range described compressive ductile 
fracture, which then transitioned to shear failure for low triaxiality values between 0 and 0.4. 
The third locus equation described tension fracture occurring in the high stress triaxiality range 
(>0.4) when failure develops due to void formation. 
It should be noted that average stress triaxiality was used by Bao and Wierzbicki (2004) for the 
fracture locus as their testing had found the stress triaxiality to be inconsistent during 
deformation. The lode angle parameter was later introduced by Wierzbicki and Xue (2005a) 
and Wierzbicki et al (2005b) to construct a 3D fracture locus.  
The fracture locus or damage envelope developed here is focused solely on simulating tensile 
fracture and for that reason can be simplified from the earlier models of Bao and Wierzbicki 
(2004) and Wierzbicki and Xue (2005a). Instead of introducing an extra parameter such as the 
lode angle to distinguish failure types, the equivalent plastic strain is simply set unrealistically 
high for the stress triaxiality regions where compressive and shear failure dictate. 
The ranges of stress triaxiality value shown in Table 2.4 were used to derive the damage 
envelope for tension failure. These values represented the range of stress triaxiality that was 
occurring across the necking band of the bolted connection just after the ultimate load had 
being reached. Table 2.4 shows that the range of stress triaxiality values occurred in the high 
triaxiality range, which agreed with Bao and Wierzbicki (2004) test findings.  
The equivalent plastic strain just after the ultimate load has been reached is shown in Table 2.4 
to change depending on the grade of the steel. The stress triaxiality ranges all fit within the 
range 0.33 to 0.6 for the different tests. For this reason one range of stress triaxiality values is 
used in the damage envelope, consequently the equivalent plastic strain is the only parameter 
that needs to be calibrated to match the test results.  
An example of the damage envelope is illustrated in Figure 2.16. The envelope has a parabolic 
shape with a width derived to cover the stress triaxiality range found to occur along the necking 
failure plane of the net tension section, shown in Table 2.4. Figure 2.16 presents an example 
of two damage envelopes showing that equivalent plastic strain is the only parameter whose 
values change between the curves. 
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Figure 2.16. Example of two calibrated damage initiation envelopes 
The lowest equivalent strain value for each material in Table 2.4 is the base of the damage 
envelopes positive parabolic curve as it represents the minimum equivalent plastic strain 
required for damage to initiate. Intermediate widths of the damage envelope’s parabolic curve 
are calculated based on the test coupon’s curve. The equivalent plastic strain for the 
corresponding intermediate stress triaxiality values are simply increased or decreased in an 
iterative approach to calibrate the damage envelope. 
The overall stress triaxiality values and equivalent plastic strain values for each steel grades 
tension damage envelope are shown in Table 2.5. The damage envelope starts at a negative 
stress triaxiality value of -0.33 based on the Bao and Wierzbicki (2005) finding that ductile 
compressive fracture would not occur below this value. An arbitrary unrealistic equivalent 
plastic strain value of 2 was chosen to ensure failure would not occur in the compressive and 
shear regions. The damage parameters shown in Table 2.5 can be simply input into a table in 
the ductile damage option available in ABAQUS and do not require any additional subroutines. 
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Table 2.5. Calibrated damage enveloped for each steel grade 
Stress triaxiality 
Equivalent Plastic Strain 
 S235  Weldox 400 Weldox 700 
-0.33 2.00 2.00 2.00 
0.20 1.25 1.25 1.25 
0.45 0.75 0.65 0.50 
0.50 0.30 0.25 0.15 
0.57 0.75 0.65 0.50 
0.68 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1 2.00 2.00 2.00 
 
The overall ductile tension damage criterion described is an improvement on current practice 
since it simplifies the fracture model and is easier for researchers to replicate. The method uses 
the available ductile damage parameters available in ABAQUS, and requires that only the 
equivalent plastic strain be calibrated to match the desired test results force-displacement 
softening.  
It is important to note that damage evolution needs to be specified in relation to the damage 
initiation for any softening behaviour of the material or fracture propagation to occur. The 
calibration methodology outlined works in conjunction with a specified damage evolution 
value. 
2.6.3 Damage Evolution 
Once an element has reached the damage criteria, fracture will start to develop causing a sudden 
decrease in capacity, as shown by segment D in Figure 2.1. The loss of load carrying capacity 
from fracture is introduced using damage evolution in ABAQUS and is based on a fracture 
model by Hillerborg (Hillerborg et al. 1976; Hillerborg 1978; Hillerborg 1985).  
Damage evolution is the rate at which the material stiffness degrades once the corresponding 
initiation criteria have been met. ABAQUS removes the element from the mesh once it has 
been reduced to 0.001% of its original stiffness. The degradation is modelled using a scalar 
damage variable D which is 0 once the damage initiation is met. The damage variable D 
increases in conjunction with plastic displacement, resulting in a reduction in the stiffness of 
the element E , (Eqn. 2.8). 
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 (1 )E D E = −
 
(2.8) 
The degradation of the true stress corresponds with the reduction in stiffness by the damage 
parameter as shown in Figure 2.17. The dashed line represents the undamaged material while 
the solid line denotes the corresponding damaged stress calculated from Eqn. 2.9. The damage 
parameter varies from 0 to 1 which ABAQUS allows to be input either linearly, exponentially 
or by a table in which the damage parameter corresponds to an equivalent plastic displacement. 
For this study, a linear damage parameter between 0.1 and 0.3 was used based on the previous 
work of Adewole and Teh (2017). For simplicity and to reduce computational costs, a single 
damage evolution criterion was used for tensile and shear damage criteria. 
 (1 )D  = −
 
(2.9) 
 
Figure 2.17. Comparison of ductile damage criterion with and without damage evolution 
2.7 Verification of Ductile Tensile Damage Criterion 
The perforated tension coupon tests performed by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) are re-analysed,  
using the developed damage envelope values of Table 2.5, with the aim of replicating the test 
specimen’s abrupt drop in load-carrying capacity due to fracture. 
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It should be noted that the elastic portion (initial stiffness) of the experimental test was adjusted 
to account for the misalignments of the connections (Aalberg and Larsen 1999). However, the 
inelastic portion of the curve is the important part for calibration. 
Figure 2.18 shows excellent agreement with the tested specimen, validating the ductile tensile 
damage model for use in the thesis.  
 
Figure 2.18. Comparison of force-displacement diagrams of Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
perforated tension coupon test Weldox 700 24 mm bolt hole and the FEA 
 
2.8 Shear Damage Criterion 
Shear fracture is simulated using the shear damage criterion developed by Ahmed et al. (2019). 
The criterion uses the shear damage option in ABAQUS 6.12, which was developed by 
Hooputra et al (2004) to simulate fracture in metals. As the testing by Bao and Wierzbicki 
(2004) showed, pure shear stress correlates to zero stress triaxiality. 
The shear damage option in ABAQUS employs a table format similar to the ductile damage 
option, with the exception that shear stress ratio s  (Eqn. 2.10) is used in place of stress 
triaxiality against equivalent plastic strain 
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 max( ) /s s mk   = −  
(2.10) 
where   is von Mises stress, sk  is a material dependent parameter, m is the hydrostatic 
pressure and max  represents maximum shear stress. 
It is well known that for in-plane pure shear stress 12 , the von Mises criterion reduces to 
 12 / 3y =  
(2.11) 
which means, at the onset of yielding under pure shear, the magnitude of the shear stress is 3  
times lower than the tensile stress. 
Eqns. 2.10 and 2.11 were combined by Ahmed et al. (2019) and sk  taken as 0 to discount the 
effect of hydrostatic stress (shear fracture less pressure dependent) leading to the shear stress 
ratio becoming 3 1.732s = . 
Similar to the ductile damage criterion, a shear damage envelope was developed by Ahmed et 
al. (2019) that pinpoints the region of pure shear in the model based on the shear stress ratio of 
1.732. A calibrated small band (1.732- 1.743) identifies the elements undergoing shear damage. 
These are matched against an equivalent plastic strain that is determined by iteratively 
matching the FEA to shear fracture in a test force- displacement curve. In the criterion, a steep 
increase in the fracture strain with increasing shear stress ratio excludes the elements under 
compression or tension from fracturing under shear as shown in Figure 2.19. 
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Figure 2.19. Example of damage initiation envelope from ABAQUS shear damage table 
values  
2.9 Verification of Tensile and Shear Damage Criteria 
ABAQUS 6.12 allows the simultaneous definition of multiple damage criteria that work 
independently in defining the damage initiation parameters. The ductile and shear damage 
criteria that have been detailed previously can be used to simulate failure mechanisms, such as 
block shear, in connections where tension and shear fractures occur. Damage evolution is able 
to account for the different active damage criteria independently in calculating the overall 
damaged state of the element. It should be noted that where the fracture occurs under tension 
and shear stress at the same location, a third procedure is  necessary to calibrate the intermediate 
regions of the proposed tensile and shear fracture criteria. 
The combined tension and shear damage criteria were applied simultaneously on two of 
Aalberg and Larsen’s (1999) tension plate tests used in the verification of the FE model in 
Section 2.4.2. The tests were controlled by block shear failure and as a result, are able to 
demonstrate the ability of the combined damage criteria to simulate tension and shear fracture 
simultaneously. 
The test specimens chosen for application of the damage criteria were designated T-8-Weldox 
and T-11-S355 by Aalberg and Larsen (1999), and were made from high and mild strength 
steel respectively.  The material and geometric properties of the tests are shown in Tables 2.1 
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and 2.3; Figure 2.5 shows the true stress-strain used in the analyses. Tables 2.6 and 2.7 show 
the damage initiation parameters calibrated for the tension and shear failure mechanisms 
respectively. A damage evolution variable of 0.2 used in the ductile damage verification 
analyses was applied once again, and maximum damage degradation was set to 0.95 so that the 
analysis gradually reduced the stiffness of the elements to 5% of its original stiffness once the 
fracture initiated. 
Table 2.6. Tension damage initiation parameters for Specimens T-8 and T-11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.7. Shear damage initiation parameters for Specimens T-8 and T-11  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steel Grade Stress Triaxiality Fracture Strain 
Weldox 700 
Fy = 786 MPa 
Fu = 822 MPa 
0 2 
0.20 1.25 
0.45 0.5 
0.50 0.15 
0.57 0.5 
0.68 1 
1 2 
S355  
Fy = 373 MPa  
Fu = 537 MPa 
0 2 
0.20 1.25 
0.45 0.75 
0.50 0.30 
0.57 0.75 
0.68 1 
1 2 
Steel Grade Shear Stress Ratio Fracture Strain 
Weldox 700 
Fy = 786 MPa 
Fu = 822 MPa 
1.732 1.23 
1.743 1.235 
1.8 3 
S355  
Fy = 373 MPa  
Fu = 537 MPa 
1.732 1.2 
1.743 1.21 
1.8 3 
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The FE simulation utilising the damage parameters shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 can be seen 
from Figures 2.20 and 2.21 to show excellent agreement with the test results. The sudden drop 
in the specimens capacity from both tensile and shear fracture could be simulated accurately 
by simple calibration of the fracture strains. The damage and shear initiation values shown in 
Tables 2.6 to 2.7 are illustrated on the specimens in Figures 2.22 and 2.23 just before fracture 
is initiated as indicated on the force-displacement curves. 
 
Figure 2.20. Comparison of load-displacement graphs from test and FEA for specimen T-8-
Weldox 
 
Figure 2.21. Comparison of load-displacement graphs from test and FEA for specimen T-11-
S355 
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It should be noted that the contour legends are not shown in Figure 2.22 or for any contour 
plots of FEA results shown in this thesis. Contour plots are shown simply to illustrate the stress 
distribution or area of damage, to compliment the text and results.   
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.22. T-8 Weldox damage criteria for (a) Ductile damage (b) Shear 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.23. T-11 S355 damage criteria for (a) Ductile damage (b) Shear 
 
The failure shape for both specimens at the end of the analyses is illustrated in Figure 2.24 
where fracture along the tension and shear planes can be seen to match those in Figures 31 and 
33 of Aalberg and Larsen (1999). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.24. Final fractured profile from FE analysis (a) T-8-Weldox and (b) T-11-S355 
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2.10  Concluding Remarks 
This chapter first developed a finite element model methodology that can consistently predict 
the ultimate capacity of a bolted connection without damage parameters, by using a horizontal 
true stress-strain curve beyond the ultimate engineering stress. It was demonstrated that this 
approximate measure is quite satisfactory in terms of determining the ultimate load capacity. 
A ductile damage criterion was developed for tension fracture that in conjunction with the use 
of the horizontal true stress-strain curve simulated fracture and the associated drop in load 
carrying capacity. It was found that the procedure developed in this chapter was simple and 
effective in closely replicating the responses of bolted connection tests reported in the 
literature. A shear damage criterion developed by Ahmed et al. (2019) was discussed. It was 
used in conjunction with the developed tensile ductile damage criterion and shown to be 
capable of simulating the complete response of bolted connections failing in block shear. 
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 CHAPTER 3 – BEHAVIOUR AND STRENGTH OF 
BOLTED CONNECTIONS FAILING IN SHEAR 
3.1 Introductory Remarks 
The accuracy of various strength models for ultimate shear-out (also termed “tearout”) and 
block shear has been shown by Teh and Uz (2015b) and Teh and Deierlein (2017) to depend 
on the assumed shear failure planes. A variety of definitions for the shear planes have been 
proposed by researchers, which as the literature review below will show, has resulted in much 
confusion and multiple changes in the definition used in the AISC specifications. 
Through verification against multiple experimental programs Teh and Uz (2015b) and Teh and 
Deierlein (2017) showed that only the model that assumes the shear failure plane lies between 
the net and the gross shear planes (effective plane) is consistently accurate for the shear-out 
and block shear ultimate capacities. A post fracture state of both failure modes is shown in 
Figure 3.1 after their respective ultimate capacities have been reached. 
The proposed shear-out model and block shear equations by Teh and Uz (2015a) and Teh and 
Deierlein (2017) have both been shown to be more accurate than the current limit states (J3-6d 
and J4-5) used in the AISC specification. However, the use of the effective plane in the capacity 
models has not been directly compared to a shear plane proposed by Kamtekar (2012) (Figure 
3.7), where the shear plane corresponds to the bolt diameter rather than the bolt hole diameter.  
This Chapter aims to identify the most accurate shear plane definition that is currently 
proposed. Independent laboratory test results of bolted connection specimens failing in shear-
out or block shear are used to compare the shear plane proposed by Kamtekar against the 
effective plane defined by Teh and Deierlein (2017). The majority of the specimens have a 
small or standard hole clearance, but some have hole clearances larger than those defined as 
oversize in the specification (AISC 2016a). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.1. Example of (a) Shear-out and (b) Block shear failure (post-fracture state) 
Verification of the results by FEA will be used to complement the laboratory test comparisons 
by analysing bolted connection with no hole clearance. The inclusion of such connections is of 
interest due to the fact that in this case the Kamtekar shear plane will coincide with the gross 
shear plane. 
The chapter will finish by using FEA in conjunction with the shear fracture criterion defined 
in the previous Chapter, to identify the location of fracture initiation in a bolted connection 
undergoing shear-out failure, and identify if fracture is necessary for the ultimate capacity to 
be reached. 
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3.2 Literature Review 
The first block shear equation was proposed by Birkemoe and Gilmor (1978) and identified 
shear failure to occur along the shear plane net section (Figure 3.4) simultaneously with the 
connections tensile region at the material ultimate strength Fu. Coped beam testing by Yura et 
al. (1982) and Ricles and Yura (1983) observed general yielding along the gross shear plane in 
block shear failure and therefore, proposed that for block shear resistance the yielding strength 
of the material be used with the gross shear plane (Figure 3.2). 
Rabern (1983) proposed a model for block shear in gusset plate using the gross section along 
the bolt lines for the shear failure plane; reasoning that interior bolts of the connection don’t 
generally slip into bearing. Conversely, the paper noted that in small (length) bolted 
connections the net section may provide better results. 
Bjorhovde and Hardash (1985) found from gusset plate tests performed and analysed by 
Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985), that the gross shear plane in conjunction with the net tensile 
area was the best block shear model to match the results obtained in the tests. Furthermore, the 
paper concluded that the connection length was important for the block shear limit state, which 
the authors suggest is because shear stress distribution is not uniform. Accordingly, a 
connection length factor was proposed to be introduced to the block shear resistance.  
The findings by Ricles and Yura (1983) and Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) were used by the 
AISC (1986) specification to postulate two failure mechanisms for block shear, where the yield 
stress Fy was related to the gross shear plane and material strength Fu to the net shear plane. 
The ambiguity about the shear planes set out in the 1986 AISC specification led to decades of 
confusion and multiple changes to the standard (AISC 1999, 2005) that still has not been 
resolved (AISC 2016a). 
Experimental testing by Astaneh-Asl and Nader (1989) and Astaneh et al. (1989) on tee 
framing and single plate shear connections found the fracture in the shear planes to be close to 
the edge of the bolt holes and not along the centreline of the bolt holes (net section). The authors 
recommended that the effective area in shear was more realistically calculated by averaging 
the net and gross areas. 
Full scale testing of single-angle tension members by Gross et al. (1995) concluded that the 
critical section in shear is not the net section passing through the centreline of the bolt holes, 
but rather the gross section acting along the edge of the bolt holes. Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
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came to a similar conclusion when examining block shear failure in mild and high strength 
steel. 
The area or plane in which shear develops in a bolted connection was examined by Franchuk 
et al. (2002) in a series of tests on block shear behaviour in coped beams. The tests showed that 
shear develops over an area that is greater than the net area but less than the gross, which agrees 
with the Astaneh-Asl and Nader (1989) observation. The authors proposed a new equation for 
block shear that implied that the shear was under an effective stress (between yield and full 
strength) on the gross shear plane of the connection, which was somewhat counter intuitive to 
their initial observation of the correct shear plane. 
A block shear equation was developed by Topkaya (2004) based on a parametric analyses using 
FEA. The paper noted the difficulty in defining shear stresses and came to the same conclusion 
as Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) that the connection length had an effect. However, a later 
study by the same author (Topkaya 2007) on block shear failure in coped beams found that the 
shear stress was independent of the connection length. 
The observation of Astaneh-Asl and Nader (1989) and Franchuk et al. (2002) that the shear 
plane may act between the gross and net shear plane was confirmed by Clements and Teh 
(2013) using contact FEA. The authors defined this plane as the active shear plane (Figure 3.5) 
and its accuracy was further confirmed through a direct experimental investigation by Teh and 
Uz (2015b). They additionally found that in hot rolled steel plates, full or almost full shear 
strain hardening had generally been achieved when the ultimate capacity occurred therefore, 
the material strength Fu should be used in conjunction with the shear plane. 
Based on Clements and Teh (2013) findings, new shear-out and block shear equations were 
proposed by Teh and Uz (2015a), and Teh and Deierlein (2017) respectively. These equations  
provided results that were consistently more accurate than the current AISC (2016a) 
specification.  
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3.3 Shear Failure Plane Definitions 
3.3.1 Gross Shear Plane 
The gross shear plane or “length” is defined in Figure 3.2 for a single bolt connection and was 
used in an earlier version of the AISC specification (1993) to define the ultimate shear-out 
capacity soP , shown by Eqn. 3.1. Teh and Uz (2015b) showed that the use of the gross shear 
length resulted in overestimation of the ultimate shear-out capacity for many connection test 
results reported in the literature. 
 
so 0.5 gv u gv uP A F L tF= =        (3.1) 
 
Figure 3.2. Definition of gross shear plane 
The gross shear plane was also used by researchers Ricles and Yura (1983) and the AISC 
specification (2016a) to specify the area providing shear resistance, Agv, in block shear failure 
shown in Figure 3.3. Teh and Deierlein (2017) found that the use of the gross shear plane in 
block shear equations provided results that were too optimistic, overestimating the connections 
block shear resistant capabilities, and thereby unsafe. 
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Figure 3.3. Gross and net shear areas for block shear model 
3.3.2 Net Shear Plane 
The net shear plane or “length” is defined in Figure 3.4 for a single bolt connection and is used 
in the current AISC specification (2016a) to define the ultimate shear-out capacity shown by 
Eqn. 3.2. The increased shear coefficient of 0.75 in the current specification (AISC 2016a) 
appears to be intended to compensate for the replacement of the gross shear length in the earlier 
specification (AISC 1993). 
The net shear length has been shown by Teh and Uz (2015b, 2016b) to provide results on either 
side of conservatism.  
so 0.75 1.5nv u nv uP A F L tF= =         (3.2) 
 
Figure 3.4. Definition of net shear plane 
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The net shear plane was originally specified by Birkemoe and Gilmor (1978) to provide the 
shear resistance area Anv (Figure 3.3) in block shear failure and is still used as part of the AISC 
specification (2016a). Teh and Deierlein (2017) showed that the use of the net shear area in 
any block shear model provided results that were too conservative. 
3.3.3 Effective Shear Plane 
Teh and Uz (2015a) proposed a new equation (Eqn. 3.3) for the shear-out capacity, based on 
the findings of Clements and Teh (2013), that the shear plane acted between the gross and net 
shear planes. The shear plane used in the proposed shear-out equation was defined as the active 
shear plane and is the mean of the net and gross shear planes as defined in Figure 3.5. It should 
be noted that the active shear length Lav is used in conjunction with the well established shear 
coefficient of 0.6. 
so 0.6 1.2av u av uP A F L tF= =         (3.3) 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Definition of active shear plane 
The finding regarding the shear failure plane for determination of shear-out capacity is 
consistent with that for block shear failure as shown by Teh and Deierlein (2017), who used 
the active shear area in place of the net or gross shear areas. It should be noted that the 
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terminology used by Teh and Deierlein (2017) for the active shear area was the effective area 
Aev, which will be used in the present work in conjunction with the term effective shear length 
Lev. Eqn 3.4 shows the proposed block shear capacity bsP  by Teh and Deierlein (2017) while 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the effective shear area Aev and the net tension area Ant used in the block 
shear equation. 
bs 0.6nt u ev uP A F A F= +         (3.4) 
 
Figure 3.6. Effective and Kamtekar shear areas for block shear model 
 
3.3.4 Kamtekar Shear Plane 
An alternate shear plane was proposed by Kamtekar (2012) that contended that the shear failure 
plane(s) of a bolted connection undergoing shear-out or block shear failure correspond to the 
bolt diameter, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The proposed shear-out equation (Eqn. 3.5) by 
Kamtekar (2012) is similar in form to Eqn. 3.3, but the assumed shear length is different in 
principle. The shear plane proposed by Kamtekar will be defined Lk for the present work and 
the associated shear area Ak. 
so 0.6 1.2k u k uP A F L tF= =         (3.5) 
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Figure 3.7. Kamtekar’s shear failure plane 
The proposed block shear equation by Kamtekar (2012) is shown by Eqn. 3.6 and is based on 
the same treatment of the shear failure planes. Figure 3.6 illustrates the Kamtekar (2012) shear 
area Ak and the net tension area Ant used in the block shear equation. 
bs 0.6nt u k uP A F A F= +         
 
(3.6)
 
Teh and Uz (2015b) and Teh and Deierlein (2017) have already shown their proposed equations 
to be more accurate than the current AISC (2016a) specification against numerous independent 
tests, however the strength models proposed by Kamtekar (2012) in Eqns. 3.5 and 3.6 have not 
been compared. The following Sections will compare the two shear failure planes in a variety 
of bolt configurations to determine the most accurate shear plane for use in strength models. 
3.4 Comparison to Lab Tests 
The shear planes proposed by Teh and Uz (2015b) and Kamtekar (2012) will be directly 
compared against each other through independent laboratory tests. A professional factor is use 
to compare the accuracy of the shear planes, which in this case is the ratio of the ultimate load 
obtained in the test Pt to the capacities ( soP or bsP ) predicted using the respective shear planes. 
A professional factor greater than unity indicates that the strength model is conservative and a 
value less than unity indicates an overestimation of the actual strength.  
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3.4.1 Shear-out Tests 
Puthli and Fleisher (2001) conducted a series of tests on 25 bolted connections made from high 
strength steel of which 9 failed by shear-out. These 9 tests are used to compare the shear-out 
equations of Teh and Uz (2015b) (Eqn. 3.3) and Kamtekar (2012) (Eqn. 3.5). All specimens 
have a row of 2 bolts with a hole clearance of 3 mm for a 27 mm diameter bolt d, which 
complies with Table J3.3 M of the AISC specification (2016a) for a standard hole.  
The results of the comparison are shown in Table 3.1 which includes the bolt diameter dh, end 
distance e1, gauge g, and thickness t, and ultimate strength Fu of the specimens. Table 3.1 shows 
that the difference between Eqns. 3.3 and 3.5, which use the effective shear plane and 
Kamtekar’s shear plane respectively, for a standard hole clearance, is less than 5%. This result 
supports Figure 3.7 which shows that, for a bolted connection with standard bolt hole, 
Kamtekar’s shear plane (2012) may be close to the effective shear plane of Teh and Deierlein 
(2017).  
Additionally, FEA of Puthli and Fleisher (2001) specimens conducted using the methodology 
outlined in Section 2.2 are included in Table 3.1. In this case, the test specimen ultimate load 
Pt is compared against the capacity of the FEA PFEA. An overall mean of 1.01 for the 
professional factor in Table 3.1 shows the excellent agreement the FE models had with the 
test’s specimens.  
Table 3.1. Comparisons for shear-out specimens of Puthli & Fleischer (2001) 
Spec 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt 
(kN) 
Pt/Pso 
Eqn 
(3.3) 
Eqn 
(3.5) 
FEA 
1 30 27 36 72 17.5 645 817 1.06 1.02 1.04 
2       774 1.00 0.97 0.99 
3       785 1.02 0.98 1.00 
4    81   755 0.98 0.95 0.96 
5       772 1.00 0.97 0.99 
6       771 1.00 0.97 0.99 
7    90   811 1.05 1.02 1.04 
8       801 1.04 1.00 1.02 
9       813 1.05 1.02 1.04 
Mean 1.02 0.99 1.01 
COV 0.026 0.025 0.027 
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3.4.2 Block Shear Tests 
The tension plate tests conducted by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) seen in the verification of the 
FE model in Section 2.3, are used to compare the block shear Eqns. 3.4 and 3.6 proposed 
respectively by Teh and Deierlein (2017) and Kamtekar (2012). The hole clearance of all tests 
was 1 mm while the specimens’ variables are the same as those shown in Table 2.5. 
The results of the comparison between Eqns. 3.4 and 3.6 are shown in Table 3.2, which includes 
the results of the FEA performed in Chapter 2. Table 3.2 shows that the use of the effective 
shear plane in Eqn. 3.4 resulted in more accurate estimates of the block shear capacity. The use 
of Kamtekar’s shear plane in Eqn. 3.6 resulted in overestimations greater than 10% for some 
of the specimens. 
Table 3.2.  Comparisons for block shear specimens of Aalberg & Larsen (1999) 
Spec 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt 
(kN) 
Pt/Pbs 
Eqn 
(3.4) 
Eqn 
(3.6) 
FEA 
T-7 19 18 38 47.5 47.5 8.4 2 537 551 1.07 1.02 1.05 
T-8      7.7  822 730 1.01 0.96 0.99 
T-9      8.4 3 537 751 1.04 0.98 1.02 
 T-
15 
        
710 0.99 
0.93 1.03 
T-10      7.7  822 994 0.98 0.92 0.96 
T-16         961 0.95 0.89 1.00 
T-11      8.4 4 537 925 1.00 0.93 0.98 
T-12      7.7  822 1229 0.94 0.88 0.92 
Mean 1.00 0.94 0.99 
COV 0.041 0.045 0.038 
 
3.5 Comparison to No Hole Clearance 
As indicated previously, Kamtekar (2012) proposed a shear plane that corresponded to the bolt 
diameter and as such, it would be interesting to establish the implications of using Eqns. 3.3 to 
3.6 for the same bolted connection with varying hole clearances. In the case when there is no 
hole clearance, Kamtekar’s (2012) shear plane will correspond to the gross shear plane.  
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For the purpose of carrying out the analyses, the finite element models developed in Chapter 2 
and validated against the laboratory tests in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 will be modified to have varying 
reduced hole clearances to the point where there is none. 
3.5.1 Shear-out Tests 
It is shown in Table 3.1 that, for the shear-out specimens with a standard hole clearance of 3 
mm for a 27 mm diameter bolt, there is an insignificant difference between Eqns. 3.3 and 3.5, 
or between the effective shear plane of Teh and Deierlein (2017) and Kamtekar’s (2012) shear 
plane. In order to investigate the effect of hole clearances on the shear-out capacity, the 
combined tensile and shear damage parameters developed by Ahmed et al. (2019) and 
discussed in Chapter 2 are used for the finite element analyses. The true stress strain for the 
material used in the present analyses and verification of the model shown in Table 3.1 is shown 
in Figure 3.8 while, the shear damage parameters are shown in Table 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.8. Implied true stress-strain curve for Puthli and Fleischer (2001) shear out 
specimens 
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Table 3.3. Shear damage parameters for shear-out specimens 
 
 
 
 
The results of the finite element analyses of the Puthli and Fleischer (2001) specimens with 
varying bolt clearances is shown in Table 3.4. In this case, the ultimate load of the FEA PFEA 
is compared against the shear-out capacity Pso of Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5.  
Table 3.4. Comparisons for shear-out of connections with varying hole clearances (a row of 2 
bolts) 
Model 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
PFEA 
(kN) 
PFEA/Pso 
Eqn. 
(3.3) 
Eqn. 
(3.5) 
S1 30 27 36 72 17.5 524 645 783 1.01 0.98 
S2  29      810 1.05 0.93 
S3  30      824 1.07 0.85 
Mean 1.04 0.92 
COV 0.026 0.075 
 
Table 3.4 shows the use of Kamtekar’s shear plane in Eqn. 3.5 leads to an overestimation 
greater than 15% for the shear-out model without hole clearance. In each case, use of the 
effective shear plane (Teh and Deierlein 2017) resulted in closer estimation of the ultimate 
capacity by the finite element models. 
Figure 3.9 is a comparison between the models of the in-plane shear stress contours at the 
shear-out limit state with and without standard hole clearance of 3 mm (Models S1 and S3 in 
Table 3.4, respectively). It can be seen that there is insignificant difference between them. 
Shear Stress Ratio Fracture Strain 
1.732 1 
1.743 1.02 
1.8 3 
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Figure 3.9. Shear stress contours with (a) Standard (Model S1) and (b) Without hole 
clearance (Model S3) 
 
3.5.2 Block Shear Tests  
For the block shear specimens tested by Aalberg and Larsen (1999), the validated finite element 
model shown in Table 3.2 and Section 2.2, was modified so that the bolt diameter was the same 
as the hole diameter, ie 19mm. The true stress-strain curve and damage parameters used in the 
finite element analyses are shown in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.8 respectively.  
The professional factor in Table 3.5 is the ratio of the finite element analysis ultimate capacity 
PFEA, over the block shear capacity bsP  of Eqns. 3.4 and 3.6 (Effective and Kamtekar shear 
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planes, respectively). It can be seen in Table 3.5 that Eqn. 3.6 using Kamtekar’s (2012) shear 
plane results in significant overestimations of the ultimate loads of all models, in contrast to 
Eqn. 3.4 where the effective shear plane (Teh and Deierlein 2017) is used. Use of the effective 
shear plane in Eqn. 3.6 remains accurate for all specimens analysed without hole clearance, 
whereas the overestimations caused by the use of Kamtekar’s (2012) shear plane worsen when 
comparing Table 3.5 to 3.3 with errors over 20% (1/0.82 = 1.22) for some models. 
Table 3.5.  Comparisons for block shear connections without hole clearance 
 
Figure 3.10 compares the in-plane stress contours at the block shear limit state of Specimen T-
11 between the models with and without hole clearance of 1 mm, where it can be seen that 
consistent with the shear-out findings, there is no difference between them. 
Model 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
PFEA 
(kN) 
PFEA/Pbs 
Eqn (3.4) Eqn (3.6) 
T-7M 19 19 38 47.5 47.5 8.4 2 373 537 535 1.04 0.90 
T-8M      7.7  786 822 753 1.04 0.90 
T-9M      8.4 3 373 537 740 1.03 0.87 
T-15M          695 0.96 0.82 
T-10M      7.7  786 822 1054 1.04 0.88 
T-16M          974 0.96 0.82 
T-11M      8.4 4 373 537 953 1.03 0.86 
T-12M      7.7  786 822 1364 1.05 0.88 
 Mean 1.02 0.87 
 COV 0.032 0.037 
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Figure 3.10. Shear stress contours for Specimen T-11 (a) With hole clearance (b) Without 
hole clearance  
3.6 Comparison to Large Hole Clearance 
The previous comparison looked at bolted connections with standard hole clearance to the same 
specimen without hole clearance. However, there are situations in which the hole clearance is 
large and termed “oversize” as specified in Table J3.3M of the AISC (2016a) standard. One 
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situation in which large bolt hole clearances occurred was in three bolted gusset specimens of 
Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985), where a hole diameter of 17.5 mm was used for a 12.7 mm 
bolt. In fact, this hole clearance is even larger than the AISC (2016a) specification for the 
oversize hole of an M20 bolt, which has a diameter of 20 mm. For an M20 bolt, the oversize 
hole diameter is specified to be 24 mm, giving a clearance of 4 mm “only”. 
The bolted gusset plates tests by Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) with oversize hole clearance 
all failed by block shear therefore; Eqns. 3.4 and 3.6 which represent the effective (Teh and 
Deierlein 2017) and Kamtekar (2012) shear planes respectively, are compared to the tests 
ultimate load Pt. The results are shown in Table 3.6 where, despite the very large hole clearance 
Eqn 3.4, which is based on the effective shear plane, was more accurate than Eqn 3.6 proposed 
by Kamtekar (2012). The use of Kamtekar’s shear plane led to underestimations of the block 
shear capacities of the specimens tested by Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985). 
Table 3.6. Comparisons for oversize hole specimens of Hardash & Bjorhovde (1985) 
Spec 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt 
(kN) 
Pt/Pbs 
Eqn (3.4) Eqn (3.6) 
16 17.5 12.7 38.1 50.8 50.8 6.0 4 323 444 1.01 1.08 
20    76.2     532 1.09 1.15 
26   25.4    5  584 1.05 1.12 
Mean 1.05 1.12 
COV 0.037 0.034 
 
Finite element analysis was again used to investigate the difference between connections with 
oversize holes and similar ones without hole clearances. The model was developed according 
to the method outlined in Section 2.2 and the true stress strain of the material is shown in Figure 
3.11. The damage parameter used for the mild steel S355 in Aalberg and Larsen (1999) test 
specimens and shown in Table 2.8, was applied to the present analysis due to the lack of an 
experimental force-displacement curve to match. 
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Figure 3.11. Implied true stress-strain curve for Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) block shear 
specimens 
The finite element analyses with a bolt diameter increased to 17.5 mm to match the hole 
diameter led to minor differences between the specimens’ ultimate capacities. Table 3.7 shows 
that the average difference in block shear capacities between the model with oversize holes and 
corresponding ones with no hole clearance is only approximately 2%. 
Table 3.7. FEA comparisons between oversize and no hole clearance connections 
Model 
dh 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
PFEA (kN) 
Oversize No clearance %Diff 
16M 17.5 38.1 50.8 50.8 6.0 4 229 323 438 446 1.7 
20M   76.2      491 502 2.3 
26M  25.4    5   540 554 2.6 
Mean 2.2 
 
Figure 3.12 shows the in-plane shear stress contours at the block shear limit state of Hardash 
and Bjorhovde (1985) test Specimen 26, which had 5 bolt rows, with and without any hole 
clearance. Similar to the 4 bolt row test Specimen T-11 shown in Figure 3.10, there is 
insignificant difference between the models in Figure 3.12, despite the very large hole 
clearance in one of them. 
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Figure 3.12. Shear stress contours of Hardash & Bjorhovde (1985) with (a) Over size hole 
clearance (b) No hole clearance 
In the preceding analyses between specimens with and without hole clearance shown in Tables 
3.4, 3.5 and 3.7, the bolt diameters were kept constant in modelling the no hole clearance 
connections so that comparison could be made between plates having the same geometries. 
However, for interest, finite element analysis of the three Hardash and Bjorhovde specimens 
(1985) was undertaken for the hypothetical case in which the 12.7 mm bolt had no clearance. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.8, which can be seen to reinforce the findings 
of Table 3.5, that the use of Kamtekar (2012) shear plane in Eqn. 3.6 leads to significant 
overestimations of the block shear capacities. Additionally, they reinforce the findings that the 
use of the effective shear plane in Eqn 3.4 (Teh and Deierlein 2017) is consistently accurate. 
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Table 3.8.  Comparisons for no hole clearance specimens of Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) 
Spec 
dh 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
e1 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
Fu 
(MPa) 
PFEA 
 (kN) 
PFEA/Pbs 
Eqn (3.4) Eqn (3.6) 
16H 17.5 12.7 38.1 50.8 50.8 6.0 4 323 475 1.02 0.92 
20H    76.2     522 1.01 0.92 
26H   25.4    5  580 0.98 0.88 
Mean 1.00 0.91 
COV 0.016 0.018 
 
3.7 Location of Fracture Initiation 
The ultimate load of the recorded test specimens of Puthli and Fleisher (2001), Aalberg and 
Larsen (1999), and Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) shown in the preceding sections were 
estimated accurately using the effective shear plane, which is used in both Teh and Uz (2015b)  
shear out (Eqn. 3.3) and Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equations (Eqn. 3.4). However, 
inspection of a photograph of a tested specimen by Puthli and Fleisher (2001) that shows block 
shear failure well beyond the ultimate limit state and presented here in Figure 3.13, appears to 
support the hypothesis of Kamtekar’s shear plane, or even the gross shear plane. 
 
Figure 3.13.  Block shear specimen tested by Puthli & Fleischer (2001) 
A close inspection of the severely deformed Puthli & Fleischer (2001) specimen shown in 
Figure 3.13 indicates that the location of fracture initiation was not the point indicated by 
Kamtekar (2012), which is showed in the by point A in Figure 3.7. The location of Kamtekar’s 
shear plane and the “gross” shear plane (point B in Figure 3.7) are displayed on the block shear 
specimen in Figure 3.13.  
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It can be inferred from examination of the failed block shear specimen in Figure 3.13 that the 
plate material downstream of the bolt and surrounding it has yielded and stretched substantially 
as the bolt bore on the hole’s wall. It is therefore plausible that the initiation of the fracture 
displayed in Figure 3.13 may in fact have occurred close to the effective shear plane. 
In order to investigate the preceding inference about fracture initiation, the result of the finite 
element analysis shown previously in Section 3.5.1 (Model S1 in Table 3.4) was examined. 
Figure 3.14 (a) shows the fractured state of the bolted connection model, which superficially 
may confirm the proposal of Kamtekar (2012). However, as the equivalent undeformed model 
in Figure 3.14 shows, the node where fracture initiated, denoted node E in the figure, is actually 
close to the effective shear plane. 
 
Figure 3.14.  Location of fracture initiation of Model S1(a) Fractured deformed shape (b) 
Undeformed shape 
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Model S3 in Table 3.4 showed the finite element results of the Puthli and Fleisher (2001) 
block shear specimen without hole clearance; the fractured and undeformed shapes of the 
model are shown in Figure 3.15. It can be seen that in this case the fracture initiated on the 
effective shear plane. However, in the case of both analyses it should be noted that the 
findings presented here may be related to the particular mesh configuration modelled. 
 
Figure 3.15.  Location of fracture initiation of Model S3(a) Fractured deformed shape (b) 
Undeformed shape 
3.8 Ultimate Limit State of Shear-out 
Experimental (Huns et al. 2003) and numerical (Clements and Teh 2013) testing has shown 
that the block shear capacity of a bolted connection can be reached due to necking of the net 
tension section, which will occur well before fracture if there is limited scope for shear strain 
hardening as is typical for high strength steels. As explained in Section 2.3, the reason for the 
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reduction in capacity is due to the reduced net tension area, in a similar manner to that observed 
in a tensile coupon reaching its capacity from necking. 
In theory, for a bolted connection undergoing shear-out failure mode, the resistance would 
decrease if the length of the shear failure planes reduces as the bolt bears on the hole’s wall, 
which then yields. This would mean that the shear-out capacity of high strength steel bolted 
connection may be reached before fracture. A finite element investigation was undertaken to 
investigate this inference. 
The finite element model S1 used in the previous section’s analysis and shown in Table 3.4 
was reanalysed without simulating fracture. It should be noted that it is unknown if the actual 
test specimen (Puthli and Fleisher 2001) reached its ultimate load by fracture but is not relevant 
to the hypothesis examined. 
The force-displacement graph for the finite element model S1 without fracture is plotted in 
Figure 3.16. The ultimate limit load is 790 kN, which is almost exactly the average (792 kN) 
of the ultimate test loads of Specimens 1, 2 and 3 (Puthli and Fleisher 2001) listed in Table 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.16. Load-displacement graph of Model S1 without incorporating fracture 
It can be concluded from observation of Figure 3.16 that fracture is not necessary for the 
ultimate shear-out capacity of a bolted connection to be reached. Changes in the geometry of 
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the plate material downstream of the bolt(s), in particular shortening of the shear resistance 
planes parallel to the loading direction, can lead to the ultimate shear-out capacity being 
reached. Figure 3.17(a) shows the deformed shape at the ultimate limit state which is directly 
compared against Figure 3.17(b) which is the same model but at the termination point of the 
graph plotted in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.17. Deformed shapes in the shear-out failure mode without fracture at (a) The 
ultimate limit state (b) The termination point 
Observation of the force-displacement curve of test Specimen BO050 plotted by Kim and Yura 
(1999) shows agreement with the present finite element analysis in Figure 3.16; although the 
researchers attributed the attainment of the ultimate test load to “complete yielding” rather than 
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geometric changes of the plate material downstream of the bolt. Examination of the force-
displacement graph in Figure 3 of the Kim and Yura (1999) paper shows the test Specimen 
BO050 exhibited very gradual softening of the post-ultimate response, indicating that fracture 
did not take place at the ultimate limit state. 
It should be noted that in some cases, such as bolted connections made from steel with very 
high strain hardening capabilities or with a highly nonlinear constitutive relationship such as 
stainless steel (Salih et al. 2011), fracture may be a necessary occurrence before the ultimate 
load is reached. In such cases, the reduction in resistance due to geometric changes is more 
than offset by the increase in same due to considerable strain hardening. 
3.9 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter first highlighted the difficulties over the years for researchers to determine the 
correct shear failure plane for bolted steel connections. A summary of current shear failure 
planes (gross and net) used in the current AISC standard (2016a) was presented, in addition to 
the “effective” shear plane proposed by Teh and Uz (2015a) and Teh and Deierlein (2017), 
which had previously been found to consistently be the most accurate shear failure plane. An 
alternate definition for the shear failure plane by Kamtekar (2012) that corresponds to the bolt 
diameter was presented and defined in the chapter as the “Kamtekar” shear plane.  
The previous comparison of shear failure planes by Teh and Uz (2015b) and Teh and Deierlein 
(2017) did not include Kamtekar’s shear plane. Therefore, the two shear failure planes were 
compared, in a variety of bolt configurations, against laboratory test results and validated finite 
element analyses. It was found that for bolted connections with reduced or no hole clearance, 
the use of Kamtekar’s shear plane leads to significant overestimation of the ultimate block 
shear or shear-out load. Conversely for bolted connections with oversize clearance, Kamtekar’s 
shear plane led to underestimations.  
In contrast, the use of the effective shear planes is consistently accurate for bolted connections 
with standard, oversize or no clearance bolt holes. It was found through comparison of the 
finite element models of the same specimen that the shear resistance of a bolted connection is 
not significantly affected by the hole clearance. For future analysis throughout this thesis, the 
effective shear plane will be used for all relevant situations involving shear plane, as it has now 
been shown by Teh and Uz (2015b), Teh and Deierlein (2017) and the present study to be 
consistently accurate, which cannot be said for the gross, net and Kamtekar shear planes.  
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Chapter 3 has demonstrated that due to the severe deformation of the bolt hole, a superficial 
observation of the location of fracture initiation in a connection failing in shear-out or block 
shear can wrongly justify Kamtekar’s shear plane, or even the gross shear plane. Close 
inspection of a photograph showing such a condition, revealed that the observation is incorrect. 
A finite element investigation found that models having standard and no hole clearances, 
respectively, had fracture initiate on or close to the effective shear planes for the investigated 
mesh configurations. 
The chapter finished by demonstrating through a finite element analysis without fracture, that 
the ultimate shear-out capacity of a bolted connection can be reached before fracture if the 
reduction in resistance due to geometric changes is not offset by strain hardening. 
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 CHAPTER 4 – WHITMORE TENSION SECTION AND 
BLOCK SHEAR 
4.1 Introductory Remarks 
Gusset plates are a type of steel connection that transfers the force of axially loaded members 
through a structure and are commonly used in bracing systems and truss bridges (Figure 4.1) 
where a connection is needed for the meeting of multiple members. A renewed focus (Higgins 
et al. 2010; Liao et al. 2011; Rosenstrauch et al. 2013) on the design of such connections has 
occurred over the last decade, following the collapse of the I-35W truss Bridge in Minneapolis 
due to gusset plate failure.   
 
Figure 4.1. Gusset plates in (a) Bracing system (b) Truss bridge. 
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The tension and compressive capacities of gusset plates caused by the axial force in a connected 
brace were traditionally calculated using beam flexure theory; until an experimental 
investigation by Whitmore (1952) discovered that the use of such theory did not match the 
stress distribution occurring in gusset plates. Whitmore (1952) found that the normal stresses 
were highest at the end of the attached bracing members, unlike beam flexure, where the largest 
tensile and compressive stresses occur at the extreme ends of the fibre (furthest distance from 
the neutral axis). 
In place of traditional flexure theory, Whitmore (1952) recommended that the maximum tensile 
(or compressive) elastic stress be estimated using a section defined by drawing 30o lines from 
the pair of outer downstream bolts to their respective intersections with a line passing through 
the upstream row of bolts. This section is commonly referred to as the Whitmore width 
(section) or criterion and found widespread use from the late 1970s (Thornton and Lini 2011) 
as a quick and efficient method to determine the tensile (or compressive) capacity of a gusset 
plate. However, the Whitmore net section tension capacity was not explicitly mentioned in the 
AISC specifications until the 2010 edition (AISC 2010) in the form of a User Note in Section 
J4.1. 
Coincidentally, as the Whitmore section became widely known among the structural 
engineering community, Birkemore & Gilmor (1978) discovered the block shear failure mode 
for coped beam shear connections. It was demonstrated in Chapter 3 that the block shear 
equation proposed by Teh and Deierlein (2017) was the most consistently accurate equation 
for bolted connections and apperared to solve the ambiguity issues involved with the failure 
mode, highlighted in Table 4.1 by the constant changing of the block shear equation in the 
AISC design provisions. 
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Table 4.1. AISC Specification Block Shear Design Provisions, 1978–2016 
1978 Rn = FuAnt + 0.6FuAnv 
1986 Rn = max(FuAnt + 0.6FyAgv; FyAgt + 0.6FuAnv) 
1993 If FuAnt ≥ 0.6FuAnv : Rn = FuAnt + 0.6FyAgv  
If FuAnt < 0.6FuAnv : Rn = FyAgt + 0.6FuAnv 
1999 If FuAnt ≥ 0.6FuAnv : Rn = min(FuAnt + 0.6FuAnv; FuAnt + 0.6FyAgv)  
If FuAnt < 0.6FuAnv : Rn = min(FuAnt + 0.6FuAnv; FyAgt + 0.6FuAnv) 
2005 
2010 
2016 
 
Rn = min(FuAnt + 0.6FuAnv; FuAnt + 0.6FyAgv) 
 
The block shear concept uses the same parameters associated with the Whitmore criterion (bolt 
pitch, gauge, plate thickness, material ultimate strength) and early equations proposed by 
Richards et al. (1983) provided identical results for gusset plate yield strengths (Williams 
1988). However, it should be noted the connection length did not include the edge distance e1 
used in later block shear equations. Due to the similarities in both concepts, Gross and Cheok 
(1988) stated that it may not be necessary for each to be checked. However, according to Kulak 
et al. (2001, pg 253), the design of a gusset plate should be checked against both the Whitmore 
section and the block shear failure mode, and the more severe requirement resulting from them 
should be applied. Similarly, a reviewer of a recent paper (Teh & Deierlein 2017) argued that 
the design example presented therein was controlled by the Whitmore tension rupture, and the 
block shear criterion was therefore irrelevant to the example. 
However, the authors have not found any convincing experimental evidence indicating that the 
failure mode of a bolted gusset plate corresponds to the Whitmore net section, which would 
involve simultaneous (or near simultaneous) fractures on both sides of each bolt hole, Figure 
4.2. It should be noted that, in cases where fracture has taken place on the outer side of the bolt 
hole(s), the prevailing failure mode was actually block shear rather than Whitmore section 
fracture, as demonstrated later in this chapter.  
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Figure 4.2. Whitmore fracture. 
This chapter aims to establish that the Whitmore criterion for the design of a bolted gusset plate 
under tension is redundant provided the correct block shear check is performed. This assertion 
is proven by examination of previous experimental and analytical research on tension failure 
of bolted connections and finite element analysis. 
Comparisons between block shear and the Whitmore criterion have shown their near identical 
qualities (Higgins et al. 2011; Williams 1988) which this chapter further expands upon by 
comparing the Whitmore tension capacity against the block shear equation to articulate their 
numerical relationship in terms of the connection geometry. Estimates of the ultimate test loads 
for laboratory specimens given by the Whitmore and the block shear criteria will then be 
verified against the laboratory test results. The specimens include those for which the 
Whitmore tension capacity is much lower than the block shear capacity, and those that were 
considered by the testing researchers to have failed by tension in the Whitmore net section.  
Finite element analysis including fracture propagation is presented to show that fractures across 
the Whitmore net section only occur after the ultimate limit state of block shear has passed, 
and well after the complete fracture of the net section within the block shear zone. In addition, 
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it will be demonstrated that the ultimate load of a bolted gusset plate failing in block shear is 
typically reached due to necking of the net tensile section, before the occurrence of fracture. 
The chapter will conclude by showing a design example that demonstrates how the Whitmore 
criterion can result in the uneconomical overdesign of bolted connections. It should be noted 
that this chapter is not concerned with the Whitmore effective width for the design against 
buckling of a gusset plate under compression, which has been shown to be grossly inaccurate 
(Cheng et al. 2000; Sheng et al. 2002). Astaneh-Asl (1998) has also suggested that the 
Whitmore concept was intended for gusset plates in tension only. 
4.2 Literature Review 
4.2.1 Early Elastic Analysis 
Research into gusset plate stress distribution and behaviour was limited during the first half of 
the 20th century due to difficulty in undertaking large scale testing (Thornton and Lini 2011). 
As stated in Dowswell (2013), the first noted experimental research on gusset plates was 
performed by Wyss (1923), which found that the maximum normal stress occurred at the end 
of the connected brace member and noted that the stress trajectories were dispersing at 
approximately a 30 degree angle along the connected member. These findings had major 
implications even though gusset plates would continue to be designed using beam theory. A 
study by Sandel (1950) supported Wyss (1923) findings but found that an angle of 35 degrees 
would provide a better estimate of the normal stress. 
Whitmore (1952) performed an experimental investigation into the stress distribution of a 
scaled down gusset plate modelled from a Warren truss using aluminium members. Rosette 
strain gauges were used to calculate strain and determine the maximum principle stresses and 
their distribution patterns. The results showed that traditional beam theory failed to accurately 
predict the normal and shear stress. Whitmore proposed a width calculated by a commonly 
used 30 degree angle originating from the first bolt row and intersecting a line perpendicular 
to the axis of the last bolt row. This width would be referred to as the Whitmore section or 
criteria, but was not adopted for widespread use until over 20 years after it was first proposed. 
Irvan (1957) and Hardin (1958) conducted similar tests to Whitmore and agreed with his 
findings that beam theory didn’t correctly calculate the maximum stresses or their locations. 
Irvan (1957) found that the Whitmore width did not agree with his results and therefore 
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proposed a modified method where the 30 degree angle originated from the centre of the 
connection thereby providing a smaller width with a more conservative result. An alternate 
effective width was proposed by Chesson and Munce (1963). They recommended a width of 
22 or 25 degrees be adopted based on tests carried out on bolted truss gusset connections. An 
examination of their work shows that failure occurred across the net section and one line of the 
fasteners suggesting that the failure was in fact from block shear. 
Subsequent research by Lavis (1967), Varsarheyi (1971) and Struik (1972) validated 
Whitmore’s conclusion that design procedures using beam equations produced significant 
variations in safety. However, the studies did conclude that beam theory was adequate in design 
due to the conservative maximum values that it produced.  
4.2.2 Inelastic Analysis 
To the authors knowledge, the first major experiment in which a gusset plate was intentionally 
loaded to failure to allow the analysis of inelastic deformation was undertaken by Bjorhovde 
and Chakrabarti (1985). The experimental investigation included a full scale diagonal bracing 
member connected to the joint of a beam and column by a bolted gusset plate connection. Two 
gusset plate thicknesses were tested, at three different bracing orientation angles: 30, 45 and 60 
degrees. Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985) stated that the tests agreed with the Whitmore 
criterion. The 60 degree connection failed at the connection between the gusset and the column, 
which Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985) suggested was due to it being within the ‘Whitmore 
zone’.  
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of Chakrabarti and Bjorhovde (1985) test specimens was 
performed by Rabern (1983), which found that the largest stress was concentrated between the 
upstream row of bolts without extending outside along the Whitmore section. However, Rabern 
(1983) concluded that his finite element studies supported the Whitmore criterion for gusset 
plate design. Rabern (1983) furthermore stated that the Whitmore criterion should be seen as a 
good design aid but suggested that the angle should be modified to account for normal stresses 
under loading conditions other than those observed in Whitmore testing.  
A more detailed FEA of Chakrabarti and Bjorhovde (1985) test specimens was performed by 
Williams (1988) that included the effects of the frame action as well as the stiffness and strength 
of the fasteners. The results seemed to confirm the previous inference that failure occurred 
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from block shear. Williams (1988) additionally identified that the block shear equation 
proposed by Richard et al. (1983) and the Whitmore criterion gave the same result. 
An experimental investigation by Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) examined 28 gusset plates 
with varying parameters with the aim of developing a block shear equation that expanded on 
the work of Rabern (1983) and Richard et al. (1983). However, observation of Specimen 28 
shows fracture on the outer side of the bolt hole which some may mistakenly point to as 
Whitmore fracture. Such cases will be shown to be from testing being continued well beyond 
the ultimate (block shear) limit state of the specimen and after the inner region fractured 
completely. It should be noted that Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985) correctly identified such 
specimen as failing by block shear.  
Gross (1990) performed full scale testing of a brace frame, gusset subassembly to examine 
specific behaviours that had not been tested previously. These behaviours included the effects 
of connection eccentricity on gusset plate capacity, and members framing effects; and 
differences in performance when the gusset is connected to a column’s web rather than the 
flange. The paper suggested that the design of the of gusset plate using the Whitmore criterion 
is essentially the same as block shear as both methods are based on gusset plate thickness and 
connection arrangement. 
Astaneh-Asl (1998), on the other hand, made a distinction between “fracture along  Whitmore’s 
30-degree effective width” and “block shear failure”, both of which were claimed to have been 
observed in the field after earthquakes or in laboratories.  
Lab experiments by Huns et al. (2002) were undertaken to observe the failure progression of a 
gusset plate in tension, with splice plates removed at various intervals to observe the failure 
from yielding to fracture. The first noticeable behaviour in the tests was necking on the tension 
plane between the connections last bolt row, after which minor cracks developed on the edge 
of the bolts where the necking occurred. The cracks continued to propagate across the tension 
face until the whole tension plane fractured between the bolts. No sign of failure was noted 
along the Whitmore section outside the bolt holes in any of the testing, even with different 
connection configurations used. 
The collapse of the I-35W bridge in Minneapolis from gusset plate failure led to a renewed 
interest in the field. Many bolted (and riveted) gusset plates in truss bridges were designed 
using the Whitmore section and allowable stress. To ensure their safety, these connections had 
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to be evaluated against modern standards. A paper by Higgins et al. (2010) attempted to 
develop a rating methodology to assist in the identification of flaws in gusset plates designed 
with the Whitmore section (allowable stress) compared with block shear. The Whitmore 
section and block shear method were directly compared, and the authors found the difference 
between the two was simply the use of allowable stress in the Whitmore criterion and yield 
stress multiplied by the resistance factor in block shear. It should be noted that the gross section 
of the Whitmore section was used for the comparison and there is a greater difference between 
the methods if the net section is used. 
The guidance document issued by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA 2009) was 
meant to assist the rating process of bridges in the wake of the 2007 I-35W Bridge collapse in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The document was believed by some parties to yield overly 
conservative gusset plate ratings (AASHTO 2013; NCHRP 2013). The design guideline 
(FHWA 2009) provided three methods to check for tension failure. These included direct 
tension from the Whitmore section, block shear, and a method to evaluate the shear capacity 
on the critical planes, where the lowest failure load of the three methods would govern the 
design.  
The accuracy of each method was evaluated by Rosenstrauch et al. (2013), who performed a 
FEA of the Warren truss gusset plate Whitmore examined in his experimental investigation. 
Interestingly Rosenstrauch et al (2013) found that block shear was in fact the failure mechanism 
of the connection Whitmore used to propose his criterion.  Equally important, the FEA found 
the only failure mechanism of the three FHWA methods  not to occur, was failure along the 
Whitmore section, even though calculations showed that it would have governed the gusset 
plates design.  
Thornton and Lini (2011) provided an extensive review on the Whitmore section, which 
highlighted the potential confusion it can cause for practising engineers. One situation is shown 
in Figure 4.3, for a gusset plate where the Whitmore effective width runs into the horizontal 
member. The examples presented by Thornton and Lini (2011) demonstrate that the elimination 
of the Whitmore criterion and making block shear the sole tension check, would simplify the 
design process for engineers. Thornton (1984) had previously stated that the Whitmore section 
is a fairly crude approximation of the normal stress. Although, it should be noted in this 
situation Thornton (1984) was referring to compressive stress.  
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Figure 4.3. Difficulty in the Whitmore section concept. 
4.3 Whitmore Section and Block Shear Tension Criteria 
4.3.1 American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC 2016) 
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) load and resistant factor design 
specifications for structural steel buildings, made no mention of the Whitmore section in any 
of its editions from 1986 to 2005 (AISC 1986, 1993, 1999, 2005). In these versions, the design 
strength of gusset plates in tension was specified as the lowest value obtained from yielding, 
fracture of the connecting element, or block shear rupture. The areas for yielding and fracture 
were simply specified as the gross and net areas of the connecting element (gusset plate), 
respectively. 
First mention of the Whitmore section in the AISC specification appeared in the 2010 edition 
(AISC 2010) in the form of a User Note in Section J4.1. The updated 2016 version (AISC 
2016a) also included the User note in Section J4.1 “Strength of Elements in Tension” where 
the effective net area Ae of a connection plate is limited to that calculated using the Whitmore 
section (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4. Whitmore section with geometric variables. 
According to Equation (J4-2) of the specification (AISC 2016a), the Whitmore tension capacity 
of the bolted gusset plate in Figure 4.4 is equal to 
( )( ) ( )  tdpndgnF
tWFAFR
hrhlu
wueun
−−+−−=
==
o30tan121  
(4.1) 
in which Fu is the material tensile strength, Ae is the effective net area, Ww is the Whitmore net 
width, t is the plate thickness, nl is the number of bolt lines in the direction of loading (equal to 
2 in Figure 4.4), g is the gauge, dh is the bolt hole diameter, nr is the number of bolt rows 
perpendicular to the loading direction (equal to 4 in Figure 4.4), and p is the pitch.  
4.3.2 Australian Steel Institute (ASI 2010) 
A design guide (Hogan and Collins 2010) for light brace connections issued by the Australian 
Steel Institute (ASI) highlighted the awkward application of the Whitmore criterion. The design 
model (Hogan and Collins 2010) defines the Whitmore width as the bolt gauge for a single-
row bolted connection, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. However, it is obvious that the effective 
width of the bracing cleat for computing its net section tension resistance is larger than the bolt 
gage, and in most cases is equal to the width of the cleat plate 
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Figure 4.5. Whitmore width of a tension bracing cleat (Hogan and Collins 2010). 
4.3.3 Teh and Deierlein (2017) Block Shear Equation 
The block shear equation proposed by Teh and Deierlein (2017) was shown by the authors and 
the previous chapter to be the most consistently accurate block shear design model. Figure 4.6 
shows the effective shear area (Aev) used by the proposed block shear equation, which is simply 
the mean of the gross and net shear area. A more detailed description of the effective shear 
plane is given in Section  3.3.3. 
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Figure 4.6. Geometric variables of the block shear capacity. 
The Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear resistance equation was presented in Chapter 3 and 
is repeated here in Eqn. 4.2 for the convenience of the reader. 
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in which e1 is the end distance defined in Figure 4.6. The tensile and shear resistance planes in 
the block shear mode are indicated in the figure. 
4.3.4 Algebraic Comparison of Whitmore and Block Shear Criteria 
Algebraic comparison of the Whitmore and block shear criteria is made here, to find situations 
in which the former dictates the design and vice versa. Observation of Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2 shows 
geometric similarities in both equations (i.e.  ( )( )1l hn g d− − ) allowing the comparison to be 
simplified to Eqn. 4.3. 
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It can be derived that if the pitch p is equal to three times the bolt hole diameter dh, and the end 
distance e1 is 1.5 times dh, then the Whitmore tension capacity will be equal to the block shear 
capacity when the number of bolt rows nr is equal to 6.7: 
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Therefore, the ultimate capacity of a typical gusset plate connection with approximately seven 
rows of bolts may be accurately estimated using the Whitmore criterion even if it fails in block 
shear, giving the false impression that the Whitmore tension section were valid. 
If the connection has only a few rows of bolts, then the Whitmore tension capacity will be 
significantly lower than the block shear capacity. This algebraic outcome enables the 
verification of the Whitmore criterion against the laboratory test results of such specimens. 
4.4 Comparison of Whitmore and Block Shear Criteria to 
Experimental Tests 
4.4.1 Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
The Aalberg and Larsen (1999) specimens which were used in the verification of the FE model 
in Section 2.4.2 are known to have failed by block shear. In this case, all test specimens had 
between 2 and 4 bolt rows which meant that the Whitmore criterion would govern. 
Table 4.2 shows the results of Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2 for the specimens tested by Aalberg & Larsen 
(1999). The variable Pt denotes the ultimate load obtained in the laboratory test, and the ratio 
Pt/Rn is known as the professional factor. An empty cell in the following tables indicates that 
the entry in the cell above applies. 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of Whitmore and block shear predictions for Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Spec 
e1 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt/Rn 
Eqn (4.1) Eqn (4.2) 
T-1 50 60 65 21 8.4 2 3 373 537 1.58 1.07 
T-3          1.55 1.05 
T-2     7.7   786 822 1.54 1.05 
T-4          1.51 1.02 
T-7 38 47.5 47.5 19 8.4 2 2 373 537 1.90 1.07 
T-8     7.7   786 822 1.79 1.01 
T-9     8.4 3 2 373 537 1.40 1.04 
T-15          1.32 0.99 
T-10     7.7   786 822 1.31 0.98 
T-16          1.27 0.95 
T-11     8.4 4 2 373 537 1.18 1.00 
T-12     7.7   786 822 1.11 0.94 
Mean 1.46 1.01 
COV 0.162 0.043 
 
It can be seen from Table 4.2 that the ultimate test loads of the specimens with two rows of 
bolts were up to 90% higher than the computed Whitmore tension capacity. The extent of 
underestimation decreases as the number of bolt rows is increased. It is clear that, had the 
Whitmore tension failure mode existed, the specimens would have failed at loads significantly 
lower than their actual ultimate loads. The results presented in Table 4.2 are an unambiguous 
indication that the Whitmore tension capacity does not exist. 
4.4.2 Chakrabarti and Bjorhovde (1985) 
It was discussed in the literature review that Bjorhovde & Chakrabarti (1985) presented 
laboratory test results of bolted gusset plates that were believed to have failed along the 
Whitmore tension “zone”. Photographs of two specimens seem to indicate fractures in the 
Whitmore zone similar to that illustrated in Figure 4.2. However, there are two points worth 
noting regarding this apparent indication. First, the number of bolt rows nr in each specimen is 
9, so the Whitmore tension capacity is greater than the block shear capacity. It will therefore 
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be instructive to compare the estimates of Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2 against each other, knowing that 
the latter governs (in contrast to Table 4.2). Second, it was not clear whether the fractures in 
the outer Whitmore zone took place before the inner zone (the block shear zone) completely 
fractured, or after it. The first point is investigated here, and the second point in the next section. 
Table 4.3 shows that the professional factors of Eqn. 4.2 are noticeably closer to unity 
compared to Eqn. 4.1 for both specimens while all of them are less than or equal to unity, 
suggesting that the specimens failed in block shear. It is therefore quite possible that the 
fractures in the outer Whitmore zone took place after the tests were continued well beyond the 
respective block shear failures, associated with fractures in the net tensile section of the block.  
Table 4.3. Comparison of Whitmore and block shear predictions for Bjorhovde and 
Chakrabarti (1985) 
Spec 
e1 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt/Rn 
Eqn (4.1) Eqn (4.2) 
30o 31.8 57.1 127 22.2 3.2 9 2 294 383 0.95 1.00 
45o          0.89 0.94 
 
4.5 Finite Element Analysis 
4.5.1 Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used here to investigate the tensile stress contours at the 
ultimate limit state of a bolted gusset plate, and to corroborate the inference made in the 
preceding section. The methodology of the FEA was described in detail in Chapter 2, which 
showed the validation of the finite element model against the Aalberg and Larsen (1999) block 
shear specimens. Table 2.3 shows excellent agreement in the ultimate loads between the test 
results and the FEA results. 
The first part of the finite element investigation focuses on Aalberg and Larsen (1999) test 
results, which were previously shown in Table 4.2 to be severely underestimated by the 
Whitmore criterion. 
Table 4.2 shows the ultimate test load of Specimen T-16, which can be seen to be 27% higher 
than the computed Whitmore tension capacity. If the underestimation was simply a numerical 
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inaccuracy, there would have been fractures in the outer Whitmore zone as illustrated in Figure 
4.2. However, such fractures are not evident in the photograph of the tested specimen provided 
by Aalberg and Larsen (1999), even though the test was continued until the shear planes 
fractured. The conditions of the specimen at the ultimate limit state and beyond are studied 
using the present finite element analysis. 
The material properties and true stress-strain curve for the Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Specimen T-16 are shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.7 respectively. Fracture is simulated using 
the damage initiation parameters shown in Table 2.6, and the equivalent plastic displacement 
at failure set to 0.4. 
Mirror images of the symmetric-half FEA models are added to facilitate illustration of the 
results in the following figures. The simulated ultimate load of the Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Specimen T-16 was 956 kN, or 0.5% lower than the ultimate test load. Figure 4.7(a) illustrates 
the model at this point, which shows the necking of the net tensile section within the block 
shear zone. It can be seen from the out-of-plane displacement contours that necking is confined 
between the two bolt holes; not extending into the outer Whitmore zone despite the applied 
load being 27% higher than the Whitmore capacity. The corresponding longitudinal normal 
stress contours are shown in Figure 4.7(b). 
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Figure 4.7. Contours of Specimen T-16 at the ultimate limit state: (a) Out-of-plane 
displacements; and (b) Longitudinal normal stresses. 
Shear displacement of the “block” is also evident in Figure 4.7. The existence of the block is 
indicated by the von Mises stress contours in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the von Mises 
stresses around the block shear perimeter are significantly higher than in the outer Whitmore 
zone, vindicating the use of the block shear criterion rather than the Whitmore criterion despite 
the latter’s lower capacity.  
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Figure 4.8. von Mises stress contours of Specimen T-16. 
Shear displacement of the block becomes more pronounced following the net tensile section 
rupture, as shown in Figure 4.9(a). Additionally, Figure 4.9(b) shows that even after the net 
tensile section of the block fractured completely, and the block continued to shear, there is no 
evidence of necking or fracture in the outer Whitmore zone.  
 
Figure 4.9. Specimen T-16: (a) Fracture imminent; and (b) No Whitmore fracture. 
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The load-deflection graph obtained by the finite element analysis is compared to that obtained 
by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) in Figure 4.10. States corresponding to Figures 4.7, 4.9(a) and 
4.9(b) are annotated along the curve. As indicated in Figure 4.10, the ultimate block shear load 
is due to necking of the net tensile section, not due to fracture. This point has been previously 
explained by Teh and Clements (2012). In fact, fracture initiation only took place after 
extended gradual softening of the response under quasi-static loading of the high-strength steel 
specimens, as annotated in the figure. 
 
Figure 4.10. Load-deflection graphs of Specimen T-16 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) and FEA. 
4.5.2 Chakrabarti and Bjorhovde (1985) 
Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985) seemed to show compelling evidence of fracture in the outer 
Whitmore zone, from photographs of tested gusset plates. However, Table 4.3 shows that the 
ultimate test loads of both specimens, which were nominally identical to each other, were closer 
to the block shear capacity given by Eqn. 4.2 than to the Whitmore tension capacity. It should 
also be noted that all the computed capacities were on the same side of conservatism. The 
development of fractures in the specimens is studied in the present finite element analysis, 
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which incidentally models the gusset plate having its loading direction inclined at 45 degrees 
to the adjacent member. 
The true stress-strain curve used in the finite element analysis is plotted in Figure 4.11, 
employing the procedure outlined in Section 2.2.2 and expressed by Eqns. 2.1 through 2.5 
based on the assumption that the engineering strain of the mild steel at fracture εu is 40%. Since 
Bjorhovde & Chakrabarti (1985) did not provide any coupon test results, the damage initiation 
and damage evolution parameters obtained from the preceding calibration against the test 
results of Aalberg & Larsen (1999) were used in the present analysis. 
 
Figure 4.11. Implied true stress-strain curve for Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985). 
The simulated ultimate load is 690 kN, or 1.9% lower than the block shear capacity given by 
Eqn.4.2. Figure 4.12 shows that the drop from the ultimate load was less gradual compared to 
that of Specimen T-16 tested by Aalberg & Larsen (1999), shown in Figure 4.10. However, as 
shown in Figure 4.13, the ultimate load taking place at the displacement of 9.3 mm was still 
due to necking of the net tensile section, although fracture was imminent for the 3.2 mm thick 
gusset plate with nine rows of bolts. 
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Figure 4.12. . Load-deflection graph for Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985). 
 
Figure 4.13. Necking at the ultimate limit state of Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985). 
Figure 4.14 shows the complete fracture of the net tensile section within the block when the 
displacement is equal to 15.2 mm, as annotated in Figure 4.12. Even at this stage, there is no 
fracture in the outer Whitmore zone. It is only when the displacement reaches 20.8 mm 
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(corresponding to a load of 603 kN) that fracture initiates in the outer Whitmore zone. Figure 
4.15 shows the fracture at a displacement of 24 mm 
 
Figure 4.14. Complete tensile fracture within the block only. 
 
Figure 4.15. Fracture in the outer Whitmore zone. 
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The present FEA results, coupled with the comparison results shown in Table 4.3, clearly 
indicate that the two gusset plate specimens of Bjorhovde and Chakrabarti (1985) did not fail 
in the Whitmore section but in block shear. 
4.6 Modified Whitmore Sections 
Alternate sections to estimate the maximum normal stresses in gusset connection have been 
proposed over the years, that in most cases have a different “dispersion angle” to the 30o 
adopted in the Whitmore criterion. A reviewer of a paper (Elliott and Teh 2019) argued that 
the well-established Whitmore angle of 30o was too narrow for connections with up to 4 rows 
of bolts, and too wide for connections with 9 or more rows of bolts, further stating that 
alternative proposed widths may provide better results. This section will provide a brief 
overview of the alternate Whitmore sections, and compare each to Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
specimens listed in Table 4.2. 
4.6.1 Irvan (1957) 
Irvan proposed using the same 30˚ angle as Whitmore for calculating the tension and 
“crushing” capacity of a gusset plate. However, instead of the angle dispersing from the top 
bolt row, it originates from the geometric centre of the rivet/bolt group as illustrated by Figure 
4.16. The initiation of the dispersion angle from the geometric centre can create great confusion 
and widely inaccurate results, as the modified “width” Iw may end up less than the tension net 
section between the bolts for small connections. 
 
Figure 4.16. Modified “Whitmore” section proposed by Irvan (1957). 
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4.6.2 Chesson and Munse (1963) 
The authors suggested two dispersion angles that depend on how the bolt diameter was formed. 
A 22˚ angle is proposed for punch holes while a wider 25˚ is recommended for drilled holes. 
Both angles originate from the same position as the Whitmore section illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
4.6.3 Yamamoto et al. (1985) 
Yamamoto et al. (1985) proposed a more conservative angle of 22˚ compared to the 30˚ used 
in the Whitmore criterion. The angle was based on a function of connection length to width 
ratio that matched the experimental data of gusset plate tests performed by the researchers. The 
angle starts at the same location as Whitmore and therefore the width can be easily determined 
by substituting 22˚ into Eqn. 4.1 instead of 30˚. 
4.6.4 Cheng et al. (2000) 
The authors recommended a 45˚dispersion angle in place of the 30˚ used in the Whitmore 
criterion. The angle provides a width that results in greater capacity predictions than the 
original Whitmore section, which the researchers state accounts for load redistribution and 
inelasticity. It should be noted that the section was proposed for calculating compressive 
capacity. 
4.6.5 Dowswell (2013) 
Dowswell (2013), using fracture mechanics, developed a formula for determining the 
dispersion angle (from the same location as Whitmore), that accounted for the geometry, 
constraint, and inelastic deformation of the connection. This meant that the dispersion angle 
could be adapted for different connection types and desired level of inelasticity. For gusset 
plates, the author states an angle of 32.5˚ for elastic design and 44.8˚ when inelasticity is 
considered, which can be seen to resemble the Whitmore and Cheng et al. (2000) 
recommendations. 
4.6.6 Comparison of Modified Sections to Experimental Testing 
Table 4.4 presents the comparison of the modified Whitmore sections to Aalberg and Larsen 
(1999) test specimens previously used in Table 4.2.  The test specimen’s geometry and material 
properties can be seen in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.4. Comparison of Whitmore variants and block shear for Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
Spec 
Eqn. 
(4.2) 
Whitmore 
(1951) 
Irvan 
(1957) 
Chesson & 
Munse 
(1963) 
Yamamoto et 
al. 
(1985) 
Cheng et 
al. 
(2000) 
Dowswell 
(2013) 
T-1 1.07 1.58 6.23 1.75 1.87 1.15 1.16 
T-3 1.05 1.55 6.07 1.71 1.82 1.12 1.13 
T-2 1.05 1.54 6.09 1.72 1.83 1.13 1.13 
T-4 1.02 1.51 5.94 1.67 1.78 1.10 1.11 
T-7 1.07 1.90 4.45 2.27 2.55 1.17 1.18 
T-8 1.01 1.79 4.19 2.14 2.40 1.10 1.11 
T-9 1.04 1.40 5.84 1.70 1.93 0.83 0.84 
T-15 0.99 1.32 5.50 1.60 1.82 0.79 0.79 
T-10 0.98 1.31 4.63 1.44 1.65 0.70 0.70 
T-16 0.95 1.27 4.37 1.36 1.55 0.66 0.66 
T-11 1.00 1.18 5.52 1.60 1.82 0.79 0.79 
T-12 0.94 1.11 5.31 1.54 1.76 0.76 0.76 
 
It can be seen from the results given in Table 4.4 that there is no reliable method for determining 
the dispersion angle of the Whitmore section, even if the section existed. For some variants, 
the errors are even more excessive than those obtained using the well-established dispersion 
angle of 30o proposed by Whitmore (1952). 
4.7 Design Example 
With reference to Figure 4.5, two examples are considered to illustrate the strength checks for 
the tension cleat plate using equations that have been demonstrated to be consistently accurate 
when verified against laboratory test results. The cleat is made of Grade 350 plate according to 
AS 3678:2016 (SA 2016), having a nominal yield stress Fy = 360 MPa, a nominal tensile 
strength Fu = 450 MPa and a nominal thickness t = 4 mm. For each example, the end distance 
e1 = 50 mm and the gauge g = 60 mm. The only variable between the two examples is the edge 
distance e2, as given in the following subsections. It may be noted that the cleat design in each 
example is not controlled by the shear failure of the M20 Grade 8.8/S bolts, which have a 
nominal diameter of 20 mm and a nominal tensile strength of 830 MPa. All bolt holes have a 
diameter dh = 22 mm. For the purpose of this section, no resistance factor or capacity factor, 
which vary from specification to specification, and from one failure mode to another, is applied.  
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4.7.1 Cleat Controlled by Block Shear Failure 
The first example has an edge distance e2 = 40 mm. The cleat plate is to be checked against the 
following five failure modes: 
Net Section Fracture 
2(2 2 )
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=
 
 Block Shear Failure (Teh and Deierlein 2017) 
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Split Block Shear (Teh and Deierlein 2017) 
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201 kN
h
n u nt u ev u h
d
R F A F A F t e d e
  = + = − + −    
=
 
Shear-out Failure (Teh and Uz 2015a) 
10.6 2.4 4
192 kN
h
n u ev u
d
R F A F t e = = − 
 
=
 
Bearing Failure (Teh and Uz 2016b) 
3.5
252 kN
n u uR CF dt F dt= =
=
 
The first example with an edge distance e2 = 40 mm is therefore controlled by the block shear 
failure mode, which is illustrated in Figure 4.17. The nominal capacity of the cleat plate is 165 
kN. 
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Figure 4.17. Block shear failure of cleat plate. 
4.7.2 Cleat Plate Controlled by Net Section Fracture 
The second example has a smaller edge distance e2 = 35 mm. The cleat plate is again checked 
against the five failure modes, but the block shear, the shear-out and the bearing capacities 
remain the same as there is no change to the relevant variables. 
Net Section Fracture 
2(2 2 )
155 kN
n u n u hR F A F t e g d= = + −
=
 
Split Block Shear (Teh and Deierlein 2017) 
( )2 10.6 2 1.2 4
183 kN
h
n u nt u ev u h
d
R F A F A F t e d e
  = + = − + −    
=
 
The second example with the smaller edge distance e2 = 35 mm is therefore controlled by the 
net section fracture mode, which is illustrated in Figure 4.18. The nominal capacity of the cleat 
plate is 155 kN. 
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Figure 4.18. Net section fracture of cleat plate. 
4.7.3 If Whitmore Criterion is Applied 
If the Whitmore criterion (Hogan and Collins 2010) is applied, then the nominal capacity of 
the cleat plate in both examples is 
( )
68.4 kN
n u e u hR F A F t g d= = −
=
 
The Whitmore criterion can therefore lead to an excessively conservative design. The resulting 
nominal capacity is less than half the true capacity of either cleat plate. 
4.8 Concluding Remarks 
The Whitmore criterion has been used by structural engineers to determine the tension capacity 
of connected steel plate elements. Some authorities suggested or still require that the design of 
a gusset plate be checked against both the Whitmore and the block shear criteria.  
Using simple algebra, the chapter has shown that the Whitmore criterion only gives a similar 
result to the (correct) block shear criterion under certain conditions. For a standard bolted 
connection satisfying the AISC recommendations for bolt spacing and end distance, the two 
criteria would lead to similar results if there are approximately seven rows of bolts.  
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The Whitmore criterion has been shown in the chapter to be excessively conservative for 
connections having two or three rows of bolts. The ultimate test load obtained by Aalberg & 
Larsen (1999) for a connection having two rows of bolts was 90% higher than that predicted 
by the Whitmore criterion. If the Whitmore criterion were valid, such an outcome would not 
have been possible. The ultimate test loads of the specimens tested by Aalberg & Larsen (1999) 
were accurately determined using the block shear equation proposed by Teh & Deierlein 
(2017). 
Conversely, for connections having nine rows of bolts as tested by Bjorhovde & Chakrabarti 
(1985), the Whitmore criterion overestimated the ultimate capacities even though the gusset 
plates were thought by the researchers to have failed in the Whitmore section. The ultimate test 
loads were closer to the block shear capacity, suggesting that the failure mode was block shear. 
The actual failure mode has been confirmed to be block shear by the finite element analysis 
presented in this chapter. The finite element analysis has also shown that fractures in the 
Whitmore zone outside the block only took place because the connection test was continued 
well beyond the ultimate limit state. 
Modified Whitmore sections have also been investigated and shown to be as unreliable as the 
dispersion angle of 30o proposed by Whitmore (1952). Additional test data are presented in 
Addendum 4.1, which confirm the conclusion that the Whitmore section check is not a credible 
criterion. A design example demonstrated how excessively conservative the Whitmore 
criterion can be.  
 Chapter 4 has demonstrated that the Whitmore section check for the design of a bolted gusset 
plate under tension is redundant provided the correct block shear check is performed. 
By not requiring the Whitmore section check, the uneconomic overdesign of standard gusset 
plates with less than seven bolt rows can be avoided. Furthermore, difficulties in applying the 
Whitmore section check in geometries where the Whitmore section crosses into another 
member will be obviated. 
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Addendum IV.1 – Additional Test Data 
Additional test data from the University of Alberta is supplied to compare the Whitmore 
criterion (Eqn. 4.1) and the block shear equation proposed by Teh and Deierlein (2017) (Eqn. 
4.2). Tables 4.5 and 4.6 shows the comparison of Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2 to testing by Huns et al. 
(2004) and Mullins and Cheng (2004). It should be noted for Specimen T2B in Table 4.5, that 
while the ultimate test load was cited at some places in the Huns et al. (2004) report to be 
756kN, it was given as 691 kN on page 137 of the report. An inspection of the load deflection 
graph in page 43 confirms the lower value is correct.  
Table 4.5. Comparison of Whitmore and block shear predictions for Huns et al. (2002) 
Spec 
e1 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt/Rn 
Whitmore 
Eqn (4.1) 
Block 
Shear 
Eqn (4.2) 
T1B 
38 76 51 21 6.6 3 2 336 450 
1.26 1.03 
T1C 
         
1.31 1.06 
T1A     6.5     1.29 1.05 
T2Ba 
25      4   
1.26 1.12 
T2C          1.27 1.12 
 
Table 4.6. Comparison of Whitmore and block shear predictions for Mullin and Cheng (2004) 
Spec 
e1 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt/Rn 
Whitmore 
Eqn (1) 
Block 
Shear 
Eqn (2) 
4U 38 76 51 21 6.8 2 2 317 415 1.44 1.07 
8U      4    1.13 1.02 
12U      6    1.00 0.97 
14U      7    0.99 0.99 
16U      8    0.93 0.94 
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It can be seen in Table 4.5 that the outcome is consistent with that for Table 4.2. All the 
ultimate test loads of Huns et al. (2002) were more than 25% higher than the Whitmore 
estimates given by Eqn. 4.1, and were significantly closer to the block shear capacities given 
by Eqn. 4.2. 
For the specimens of Mullins and Cheng (2004) that had 6 to eight rows of bolts, the 
Whitmore capacities given by Eqn. 4.1 are close to the block shear capacities given by Eqn. 
4.2; supporting the findings of Eqn. 4.4 that the two equations will give similar results for 
connections with approximately seven rows of bolts. For the specimens of Mullins and Cheng 
(2004) that had two rows of bolts the ultimate test load exceeded the Whitmore capacity by 
44% but was only 7% higher than the block shear capacity computed using Eqn. 4.2. 
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 CHAPTER 5 – BLOCK SHEAR YIELDING 
5.1 Introductory Remarks 
Concentrically braced frames (CBF) are a lateral load resisting structure composed of framing 
and diagonal brace members designed to have a common working point as shown in Figure 
5.1. CBF resist lateral forces through the brace members in a vertical truss system and are 
popular in industry due to their structural efficiency and ease of design and construction. The 
current standard (AISC 2016b) allows CBF to be designed as ordinary (OCBF) or special 
(SCBF) based on the inelastic requirements of the system.  
 
Figure 5.1. Concentric Braced Frame with common working point 
OCBF have minimal design requirements and are expected to remain elastic even during 
seismic activity. However, moderate to severe earthquakes have been found to force brace and 
connecting members to undergo inelastic deformation, therefore a special provision was 
developed for CBF in highly seismic areas. SCBF are essentially CBF specifically designed 
for seismic resistance by requiring enhanced ductility of the system. The increased ductility of 
the system allows larger inelastic drift of the frame during seismic activity but means there are 
strict design requirements for the brace and connecting members such as the gusset plate. 
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Gusset plates connect and transfer the axial force of the brace to other framing members and 
are typically preferred over restrained brace connections due to their ease of design and 
construction. Early research (Jain et al. 1978) into the seismic behaviour of CBF found that the 
overall system’s behaviour and performance was influenced by gusset plate thickness, which 
was supported by subsequent full scale tests (Astaneh-Asl 1985; Roeder et al. 2008). The 
stiffness of the gusset plate is influenced by a variety of parameters which include size, material 
and thickness. In current practice the thickness of the gusset plate may be governed by the 
tension limit states of block shear and Whitmore criterion (AISC 2016a). 
The previous chapter demonstrated that the use of the Whitmore width is redundant for 
calculating a connection’s ultimate resistance provided the correct block shear check is 
performed. However, there is no alternate method to calculate the yield capacity, which 
currently uses the “gross” Whitmore width, along with gusset thickness and material yield 
strength (AISC 2017). The yielding capacity is important for serviceability limits and the fact 
that it can govern the gusset’s thickness.   
The thickness of the gusset plate has been shown to influence the ductility of SCBF (Roeder et 
al. 2012) and overall seismic performance. If the Whitmore yielding criterion can govern the 
gussets thickness, it is important that the design equation resembles the gusset behaviour when 
yielding and gives an accurate prediction of the yielding resistance capacity. 
The importance of correctly predicting a gusset plate yielding capacity is further highlighted 
by Berman et al. (2012) who found that it is needed to address serviceability and longevity 
requirements for gusset plates in steel truss bridges. Berman et al. (2012) developed a method 
to determine when gusset plates in truss bridges yield based on a comparison of the Whitmore 
yielding capacity to 3yF . 
This Chapter demonstrates that the Whitmore section provides inconsistent results when used 
to predict the yielding capacity of a bolted gusset plate. A new equation is proposed, based on 
the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation, that is compared to the Whitmore yielding 
criterion and independent bolted connection tests. Finite element analysis is used to help assess 
the block shear and Whitmore criteria. The chapter concludes with a design example 
demonstrating the impracticality of using the Whitmore yielding criterion, especially when 
used in conjunction with the Whitmore ultimate capacity design check.  
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5.2 Literature Review 
5.2.1 Early Seismic Testing of CBF and Gusset Plate 
Early studies on the behaviour of steel frames subject to strong dynamic loads focused on the 
bracing elements and gave the connections (gusset plate) very little consideration (Astaneh-Asl 
and Goel 1984). Braced frames had been found to be efficient in resisting lateral dynamic loads 
however, the influence that the gusset connection has on the overall response had not been 
properly examined. This led to an extensive study by Astaneh-Asl et al (1982), where both 
welded and bolted gusset plate connections were examined to determine their influence on the 
strength and ductility of bracing systems. 
The study by Astaneh-Asl et al (1982) used full scale tests that consisted of double angle 
bracing members and gusset plates connected to end plates in a four hinge frame. An actuator 
applied a predetermined horizontal displacement to the top beam to simulate a severe 
earthquake being applied to the brace members. The specimens were loaded in tension to the 
yield point of the brace and compressed until buckling occurred. The double angle bracing 
members were designed to buckle in and out-of-plane to examine what difference this effect 
had on the overall structural response. 
The tension capacity of the gusset plates used in the cyclic tests was determined using beam 
theory even though the authors (Astaneh-Asl and Goel 1984) suggested that this method may 
not result in the best approximation of the state of stress. At the time beam theory was seen as 
simple and was widely used by designers (Astaneh-Asl and Goel 1984).  
Although the gusset plates were not designed using the Whitmore section, Astaneh-Asl (1998) 
states that the results of the tests confirmed the validity of Whitmore’s 30 degree stress 
distribution lines. However, it should be noted that there was no specific failure along the 
Whitmore section in the tests. The stress lines that seemed to match Whitmore’s observation 
most likely occurred from bending of the gusset plate by brace buckling out-of-plane. 
Additional cyclic testing by Astaneh-Asl was reported in the steel tip guide to gusset plate 
behaviour (Astaneh-Asl 1998). The testing investigated the ductility of V-braced gusset 
connections, focusing on the influence that the point of intersection between the bracing 
member and girder had on the systems cyclic behaviour. Three different test setups varied the 
intersection from the commonly practised working point (brace intersection aligns with centre 
of girder) to 2 inches above.  
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Test results found having the point of intersection 2 inches above the weld line meant there 
was an increased area for plastic deformation to occur. This gave the gusset plate far higher 
ductility than the specimen where the intersection was at the working point, which was found 
to behave relatively brittle. The results showed the benefit that yielding of a gusset plate can 
bring to the ductility of a brace system undergoing seismic forces. This behaviour was noted 
by Astaneh-Asl and incorporated into a future hierarchical seismic design procedure. 
5.2.2 Strong Brace- Weak Gusset Concept 
Research by Astaneh-Asl (1985) and others (Jain et al. 1978) led to a change in the design 
philosophy of concentrically braced frames in the late 1980s, with a renewed focus in ensuring 
such structures were ductile for seismic design. Concentric braced frames at the time were 
designed to resist seismic forces through yielding of the brace member in tension or in flexure 
under compression. The other members of the frame including the gusset plate were designed 
to remain essentially elastic with the only requirement being that they be able to resist the 
yielding load of the brace (Redwood and Jain 1992). 
Braced frames with eccentric connections had been found by Whitaker (1990) to be better in 
energy dissipation, ductility and stability but concentric frames were still preferred due to their 
structural efficiency, ease of construction and simplicity of analysis (Redwood and Jain 1992). 
For the seismic design of concentric frames to be improved, a new approach was needed to 
take advantage of the ductility potential of other components in the brace system. This was 
recognised by Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993) who proposed a new seismic design concept for 
concentrically braced frames called weak-gusset strong-brace.  
In the weak-gusset strong-brace concept, the gusset plate is designed as the weak element to 
yield before the brace member. The system was proposed from the thought that the gusset plate 
would be able to absorb more energy from seismic forces than the connecting brace. To test 
the concept, Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993) performed full scale cyclic testing of gusset plates 
connected to a diagonal bracing member at the joint of the column and beam. The tests analysed 
five gusset plate specimens which differed in plate thickness, edge stiffeners, and geometry 
such that the free formation of plastic hinges was able to develop. The last aspect was 
considered to test the findings of Astaneh-Asl (1985) who found that a free edge of twice the 
gusset thickness was required between the end of the gusset and the connecting supports, in 
order to avoid local fracture in the gusset plate. The specimens were tested under reverse 
loading conditions until failure occurred in either tension or compression. 
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The experimental investigation by Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993) concluded that properly 
designed gusset plates were able to absorb significant amounts of energy and as such, validated 
the proposed weak-gusset strong-brace method. The study found gusset plates to have an ability 
to stabilise post buckling and recommended that the addition of edge stiffeners would improve 
the energy absorption characteristics of the frame. The tension capacity was found to be only 
affected by the plate thickness with the cyclic loading having no adverse effect.  
The potential of the weak-gusset strong-brace concept proposed by Rabinovitch and Cheng 
(1993) was examined by Walbridge et al. (1998) through a FEA investigation into the 
monotonic and cyclic behaviour of gusset plates. Shell element using the finite element 
program ABAQUS simulated gusset plates based on the experimental work of Yam and Cheng 
(1993) and Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993). The FEA study examined gusset-brace interaction 
in a parametric analysis by alternating which member was the weak element and failed first by 
buckling or yielding. Cyclic loading of the brace was displacement controlled and alternated 
between tension and compression at the beginning of the sequence to examine what effect this 
had on the overall behaviour. 
The loading mechanisms in tension were found to not have a significant effect on the systems 
overall energy dissipating capabilities, whether either the brace or gusset yielded first. Overall 
the paper (Walbridge et al. 1998)  stated that more energy was dissipated in the system when 
the gusset plate was designed to buckle first, which confirmed the finding of Rabinovitch and 
Cheng (1993). The buckling capacity was further examined by (Cheng et al. 1994; Cheng et 
al. 2000; Sheng et al 2002) but is not expanded upon here as it is outside the scope of this thesis. 
Limited information regarding the prediction of gusset deformation at first fracture and 
subsequent behaviour after fracture initiation led to an experimental investigation by Mullins 
and Cheng (2004). The study aimed to examine the ultimate deformation of gusset plates in 
tension in an effort to maximise gusset plate ductility and energy absorption capabilities. A 
total of 10 experimental tests were performed of which 4 test pieces were reinforced in an effort 
to resist block shear failure occurring through the fastener holes.  
All unreinforced tests failed by block shear where the post fracture loss of load was observed 
to be much less abrupt in specimens with more bolt rows and hence increased shear resistance. 
The inclusion of reinforcement increased tensile capacity which can be simply put down to the 
increased material width provided to the gusset plate. The whitewash on the gusset plates 
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showed that inelasticity was concentrated within the connection region with no observed 
yielding in the surrounding areas. 
The weak-gusset strong-brace concept overall was found to improve a CBF system’s ability to 
dissipate energy under seismic loading. However, at the same time a more effective hierarchical 
concept was developed by Astaneh-Asl (1998) that considered both the gusset plate and brace 
energy dissipating capabilities. 
5.2.3 Hierarchical Design System 
A hierarchical system of design was first suggested and developed by Astaneh-Asl through the 
testing of shear connections (Astaneh-Asl 1989; Astaneh-Asl and Nader 1989; Astaneh-Asl et 
al. 1989). The experimental investigation involved a variety of shear connections loaded by an 
actuator near the connection to simulate shear while simultaneously displacing the beam end 
to represent the beam end rotation. This experimental procedure was thought to better represent 
the actual loading condition experienced by a shear connection (Astaneh-Asl 1989). 
The observed failure modes for the shear connections were proposed by Astaneh-Asl and Nader 
(1989) and ordered from most to least desirable. The failure modes list first and consequently 
most desired mode, involved yielding of the different steel components of the connection. 
Brittle failure modes that involved fracture were least desired and therefore placed last on the 
list. To ensure the system was hierarchical and the most desired failure modes occurred first, 
brittle failure mechanisms were designed against the shear yield capacity and not the actual 
factored shear load (Astaneh-Asl and Nader 1989; Astaneh-Asl et al. 1989). The overall 
outcome of the hierarchical design procedure was an increase in the connection’s ability to 
reach its ductility capacity and prevention of sudden failure. 
The ability of the hierarchical system to allow a structure to reach its ductile capacity before 
brittle failure meant it could be beneficial for seismic design, where inelasticity is encouraged 
to dissipate energy and reduce seismic forces. A Steel Tips report was presented by Astaneh-
Asl (1995) in which the hierarchical system was applied to the seismic design of moment 
resisting frames connected by rigid bolted connections. Moment resisting frames are 
commonly used in high rise buildings and resist forces primarily by bending of members and 
connections. The paper (Astaneh-Asl 1995) was developed after the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake where damage was observed in welded moment resisting frames, resulting in bolted 
moment frames becoming an economical and reliable option (Astaneh-Asl 1998). Bolted 
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connections were found (Astaneh-Asl 1995) to have an advantage over their welded 
counterparts for seismic design, owing to their semi-rigid behaviour, and increased damping 
and dissipation abilities. 
The aim of applying the hierarchical system was to increase the moment resisting frames 
ductility through yielding or minor buckling of the steel and avoid or delay brittle fracture 
(Astaneh-Asl 1998). As was the case with the shear connections, all failure modes were first 
identified and classified as ductile or brittle. Performance based design equations were then 
developed for each failure mode such that the capacities of ductile failure modes are less than 
the capacity of brittle failure modes (Astaneh-Asl 1998). It should be noted that for the structure 
to fail in the order set out by the hierarchical system, the performance equations need to be able 
to accurately predict the capacity of each failure modes. Failure to do so could result in a 
undesired failure mechanism occurring early, resulting in the structure not reaching its ductile 
capacity.  
The hierarchical system was expanded to the seismic design of gusset plates in a detailed Steel 
Tips report by Astaneh-Asl (1998). The paper identified the four important zones for concentric 
braced systems which included bracing member, gusset plate, connection of bracing member 
to the gusset plate, and connection of the gusset plate to the supporting beams and columns. 
Each zone was ordered in the series shown above, where the members with the capacity for 
largest plastic deformation occurred first on the list. The failure modes for each zone were then 
identified and listed in a hierarchical order to ensure ductile mechanisms occurred first. 
The failure modes for the gusset plates were identified from seismic behaviour in the field and 
previous testing (Astaneh-Asl 1998). As was the case with shear connections and moment 
resisting frames, the failure mechanisms were ordered from most to least desirable in a way 
that would result in an increase of the gusset plate ductile capacity. The most desirable failure 
mode listed was yielding of the Whitmore area and the least was Whitmore fracture of the net 
section area. Chapter 4 demonstrated that the Whitmore tension capacity provides unreliable 
results that vary depending on the number of bolt rows. As the yielding of the gusset plate is 
listed first and as the most desirable failure mode, it is of utmost importance that the yielding 
design equation is accurately able to predict when this will occur. Otherwise a less desired 
failure mechanism may occur first, and the gusset plate will not be able to reach its ductile 
capacity. The use of the Whitmore section to calculate the yielding capacity needs to be 
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examined to ensure the gusset plate fails in the desired series and ensure the benefits of the 
hierarchical system are achieved.  
5.2.4 Balanced Design Procedure 
A seismic design methodology similar to the Astaneh-Asl (1995) hierarchical system was 
proposed by Roeder (2002) for moment resisting frames. The concept was developed after the 
Northridge and Kobe earthquakes in which plastic deformation had been observed to occur in 
connections designed to remain elastic. The system proposed by Roeder aimed to improve 
seismic performance by allowing limited and controlled yielding to occur by means of a 
balanced design procedure (BDP). 
The balanced design procedure applied the same philosophical approach as the hierarchical 
system in which a sequence of failure modes from the most to the least desirable is designated 
for the structure. However, the BDP goes into greater detail, applying designated balance 
factors β to meet the expected inelastic seismic behaviour and performance requirements of the 
system (Lehman et al. 2004). Balance factors are similar to the strength reduction factors used 
by LRFD in that all values are less than or equal to 1. The higher balance factors are used for 
failure modes that can provide large inelastic deformation whereas small values are applied to 
modes that result in sudden failure or are difficult to predict. The approach allows a progression 
of yielding and prevents premature and undesirable failure (Roeder et al. 2004). 
Improved seismic performance (Roeder 2002) from applying the BDP to MRF led to its 
application in special concentric braced frames (SCBF) (Roeder et al. 2005). The design 
provisions of the time (AISC 2005) were seen to provide unrealistic estimates of the seismic 
demand of SCBF, resulting in unreliable performance (Roeder et al. 2005). SCBF were 
designed to carry the inelastic demand of severe earthquakes solely through the brace with the 
connecting gusset plate, beam and column to remain elastic. However, gusset plates had been 
shown to experience plastic deformation in these instances, which had not been accounted for 
in design (Roeder et al. 2005). Additionally, there was a common misconception that the 
stronger the gusset plate the better the seismic performance, which consequently resulted in 
many uneconomical and impractical connections (Roeder et al. 2004).  
Application of the BDP to SCBF followed the traditional design approach where yielding or 
compressive buckling of the brace was the primary failure mechanism and secondary 
mechanisms such as the gusset plate and framing elements were designed to meet the brace 
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force demands. However, the BDP allows secondary mechanisms such as gusset plates to 
develop inelastic deformation in severe seismic activity (Lehman et al. 2004). The BDP 
required the yield and failure modes for SCBF to be first identified and ordered in a sequence 
that would increase a system’s ductility capacity similar to the hierarchical method by Astaneh-
Asl (1998).  Accurate design equations were needed to predict the resistance associated with 
each yield and failure mode to ensure the structure was designed correctly with the desired 
sequence of failure being followed (Roeder et al. 2011a). 
A review of the identified yield and failure mode design equations was undertaken by Roeder 
et al (2005) to determine their reliability for use in the BDP. A comparison between the design 
equations and past experiments on braced frame gusset plate connections found that many of 
the equations gave inconsistent results (Roeder et al. 2005). An experimental program was 
developed to analyse existing design methodology (AISC 2005) and to propose and verify 
improvements. The experimental program would additionally allow the balance factors to be 
derived to ensure proper separation of the primary and secondary yield mechanisms. 
The experimental investigation used a full scale SCBF designed by Johnson (2005) that 
represented the typical frame in an upper story high rise. The use of a full scale frame meant 
that unlike past monotonic tests (Hardash and Bjorhovde 1985; Rabinovitch and Cheng 1993) 
the effects on the gusset plate behaviour of the global frame and brace buckling could be 
analysed (Roeder et al. 2011a). A range of gusset plate parameters were analysed including, 
the current design standard, gusset thickness, relative stiffness to the frame and brace, Astaneh-
Asl 2t linear clearance for out of planes rotation, and the effect of tapered plate.  
The first part of the experimental procedure was performed by Johnson (2006) and focused on 
understanding the yield and failure mechanism of the SCBF frame. Test results found that 
gusset plates that were thinner and had a smaller brace connection improved the seismic 
performance of the system through increased inelastic action. The thesis by Johnson (2006) 
concluded that yielding of the gusset plate was encouraged to occur after the brace buckled and 
yielded to increase drift of the system and prevent sudden failure. 
Improved brace performance through gusset plate design was the focus of the next stage of 
testing. Previous research by Jain et al (1978) and more recently Tremblay et al. (2003) had 
found that the seismic performance of SCBF systems was largely influence by the brace 
effective slenderness ratio.  The testing by Herman (2006) evaluated a number of gusset plate 
parameters to determine their effect on the brace behaviour. Results showed that thicker gusset 
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plates increased out of plane bending and damage on the framing elements (beam, and column). 
Furthermore, thicker gusset plates shortened the effective length of the brace, causing fracture 
to initiate early. The premature fracturing affected the test frames ability to dissipate energy by 
shortening the brace life and reducing the inelastic cycles. On the other hand, thinner gusset 
plates that yielded were found to contribute 10-20% of the total energy dissipation in the 
system, meaning that yielding of the gusset plate would be desirable to improve energy 
dissipation of the system and extend the brace life. It should be noted that Herman (2006) stated 
tension yielding of the gusset plate was never observed to occur along the Whitmore width. 
Kotulka (2007) expanded upon the work by Herman (2006) in the third stage of the 
experimental program by analysing gusset plate parameters that allow the frame system to 
obtain maximum ductility prior to brace fracture.  The results of the testing found that yielding 
of the gusset plates reduced elongation of the brace and assisted in distributing plastic strain. 
The reasoning was that in the post buckling behaviour of the brace, yielding was found to be 
concentrated at a plastic hinge that developed in the brace. Increased force in the brace resulted 
in increased axial elongation at the plastic hinge and shortened the life of the brace. Thinner 
gusset plates which have smaller axial stiffness were found to take some of the plastic strain of 
the system instead of the strain concentrating at the plastic hinge in the brace; this resulted in 
an increase in the drift capacity and overall seismic performance.  
Improvement in the constructability of the of SCBF system using bolted connectors and wide 
flange braces was the focus of the fourth stage of the experimental program by Powell (2009). 
In the testing a bolted end brace connection was analysed, which unlike the previous tests 
(Johnson 2006; Herman 2006; Kotulka 2007) only had welded brace-gusset plate connections. 
The gusset plate was designed by the Whitmore yielding and fracture criteria to fail before the 
brace so that the resulting frame behaviour could be observed. Unfortunately, fracture did not 
initiate in the gusset plate, however, extensive gusset plate yielding through necking and bolt 
hole elongation was observed. Once again it should be noted that the yielding mechanism of 
the gusset plate was not observed to occur along the Whitmore width. Overall the experimental 
procedure enabled the calculation of balance factors to separate yielding and failure modes, 
along with further refinement of the BDP for SCBF. Additionally, an elliptical clearance model 
to replace Astaneh-Asl 2t criterion was derived and verified.  
To further test the validity of the BDP for design, a second phase of experimental testing on 
multi-story X-braced frame systems was performed by Clarke (2009) and Lumpkin (2009). 
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The new testing aimed to confirm the findings of the previous experimental investigation on a 
more realistic frame setup and investigate the performance of midspan gusset plates. The 
results of the tests confirmed previous findings where thinner gusset plates achieved higher 
drift results and contributed to the energy dissipation and inelasticity of the frame. To achieve 
the optimal amount of gusset yielding without significant loss of connection resistance, the 
gusset yield strength was stated to be as close to that of the brace as possible (Lumpkin, 2009). 
Further validation of the BDP came by the experimental testing of a full sized 3D CBF system 
(Roeder et al, 2011b). The test used a single bay two story frame with X-braced configuration 
and a concrete slab that was thought to resemble typical boundary conditions. The frame, 
designed according to the BDP performed as desired under bi-directional loading with yielding 
of the brace and gusset plate being observed. 
Results from the testing found that SCBF designed to the standard (AISC, 2005) had variable 
seismic performance, undesirable failure modes and limited deformation capacity (Roeder et 
al. 2011a). However, minor changes to the gusset plates design were able to improve the 
seismic performance of the whole system. The improvements focused on the gusset plate’s 
ductility and demonstrated that the old philosophy of overdesigned stiff gusset plates resulted 
in inferior seismic performance. 
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5.3 Gusset Plate Yielding Equations 
The hierarchical seismic design philosophy proposed by Astaneh-Asl (1998) and expanded by 
Roeder et al (2011a) through the BDP, relies on accurate performance equations for each failure 
mode in order for the desired sequence of failure to occur and allow the bracing system to reach 
maximum ductility.  
The prediction of the yielding of gusset plates has been highlighted in the literature review as 
an integral part of the BDP. The yielding of the gusset plate was found from experimental 
testing to increase the dissipation of seismic forces and extend the life of the connecting brace 
and as such was the principal failure component of the BDP after the brace.  
The increased inelastic dissipation of SCBF systems available through yielding of the gusset 
plate was found, through experimental investigation by Roeder et al. (2011a), to be more likely 
to occur in thinner gusset plates. Gusset plate thickness may be governed by the yielding 
capacity which is currently (AISC 2017) derived using the Whitmore section. A recent paper 
(Elliott and Teh 2019), expanded upon in Chapter 4, showed the use of the Whitmore section 
gave erroneous results for a gusset plate’s ultimate capacity which may indicate its unsuitability 
for use in predicting the yielding capacity.  
The test results analysed in the literature review showed that in situations where gusset plates 
were observed to yield, there was no indication on the applied whitewash that this was 
occurring along the Whitmore section (Mullin and Cheng 2004). Any observed yielding at the 
end of the connection was due to the brace buckling out of plane as observed in Astaneh-Asl 
(1985) testing. In the testing by Rabinovitch and Cheng (1993), the tension yielding was 
observed to occur on the side of the splice plate as the bolt holes yielded.  A similar observation 
was made by Powell (2009) who noted that the gusset plate experienced extensive yielding 
through necking and bolt elongation. 
A new method is proposed in this section for predicting the yielding capacity of bolted gusset 
plate connections. This is based on the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation that 
better resembles the actual connection’s behaviour. A brief description of the Whitmore 
yielding criterion will be given in this section along with a direct comparison to the proposed 
yielding equation. 
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5.3.1 Whitmore Yielding Criterion 
The Whitmore section has been defined in the previous chapter but will be given again for the 
ease of the reader. The criterion estimates the maximum normal stress using a width calculated 
by a commonly used 30 degree angle originating from the first bolt row and intersecting a line 
perpendicular to the axis of the last bolt row (Figure 5.2).  
 
Figure 5.2. Gross Whitmore width 
The Whitmore yield criterion is calculated using the gross section and the tensile yield stress 
of the steel as shown by Equation 5.1 in contrast to the net and ultimate stress seen previously 
for the ultimate capacity. 
( ) ( ) o1 2 1 tan 30
y y g y g
y l r
N F A F W t
F n g n p t
= =
 = − + −
 
      (5.1) 
Th use of the “gross” Whitmore width Wg which ignores the presence of bolt holes,  is consistent 
with the use of the gross tension plane in the AISC main specification (AISC 2016a) for 
determining the yielding resistance component of a block shear resistance. In the commentary 
(AISC 2016b), it is argued that such a treatment is consistent with the philosophy of tension 
member design, “where gross area is used for the limit state of yielding and net area is used for 
rupture”. However, the weakness of this argument has been discussed by Teh & Deierlein 
(2017). The gross area is used for the tension member design in conjunction with the yield 
stress to prevent excessive member elongation due to yielding along the member outside the 
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net section, which is considered to be a limit state. This condition is not present in a bolted 
gusset plate, where yielding is limited to the connection region. 
5.3.2 Block Shear Yielding Criterion 
A new yield strength criterion is proposed here for bolted gusset plate connections based on 
the block shear failure equation proposed by Teh and Deierlein (2017). The previous chapter 
demonstrated that Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation should always be used to 
calculate the ultimate tension capacity even in situations that the Whitmore criterion governs. 
Experimental testing (Mullins and Cheng 2004; Powell 2009) found no indication of yielding 
of the gusset plate along the Whitmore width (Figure 5.2) with the majority of yielding 
concentrated around the bolt holes through shear yielding. The yielding of the bolt hole 
indicates higher areas of stress, which agrees with experimental testing (Aalberg and Larsen 
1999). This assertion was examined in the previous chapter where failure occurred by block 
shear failure, even when the gusset plates were governed by the Whitmore criterion and hence 
should have fractured along the Whitmore section. 
Common sense suggests that if a specimen is failing in block shear then the stress in the 
connection is concentrated in the tension and shear regions that reflect the failure mechanism. 
For that reason, a new yield criterion is proposed in Eqn. 5.2 that simply replaces the ultimate 
stress of the material with the yield stress in the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation. 
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  
   (5.2) 
As before, Aev is the effective area which is simply the average of the gross and net shear area 
defined in Figure 3.4. 
5.3.3 Algebraic Comparison of Yielding Criteria 
The yielding criteria can be compared to each other in the same manner as the tension ultimate 
limit states in Section 4.3.4. However, as the gross section of the Whitmore width is used in 
this instance, the relation between the equations depends on the number of bolt lines in addition 
to the number of bolt rows. When the pitch p is equal to three times the bolt hole diameter dh, 
and the end distance e1 is 1.5 times dh, the yield criteria can be related by Eqn. 5.3. 
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(5.3) 
Eqn. 5.3 shows that the neglect of bolt holes in determining the Whitmore yielding resistance 
Ny will lead to similar results to the block shear yielding resistance By at “only” 2 rows of bolts 
nr if the commonly used 2 bolt lines nl connection is assumed. The use of the gross Whitmore 
width Wg offsets the conservatism of the (net) Whitmore section discussed by Elliott & Teh 
(2019) for gusset plates with less than six rows of bolts. 
5.4 Analyses of Yielding Criteria 
Experimental investigations on the tension capacity of bolted connections performed by, 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999); Huns et al (2002); Mullins and Cheng (2004) are used to compare 
the proposed yielding criterion against the existing Whitmore method. The specific tests are 
chosen for the simple reason that the authors included the force-displacement curve of the 
specimens in the report or paper. 
The test force-displacement curves are used to compare the yield criteria by firstly examining 
their accuracy in predicting the point in which a connection can be considered to be fully 
yielded as designed. Secondly, the effectiveness of each yield criterion in assessing the ductility 
of the gusset plate is examined according to two ductile capacity checks defined in the next 
section.  
In contrast to the comparison of the ultimate resistances, the ratios of the block shear yielding 
resistance to the Whitmore yielding resistance, By/Ny given in Tables 5.1 to 5.3, show that for 
most cases they are reasonably close to each other. The reason is fortuitous; the Whitmore 
yielding resistance Ny is computed by including the areas lost to the bolt holes, as evident from 
Equation 5.1, which offsets the conservatism of the Whitmore section. The only standout 
discrepancy is for Specimens T2B and T2C tested by Huns et al. (2002), which had four lines 
of bolts and thus magnified the optimistic inclusion of the areas lost to the bolt holes.  
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It therefore appears that, in terms of resistance magnitudes, in most cases there is only a 
moderate difference between the Whitmore yielding resistance Ny and the block shear yielding 
resistance By, unless there are four or more lines of bolts used for the gusset plate. The 
implications of the different magnitudes of assumed yield resistances are explored in the next 
two sections. 
5.4.1 Local Ductility of Bolted Connections 
Inelastic deformation of the gusset plate connection has been shown (Roeder et al 2011a) to 
enhance seismic performance of concentrically braced frames. Thinner gusset plates increase 
inelastic deformation, which improves the gusset plate’s energy dissipation capabilities.  
To take advantage of the benefit provided by thin gusset plates, the connection must be able to 
obtain a certain amount of ductility. Ductility can simply be thought of as a measure of the 
seismic absorption that can occur in a connection through plastic deformation.  To the author’s 
knowledge, there have been no formal measures proposed in the literature or specifications to 
determine the extent of local ductility required of a bolted gusset plate under tension in an 
SCBF, where yielding of the gusset plates is relied on as the secondary mechanism of seismic 
energy dissipation. Such measures naturally require substantial research involving extensive 
laboratory tests and finite element analyses. In their absence, the present work employs simple 
measures similar to those used for other (primary) seismic resisting members or systems. 
One simple measure of a structure’s ductility is the ratio of the maximum displacement max  
over the idealised yielding displacement iy  , defined in Figure 5.3 (Uang 1991). 
 
Figure 5.3. Ductility measure for steel building (Uang, 1991) 
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The idealised yielding displacement iy represents the point at which many components of the 
frame have yielded with significant deviation from the elastic response observed, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.3.  
 For simplicity, the yield displacement y  in this thesis will be measured from the actual 
specimen displacements in place of the linear displacement shown in Figure 5.3. The ductility 
parameters used in this thesis for the gusset plates are shown in Figure 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.4. Ductility parameters for a bolted connection 
The first ductility factor ult , called the ultimate ductility factor in this thesis, represents the 
ability of the connection to sustain large inelastic deformation without the loss of strength:  
 uult
y
 =

 (5.4) 
in which u  is the displacement at ultimate load. Figure 5.4 illustrates the overall ductility of 
the system, which is simply the region under the graph between the two variables. 
The second ductility factor max , called the maximum ductility factor in this thesis, is similar 
to the concept illustrated in Figure 5.3. The maximum ductility factor max  is based on the 
inelastic deformation that is available in a connection that fails by block shear after the ultimate 
load has been reached; as shown in the experimental force-displacement curves of Aalberg and 
Larsen (1999); Huns et al. (2004) and Hardash and Bjorhovde (1985): 
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maxmax
y
 =
  (5.5) 
in which max   is the maximum displacement where the sustained load is equal to or greater 
than the yield load Py as defined in Figure 5.4. 
A review of the present literature and design guidelines failed to find any minimum ductility 
requirements for connections. This is in part due to the fact that connections are traditionally 
designed to remain elastic during seismic activity. However, with the new design proposal by 
Roeder et al. (2011a), which encourages yielding of the gusset plates for severe seismic events, 
the connection must be able to maintain a minimum amount of ductility to take advantage of 
the benefit of the inelastic deformation. 
For similar definitions of ult , Osman et al. (1995) found predicted ductility factors of 1.5 to 
2.7 for moment resisting frames designed according to the National Building Code of Canada 
(1991). To be conservative, three seems to be a reasonable minimum value for a ductile 
connection. No similar definitions values for max were found in literature, therefore a simple 
doubling of the ultimate ductility factor ult  is proposed for the maximum ductility factor max  
to account for the inelastic deformation available in the connection after the ultimate load has 
being reached. 
Tables 5.1 to 5.3 show the comparison of the proposed block shear yielding criterion with the 
Whitmore yielding criterion. The comparison includes ratios of the yield capacities and 
ductility factors, which are defined using the Whitmore criterion values as the numerator. Yield 
to ultimate stress ratio of the steel specimens is provided to identify the effectiveness of the 
predictive equations for varying steel grades ductility. 
The variable Pt in the Tables (5.1 to 5.3) denotes the ultimate test load, and it can be seen from 
the computed ratios Pt/(Fu Ant) that the configurations cover a very wide range of ratios between 
the shear and the tensile resistance components, or aspect ratios of the bolted connections. 
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Table 5.1. Comparison of yielding criteria against Aalberg and Larsen (1999) test specimens 
Exp. Spec e1 p g dh t nr nl Fu/Fy 
Pt / 
Fu Ant 
Ratio of 
Yield 
Loads 
ult  max  Ratio of ductility 
factors 
(5.1)/(5.2) (5.1) (5.2) (5.1) (5.2) 
ult  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
max  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
Aalberg 
and 
Larsen 
(1999) 
T-1 50 60 65 21 8.4 2 3 1.44 2.5 0.99 6.13 6.13 11.5 11.5 1.00 1.00 
 T-3         2.5 0.99 5.22 5.22 8.44 8.44 1.00 1.00 
 T-7  38 47.5 47.5 19   2  4.3 0.90 7.48 5.49 20.2 14.6 1.36 1.38 
 T-9       3   5.8 0.99 5.64 4.98 10.13 8.94 1.13 1.13 
 T-11      4   7.2 1.03 3.80 4.15 8.75 9.55 0.92 0.92 
 T-15      3   5.5 0.99 5.25 4.67 13.7 12.0 1.12 1.14 
          Max 1.03 7.48 6.13 20.2 14.6 1.36 1.38 
          Min 0.90 3.80 4.15 8.44 8.44 0.92 0.92 
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Table 5.2. Comparison of yielding criteria against Huns et al. (2002) test specimens 
Exp. Spec e1 p g dh t nr nl Fu/Fy 
Pt / 
Fu Ant 
Ratio of 
Yield 
Loads 
ult  max  Ratio of ductility 
factors 
(5.1)/(5.2) (5.1) (5.2) (5.1) (5.2) 
ult  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
max  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
Huns et 
al. 
(2002) 
T1A 38 76 51 21 6.6 3 2 1.34 7.8 1.00 12.8 12.8 30.7 30.7 1.00 1.00 
 T1B         7.8 1.00 7.25 7.25 19.4 19.4 1.00 1.00 
 T1C         8.0 1.00 11.6 11.6 27.5 27.5 1.00 1.00 
 T2B 25 51    3 4  2.8 1.28 3.56 9.26 4.23 12.2 0.38 0.35 
 T2C         2.6 1.28 3.72 16.1 4.62 22.0 0.23 0.21 
          Max 1.28 12.8 12.8 30.7 30.7 1.00 1.00 
          Min 1.00 3.56 7.25 4.23 12.2 0.23 0.21 
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Table 5.3. Comparison of yielding criteria against Mullins and Cheng (2004) test specimens 
Exp. Spec e1 p g dh t nr nl Fu/Fy 
Pt / 
Fu Ant 
Ratio of 
Yield 
Loads 
ult  max  Ratio of ductility 
factors 
(5.1)/(5.2) (5.1) (5.2) (5.1) (5.2) 
ult  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
max  
(5.1)/(5.2) 
Mullins 
and 
Cheng 
(2004) 
4U 38 76 51 21 6.8 2 2 1.31 2.8 0.94 3.49 3.15 4.58 4.11 1.11 1.11 
 8U      4   4.7 1.03 3.39 3.59 4.28 4.57 0.94 0.94 
 12U      6   6.4 1.06 2.60 3.01 3.38 4.04 0.86 0.84 
 14U      7   7.6 1.07 3.06 3.58 5.71 6.95 0.85 0.82 
 16U      8   8.1 1.07 2.50 3.00 4.65 6.03 0.83 0.77 
          Max 1.07 3.49 3.59 5.71 6.95 1.11 1.11 
          Min 0.94 2.50 3.00 3.38 4.04 0.83 0.77 
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Tables 5.1 to 5.3 show the ductility factors resulting from the block shear and the Whitmore 
criteria, where it appears that, irrespective of the ductility measures used, both criteria allow 
for reasonably ductile performance of the bolted gusset plates. All ultimate ductility factors 
ult  are greater than 3, except for Specimens 12U and 16U in Table 5.3 computed under the 
Whitmore criterion. The ultimate ductility factors ult  of Specimens 12U and 16U, tested by 
Mullin & Cheng (2004), are 2.6 and 2.5, respectively if the Whitmore criterion is used. Both 
ultimate ductility factors increase to 3.0 under the block shear criterion 
The proposed yielding equation can be seen in Tables 5.1 to 5.3 to provide nominal capacities 
larger than the Whitmore criterion for many of the test specimens, which in turn would allow 
a thinner gusset plate to be used. Figure 5.5 shows the force-displacement curve for some of 
these cases in which the proposed criterion provided the larger yield capacity.  The vertical line 
in the plots indicates the displacement at the ultimate load u . 
The yield capacities are indicated on the force-displacement plots where it can be seen that the 
proposed yield criterion based on block shear provides an excellent estimation for Figure 5.5(a) 
of the point at which deviation from the elastic range has occurred. It should be noted that the 
minimum ductility proposed in the previous section was met in all cases where the proposed 
yield capacity was larger. 
Figure 5.5(a) indicates two interesting points about the block shear failure mode. First, for a 
specimen with a relatively low aspect ratio (shear plane length/tensile plane length), i.e. the 
Pt/(Fu Ant) ratio of Specimen T-7 is 4.3 compared with 8.1 for Specimen 16U, tensile fracture 
takes place at some distance after the ultimate limit state. Secondly, it can be observed that 
even if shear strain hardening is exhausted when the tension plane fractures completely, 
substantial shear yielding deformation can develop at sustained loads greater than the block 
shear yielding resistance. Note however, that this latter capability tends to increase with 
increasing aspect ratios for which shear resistance dominates. For the specimen 4U in Figure 
5.5 (b) it can be seen that with a very low aspect ratio, the post-ultimate ductility response did 
not benefit significantly from shear yielding deformation. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.5. (a) Force-displacement curve of test T-7-S355 (b) Force-displacement curve of 
test 4U 
The largest discrepancies between the yield criteria occurred for Huns et al. (2002) specimens 
T2B and T2C, where a ductility difference of over 400% (1/0.21 = 4.76) was recorded. Both 
specimens were the only connections to have 4 lines of bolts with all other cases having 2 or 3 
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lines only. Figure 5.6 illustrates the force-displacement diagrams of the connections where the 
large difference between the yield criterion can be seen.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.6.  (a) Force-displacement curve of test T2B (b) Force-displacement curve of test 
T2C 
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It can clearly be seen in Figure 5.6 that the nominal yield capacity calculated using the 
Whitmore criterion severely overestimates the point at which the connection has yielded.  
Consequently, the ductility of the connection is severely underestimated.  
The highest ultimate and maximum ductility factors ult  and µmax are found for Specimen T1B 
tested by Huns et al. (2002), which coincidentally has the same Whitmore and block shear 
yielding loads. This specimen also happened to have the same ultimate test load Pt of 691 kN 
as Specimen T2B discussed in the preceding paragraph. The reason for the much higher 
maximum ductility factor µmax of Specimen T1B is the higher aspect ratio of the connection, 
as indicated by the ratio Pt/(Fu Ant). Such a bolted gusset plate benefits from the ductile nature 
of shear yielding of the block.  
It can be seen from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 that the block shear yielding criterion results in a more 
consistent post-yield ductility response of the bolted gusset plates. The Whitmore yielding 
resistance can be either too low (Figure 5.5 (a)) or too close to the ultimate resistance (Figures 
5.6). The remaining comparison of the yield criteria against experimental force-displacement 
curves can be found in Addendum 5.1.  
5.4.2 Finite Element Analyses of Test Specimens 
It can be seen in Tables 5.1 to 5.3 that the predicted yield loads of the criteria are almost 
identical in many of the test cases. Analysis of one of these cases through FEA will allow the 
exact stress state of the connection to be determined when the predicted yield loads occur. 
Additionally, FEA will be used to examine the findings presented in Figure 5.6 where the 
Whitmore criterion seemed to severely overestimate the point at which the connection yielded.  
The test Specimen T-15-S355 from Aalberg and Larsen (1999), shown in Table 5.1 was part 
of the verification of the FE model in Chapter 2 and is reanalysed here to examine the stress 
state of the bolted connection. The FEA of the test Specimen T2B (Huns et al. 2002) shown in 
Table 5.2 has a professional factor Pf (Pt/ PFEA) of 1.06, thus verifying its use for further 
analysis. 
Figures 5.7 and 5.9 show the von Mises, normal and shear stress distribution of Specimens T-
15-S355 and T2B at the block shear yielding load. The deformed shape at the ultimate capacity 
is included in Figures 5.8 and 5.10. 
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Figure 5.7. Stress distributions at block shear yield load for T-15-S355 including: (a) von 
Mises (b) Normal (c) Shear 
 
Figure 5.8. Specimen T-15-S355 showing block shear failure at the ultimate load 
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Figure 5.9. Stress distributions at block shear yield load for T2B including: (a) von Mises (b) 
Normal (c) Shear 
 
Figure 5.10. Specimen T2B showing block shear failure at the ultimate load 
 
Figures 5.7 and 5.9 show that the bolted connections yield around the perimeter of the 
respective “blocks”, i.e. they undergo block shear yielding. The ultimate failure of each 
specimen can be observed in the Figures 5.8 and 5.10 to be block shear failure. 
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5.5 Gusset Plate Yielding Design Example  
A gusset plate design example is presented here to compare the yielding criteria. The Balanced 
Design Procedure (BDP) developed by Roeder et al. (2011a) and discussed in Section 5.2, is 
applied to the present example.  
The BDP method requires variations from the current AISC seismic design provision (AISC 
2016b) with more liberal stress levels that allow yielding in the gusset plate to occur. The full 
BDP methodology can be found in Roeder et al. (2011a) and has been recommended for use in 
the  SCBF design guide for practising engineers (Sabelli et al. 2013). 
The connection configuration used in the design example is illustrated in Figure 5.11 and 
incorporates a 12 mm thick gusset plate connected to a brace that has an expected yielding 
capacity of 1100 kN. The gusset plate is made from structural steel with a minimum yield stress 
of 345 MPa and an ultimate strength of 450 MPa. As per the BDP method, the material 
overstrength factor Ry, which represents the ratio of the expected yield stress to the minimum 
specified yield stress, is applied resulting in the expected yield stress of 380 MPa. 
 
Figure 5.11. Design example  
The gusset plate had two lines of bolts with a hole diameter of 22 mm but in accordance with 
Section B4.3b of AISC 360 (AISC 2016a), a hole diameter of 24 mm is used in the calculations. 
The pitch and gauge lengths are both 60mm, while the end distance is 40 mm. The values all 
satisfy the requirements prescribed in Sections J3.3 and J3.4 of the AISC specification (AISC 
2016a).  
For the purpose of the present work, the balance factors β proposed by Roeder et al. (2011a) 
for the Whitmore resistances of a welded gusset plate are applied to the block shear resistances 
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of a bolted gusset plate, i.e. β = 1.00 for the yielding resistance By and β = 0.85 for the ultimate 
resistance Bu. A significantly higher balance factor is used for the former in order to promote 
yielding of the gusset plate as a secondary yielding mechanism to maximise the frame’s drift 
capacity (Roeder et al. 2011a). 
Strictly speaking, the balance factors for the example must be redeveloped not only due to the 
fact that the research of Roeder et al. (2011a) involved welded gusset plates only, but also due 
to the use of the block shear yielding Eqn. 5.2 instead of the Whitmore yielding Eqn. 5.1, and 
the omission of Eqn. 4.1 as proposed in this paper. The derived balance factors naturally depend 
on the accuracy of the resistance equations. However, for welded gusset plates investigated by 
Roeder et al. (2011a), the block shear and the Whitmore criteria essentially coincide with each 
other. The reason is given in the Addendum 5.2. 
The example uses M20 Grade A325 bolts which have a nominal tensile strength Fnt of 820 
MPa. The shear strength Fnv of the bolts is calculated in accordance with Table J3.2 of AISC 
(2016a) to be 374 MPa (0.45Fnt). The design bolt shear and bearing capacity are calculated 
from Sections J2-1 and J3-6b of AISC (2016a) to resist the expected load resisted by each bolt. 
For shear capacity this is simply the expected bracing capacity over the number of bolts (1100/8 
= 137.5 kN) however, as explained by Teh and Uz (2016a), a minimum end distance is required 
for the two downstream bolts to develop the bearing capacity which is not satisfied in this case 
making the expected load resisted by only 6 bolts (1100/6 = 183.3 kN). 
 Bolt shear capacity per bolt: 
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The yielding and ultimate capacities are calculated in accordance to the BDP method as follows 
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 Whitmore yielding: 
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Block shear yielding: 
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 Whitmore tension capacity: 
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 Block shear capacity: 
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Using the Whitmore criterion, the design of the gusset plate is governed by the Whitmore 
ultimate capacity resulting in the connection in its current configuration not satisfying the BDP 
method. The BDP method requires yielding be the governing failure mechanism in the gusset 
plate tension check. 
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If the Whitmore ultimate check is ignored as Chapter 4 recommends, the connection would 
still not satisfy the BDP if designed to the present specifications (AISC 2016a) as block shear 
would now be the governing failure mechanism. However, if the proposed block shear yielding 
criterion is used in conjunction with Teh and Deierlein (2017) ultimate block shear capacity 
Bu, then the gusset plate would satisfy the BDP method. 
The outcome is largely due to two reasons related to the Whitmore concept. First, as explained 
in Chapter 4, the Whitmore tension resistance Nu is too conservative for gusset plates having 
four rows of bolts such as the present example. Second, the Whitmore yielding resistance Ny 
awkwardly assumes that the areas lost to the bolt holes are still available. As explained in the 
Addendum these factors are not relevant to welded gusset plates. 
A finite element analysis was carried out to verify the balanced resistances against the outcome 
of the gusset plate example. The methodology for the finite element modelling including 
fracture simulation has been described in Chapter 2. 
5.5.1 FEA of Design Example 
The true stress strain curve for the FE model is shown in Figure 5.12 while the fracture 
parameters are the same as those used for Aalberg and Larsen (1999) mild steel specimen T-
11-S355 and are shown Table 2.8.  
 
Figure 5.12. Assumed true and engineering stress-strain curves of design example 
Advantage was taken of the symmetry of the bolted gusset plate with the results displaying 
mirror images. 
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The force-displacement curve of the FEA is illustrated in Figure 5.13 and includes the block 
shear yielding predictive capacity. A vertical line is added to help the reader identify when 
ultimate force of the design example is reached. 
 
Figure 5.13. Force-displacement curve of design example 
The ultimate capacity of the connection was found by the FEA to be 1338 kN, which is within 
5% of the unfactored block shear capacity.  
To further validate the use of the block shear criteria, the stress distribution of the connection 
at the point of yielding along with the deformation shape at the ultimate load and final fracture, 
are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. It can be seen that the stress plots reflect the proposed 
design equation and the deformation shapes show block shear failure. 
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Figure 5.14. Stress distributions at block shear yielding load for design example including: 
(a) von Mises (b) Normal (c) Shear  
 
Figure 5.15. Deformation shape of design example at (a) Ultimate load (b) Final fracture 
5.6 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter firstly examined the history of seismic design in CBF systems, specifically 
focusing on the philosophical changes to the design of gusset plates. The literature review 
summerised various research investigations (Roeder et al. 2012) that found the traditional 
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design approach in which thick gusset plates were designed to remain elastic in seismic events, 
resulted in worse outcomes when compared to their thinner counterparts. New design 
approaches were presented that aimed to improve a system’s deformation capacity by 
designing gusset plates as a secondary yielding mechanism. 
Following on the findings from Chapter 4, a new yielding criterion was proposed based on 
block shear yielding which was shown, for several reasons, to be more rational than the 
Whitmore yielding criterion. First, as Chapter 4 demonstrated with regards to the ultimate 
tension capacity, the Whitmore tension is overly conservative for many bolted gusset plates 
and redundant provided the correct block shear check is performed. 
Second, comparison of the yielding criteria with independent laboratory tests showed that the 
block shear yielding criterion provides more consistent post-yield ductility responses for bolted 
gusset plates of various configurations. Third, the verified FEA applied to the independent test 
specimen showed stress contours that support the block shear yielding model rather than the 
Whitmore yielding criterion. 
Finally, a design example was presented which highlighted the point that while the (nominal) 
block shear yielding resistance is always lower than the block shear ultimate resistance, as 
logically expected and desired in seismic design, the Whitmore yielding resistance, can be 
computed to be higher than the Whitmore tension resistance. This anomaly is due to the 
inclusion of the areas lost to the bolt holes being used in the calculation of the Whitmore 
yielding criterion. The design example further showed that coupled with the use of a material 
overstrength factor for the yield stress and a higher balance factor for yielding resistance, the 
Whitmore yielding and fracture criteria complicate the balanced design of a bolted gusset plate. 
Expanding on the results of Chapter 4, this chapter has showed that the substitution of the 
Whitmore yielding and fracture criteria by the corresponding block shear criteria enables more 
rational and efficient designs of bolted gusset plates; it provides a secondary yielding 
mechanism to a special concentrically braced frame, maximising the frame’s ductility. The 
proposed block shear yielding equation can be used in the hierarchical seismic design 
procedure and the balanced design procedure.  
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Addendum V.1 – Comparison of Yield Criteria 
 
Figure 5.16. Force-displacement curve of test T-1-S355 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) 
 
Figure 5.17. Force-displacement curve of test T-3-S355 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) 
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Figure 5.18. Force-displacement curve of test T-9-S355 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) 
 
Figure 5.19. Force-displacement curve of test T-11-S355 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) 
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Figure 5.20. Force-displacement curve of test T-15-S355 (Aalberg and Larsen 1999) 
5.7  
Figure 5.21. Force-displacement curve of test T1A (Huns et al. 2002) 
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Figure 5.22. Force-displacement curve of test T1B (Huns et al. 2002) 
 
Figure 5.23. Force-displacement curve of test T1C (Huns et al. 2002) 
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5.8  
Figure 5.24. Force-displacement curve of test 8U (Mullins and Cheng 2004) 
 
 
Figure 5.25. Force-displacement curve of test 12U (Mullins and Cheng 2004) 
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Figure 5.26. Force-displacement curve of test 14U (Mullins and Cheng 2004) 
 
Figure 5.27. Force-displacement curve of test 16U (Mullins and Cheng 2004) 
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Addendum V.2 – Block shear and Whitmore Section of a 
Welded Gusset Plate 
Figure 5.28 depicts the geometry of a welded gusset plate. It can be seen that the gross and the 
net areas coincide with each other in this case.  
 
Figure 5.28. Whitmore section of a welded gusset plate 
The block shear ultimate resistance Buw of the plate is: 
 
( )1 2
0.6
1.2
uw u t u v
u
B F A F A
F L L t
= +
= +
 (5.6) 
in which At is the tension area and Av is the shear area. The variables L1 and L2 are defined in 
the figure. 
The Whitmore tension resistance Nuw of the welded gusset plate is: 
( ) ( )o1 2 1 22 tan 30 1.155
uw u w
u u
N F W t
F L L t F L L t
=
= + = +  
(5.7) 
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The only difference between Eqns. 5.6 and 5.7 is due to the coefficients “1.2” in the former 
and “1.155” in the latter, so the block shear and the Whitmore resistances are essentially the 
same for welded gusset plates. In fact, if the von Mises shear yield coefficient of 1/√3 is used 
instead of 0.6 in Eqn. 5.6, then the resistances will be identical to each other. 
The block shear and Whitmore yielding resistances can be computed using the respective forms 
of equations by replacing the tensile strength Fu with the yield stress Fy. This fact means that 
the yielding resistance is always lower than the ultimate resistance for the Whitmore section of 
a welded gusset plate (as is the case for the block shear mode of a bolted or welded gusset 
plate). In other words, the complication of the Whitmore yielding and fracture criteria when 
applied to bolted gusset plates is not an issue for a welded gusset plate. It may also be noted 
that, for a steel material with a ratio of tensile strength to yield stress Fu/Fy equal to or greater 
than 1.3, the balanced yielding resistance of a welded gusset plate is always lower than the 
balanced ultimate resistance.  
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CHAPTER 6 – NET SECTION TENSION CAPACITY 
OF NARROW GUSSET PLATES 
6.1 Introductory Remarks 
In Chapter 4, it was proposed that the Whitmore section check be made redundant provided 
that the correct block shear check (Teh & Deierlein 2017) is performed. Following this finding, 
Chapter 5 presented a new yielding criterion based on block shear yielding for SCBF that was 
shown to be more rational than the current practice (AISC 2017), which uses Whitmore 
yielding. However, the block shear yielding proposal is predicated on the net section tension 
capacity being significantly higher than the block shear capacity, which is often the case with 
gusset plates in SCBF.   
For typical bolted (or riveted) gusset plates used in braced building frames such as the one 
depicted in Figure 4.1(a), and those in bridge trusses such as the multiple-member connections 
shown in Figure 4.1(b), the net section tension check is often unnecessary as its capacity is 
significantly higher than the block shear capacity. For other cases such as the narrow 
rectangular plate illustrated in Figure 6.1, the net section tension check may be necessary.  
For a rectangular bolted gusset plate such as the one illustrated in Figure 6.1, the Whitmore 
section could erroneously be seen to govern as part of the tension capacity check in situations 
in which the net Whitmore width Ww is smaller than the net whole width W. However, this 
chapter will demonstrate the net section tension capacity should be computed using the whole 
width W of the plate (net of the bolt holes) without any reference to the Whitmore concept 
depicted in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 6.1. Rectangular gusset plate that may be subject to net tension fracture rather than 
block shear 
Tapered gusset plates such as those depicted in Figure 6.2 may also be susceptible to net section 
fracture. The reduction of material in the gusset plate can be for several reasons including 
design and/or economics. Furthermore, Roeder (2011a) found that the use of tapered gusset 
plates resulted in more desirable outcomes in seismic activity due to the increased flexibility 
of the connection. The net section capacity of such a gusset plate is generally calculated using 
the width W of the connection base; or similar to rectangular plates, the Whitmore section has 
been used when its width is smaller (Swanson 1999). 
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Figure 6.2. Tapered gusset plate that may be subject to net tension fracture rather than block 
shear 
However, the net section fracture of the stem of a T-stub connection tested by Swanson & Leon 
(2000), which resembles a tapered gusset plate in Figure 6.2, has been shown to be inclined 
rather than normal to the loading direction, as illustrated by Figure 6.3. This is confirmed in 
this chapter through finite element analysis of the tested specimen. To the author’s knowledge, 
no explicit design equation has been proposed to determine the net section tension capacity of 
such a plate. 
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Figure 6.3. Tapered gusset plate showing inclined net section fracture 
Based on laboratory test results (Swanson & Leon 2000) and the validated finite element 
analyses in Chapter 2, a simple design equation will be proposed and verified in this chapter 
for determining the net section tension capacity of a tapered bolted gusset plate. Comparisons 
to independent testing will show the proposed equation can reasonably match the ultimate loads 
of tapered “gusset-like” specimens. The bearing strength and bolt shear are outside the scope 
of this paper, which only discusses the ultimate capacities of bolted gusset plates associated 
with tensile ruptures. The chapter concludes by conducting a reliability analysis that finds the 
existing resistance factor can be applied conservatively in the structural design.  
6.2 Rectangular Gusset Plates Loaded Parallel to Two Edges 
The following section will examine two rectangular gusset plates through FEA, similar to that 
shown in Figure 6.1. The first example will examine a narrow gusset plate and show that the 
net section using the gusset width, rather than the Whitmore section, provides results that agree 
with the connection’s ultimate capacity and reflect the failure of the FE model.   
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The second example examines a wider gusset plate where, through FEA, it will be shown that 
the failure of the specimen is by block shear, reinforcing the findings of Chapter 4.  
A brief description of the design checks for a rectangular gusset plate in tension will first be 
presented.  
6.2.1 Tension Design Checks for Rectangular Gusset Plates 
6.2.1.1 Net Section Tension Capacity 
From Figure 6.1, the net section tension capacity of a rectangular gusset plate can be calculated 
according to Eqn. 6.1: 
 
( )
 22 ( 1)
n u n u l h
u l l h
R F A F W n d t
F e n g n d t
= = −
= + − −
 (6.1) 
where W is the whole width of the gusset plate. 
6.2.1.2 Whitmore Tension Capacity 
The Whitmore tension capacity is shown again here in Eqn. 6.2 for continuity and convenience 
of the reader. The parameters are based on those shown in Figure 4.4: 
( )( ) ( ) o1 2 1 tan 30
n u e u w
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(6.2) 
6.2.1.3 Block Shear Capacity 
The correct block shear capacity has been shown to be that proposed by Teh and Deierlein 
(2007) and is presented here by Eqn. 6.3: 
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6.2.2 Narrow Rectangular Gusset Plate 
Consider a narrow rectangular bolted gusset plate such as that shown in Figure 6.1, with the 
end distance e1 = 60 mm, pitch p = 75 mm, gauge g = 90 mm, edge distance e2 = 100 mm and 
bolt hole diameter dh = 27 mm. For the purpose of the present work, the given bolt hole diameter 
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is assumed to incorporate the 2 mm allowance specified in Section B4.3b of the AISC 
Specification (AISC 2016a).  
The plate was analysed using the validated finite element model described in Chapter 2, with 
the yield stress Fy = 350 MPa, tensile strength Fu = 470 MPa and assumed engineering strain 
at fracture εu 38%. Damage initiation and damage evolution parameters obtained from the 
results of Aalberg & Larsen (1999) were used in the present analysis and can be seen in Table 
2.6. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the fractured state of the gusset plate with the accompanying force-
displacement curve. 
 
Figure 6.4. Narrow gusset plate example: (a) Net section fracture  (b) Load-deflection graph 
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Figure 6.4 shows that the narrow gusset plate model failed in net section fracture, where an 
ultimate limit load Pu of 1553 kN was recorded. The necking across the whole width of the net 
section, shown in Figure 6.4(a), indicates that the whole section was subjected to stresses equal 
or close to the tensile strength Fu. 
Table 6.1 lists the geometric and material properties of the narrow gusset plate, and the 
professional factors Pu/Rn of the three equations with respect to the finite element analysis 
results. A professional factor greater than unity indicates an underestimation of the actual 
resistance by the relevant equation, and a value less than unity indicates an overestimation. An 
asterisk next to a professional factor indicates the actual failure mode. 
Table 6.1. Narrow gusset plate results 
 
e1 
(mm) 
e2 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pu/Rn 
Eqn. 
(6.1) 
Eqn. 
(6.2) 
Eqn. 
(6.3) 
Narrow 
Plate  
60 100 75 90 27 14 4 2 350 470 1.00* 1.13 0.86 
 
It can therefore be seen that the net section tension capacity of the rectangular gusset plate can 
be accurately determined using the whole width (net of the bolt holes), without any reference 
to the Whitmore concept depicted in Figure 4.4. In other words, only Eqn. 6.1 is required to 
determine the net section tension capacity of a rectangular gusset plate loaded parallel to two 
edges. 
6.2.3 Wide Rectangular Gusset Plate 
A second rectangular plate similar to the preceding narrow plate, but with the edge distance e2 
increased to 130 mm was then considered. The other geometric parameters were the same as 
the previous example and are displayed in Table 6.2. For easy differentiation, the gusset plate 
here is referred to as the “wide” gusset plate. The fractured state and force-displacement graph 
for the wide gusset plate FEA is shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5. Wide gusset plate example: (a) Block shear fracture (b) Load-deflection graph 
The fracture state in Figure 6.5 combined with the corresponding force-displacement curve 
shows that the wide gusset plate failed by block shear. The ultimate limit recorded for the FEA 
was 1746 kN which is compared against the three tension design checks in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2. Wide gusset plate results 
 
e1 
(mm) 
e2 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pu/Rn 
Eqn. 
(6.1) 
Eqn. 
(6.2) 
Eqn. 
(6.3) 
Narrow 
Plate  
60 130 75 90 27 14 4 2 350 470 0.90 1.27 0.97* 
 
Table 6.2 shows that due to the increased width, the net section tension capacity given by Eqn. 
6.1 increases to 1948 kN. However, the Whitmore tension capacity and block shear capacity 
(Eqns. 6.2 and 6.3) remain the same, at 1376 kN and 1806 kN, respectively. The professional 
factor of the block shear is by far the closest to unity, supporting the fractured state shown in 
6.5(a). As with the preceding example of the narrow gusset plate, the set of Eqns. 6.1 and 6.3 
again correctly identifies the governing tensile failure mode of the gusset plate. 
On the other hand, the Whitmore Eqn. 6.2 grossly underestimates the true capacity of the wide 
gusset plate. Such an excessive underestimation reinforces the finding of Chapter 4 that the 
Whitmore criterion is not viable for bolted gusset plates in tension. If the Whitmore section 
fracture existed, it would not have been possible for the plate to fail in block shear at a load 
over 25% higher than the Whitmore tension capacity. 
6.3 Tapered Gusset Plates 
6.3.1 Net Section Fracture of Tapered Gusset Plates 
Examination of the symmetric tapered bolted connections test results of Swanson and Leon 
(2000) seemed to indicate that the net section fracture path was not perpendicular to the loading 
direction, but at an incline as shown in Figure 6.3. To investigate this further, a finite element 
analysis was undertaken of Specimen TA-05 from the Swanson and Leon (2000) testing. 
The FE model was developed according to the methodology outlined in Chapter 2, which 
included modelling the material true stress-strain curve from the Ramberg-Osgood method 
(Ramberg and Osgood 1943), where the yield and ultimate stress were 350 MPa and 470 MPa, 
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respectively, and the engineering strain at fracture εu was taken from Swanson (1999) as 38%. 
Fracture is simulated using the damage initiation parameters shown in Table 2.6. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the fractured shape of Specimen TA-05 obtained using the present finite 
element analysis. The inclined orientation of the fractures in the two outer regions shown in 
the figure is consistent with the photograph of the fractured specimen presented by Kovacs & 
Leon (2008). 
 
Figure 6.6. Inclined net section fracture of a tapered gusset plate 
It is postulated that the fractures in the two outer regions of a tapered gusset plate would take 
the path corresponding to the shortest distance between the relevant bolt hole and the edge. In 
other words, Eqn. 6.1 is no longer applicable as the outer fracture path is normal to the edge 
rather than the loading direction, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. The inclination of the outer net 
sections reduces the net section tension capacity because the resistance area becomes smaller. 
Furthermore, the normal stresses are not acting exactly in the same direction as the applied 
load. 
The length of each inclined path is naturally affected by the tapered edge distance e3, as evident 
from Figure 6.3. However, in practice, the edge distance e3 of a tapered gusset plate is typically 
much smaller than the base edge distance e2 and the connection length L. Importantly, as will 
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be shown next, a 100% increase in the tapered edge distance e3 of an example only leads to an 
increase of 3% in the inclined net section capacity. 
The tapered edge distance e3 of Specimen TA-05 tested by Swanson & Leon (2000) was 1.25 
in (31.75 mm). In addition to the finite element model of this specimen, the present work 
analysed two similar models with tapered edge distances equal to 0.875 in (22.22 mm) and 
1.75 in (44.45 mm), respectively. The narrower model is designated MA-05A, and the wider 
MA-05B.  Table 6.3 lists their geometric and material properties, based on those of Specimen 
TA-05. 
Table 6.3. Effect of the edge distance e3 of a tapered gusset plate 
 
e1 
(mm) 
e2 
(mm) 
e3 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pu 
(kN) 
Diff. 
MA-05A 33.7 152 22.2 66.7 88.9 23.8 14.3 5 2 352 469 1952 
3% 
MA-05B   44.4         2018 
 
It can be seen from Table 6.3 that the ultimate limit load of MA-05B (2018 kN) is only 3% 
higher than that of MA-05A (1952 kN), even though the tapered edge distance e3 of the wider 
model is double that of the other. 
6.3.2 Proposed Net Section Design Equation for Tapered Gusset Plate 
Based on outcomes of the previous result and for conservatism, the tapered edge distance e3 is 
ignored in deriving a simple equation for determining the inclined edge distance e2΄, as depicted 
in Figure 6.7.  
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Figure 6.7. Tapered gusset plate parameters 
Using Pythagoras’ theorem and triangle similarity, the inclined edge distance e2΄ is equal to: 
 
2 2
2 2
2
'
L
e e
e L
=
+
 (6.4) 
in which: 
( ) 11rL n p e= − +  (6.5) 
By assuming that the normal stresses are acting in the same direction as the load, the net section 
tension capacity of a symmetrically tapered gusset plate is then equal to: 
 22 ' ( 1)
n u ni
u l l h
R F A
F e n g n d t
=
= + − −
 (6.6) 
6.3.3 Validation of Proposed Plate Net Section Equation 
The stem of the T-stub connections tested by Swanson and Leon (2000) resembled that of a 
tapered gusset plate and are used as an independent validation of the proposed net section 
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equation shown by Eqn. 6.6. Table 6.4 shows the professional factors of all resistance equations 
for the specimens tested by Swanson and Leon (2000), where the variable Pt denotes the 
ultimate test load.  
It should be noted that the ultimate test loads Pt of Specimens TD-01 through TD-08 were 
obtained graphically in the present work from the plots presented by Kovacs & Leon (2008). 
The values published by Swanson & Leon (2000) for these specimens appeared to be in error 
as they were more than 30% lower than the smallest capacities predicted by all the resistance 
equations. 
Table 6.4. Verifications of resistance equations for tapered gusset plates 
 
e1 
(mm) 
e2 
(mm) 
p 
(mm) 
g 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
nr 
 
nl 
 
Fy 
(MPa) 
Fu 
(MPa) 
Pt/Rn 
Eqn (6.1) Eqn (6.2) Eqn (6.3) Eqn (6.6) 
TA-01 33.7 152 66.7 88.9 23.8 14.3 5 2 352 469 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.99* 
TA-02           0.88 0.87 0.84 0.97* 
TA-05           0.91 0.90 0.87 1.00* 
TA-09 38.1  76.2  27  4    0.85 0.96 0.88 0.96* 
TA-10           0.83 0.95 0.87 0.95* 
TA-11           0.83 0.94 0.87 0.94* 
TA-12           0.83 0.94 0.87 0.94* 
TA-13           0.84 0.95 0.87 0.95* 
TA-15           0.83 0.95 0.87 0.94* 
TA-25 34.9  68.3        0.81 1.01 0.94 0.94* 
TA-26 31.8  63.5        0.78 1.04 0.97* 0.93 
TB-05 38.1 146 76.2 102   5    0.92 0.78 0.76 0.99* 
TB-06           0.91 0.77 0.75 0.98* 
TB-07           0.91 0.77 0.75 0.98* 
TB-08           0.90 0.77 0.74 0.97* 
TC-09  133  127  17.5 6  415 530 0.94 0.62 0.62 0.97* 
TC-10           0.92 0.61 0.61 0.96* 
TD-01 33.3 152 66.7 88.9 23.8 9.53 4  427 570 0.85 1.09 1.00 1.00* 
TD-02           0.85 1.08 1.00 0.99* 
TD-03           0.88 1.12 1.03 1.03* 
TD-04           0.85 1.08 0.99 0.99* 
TD-05 38.1  76.2  27      0.91 1.04 0.95 1.03* 
TD-06           0.92 1.05 0.96 1.04* 
TD-07           0.92 1.04 0.96 1.04* 
TD-08           0.91 1.03 0.95 1.03* 
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It is noteworthy that Eqn. 6.1 is overoptimistic for all the tapered gusset plate specimens in 
Table 6.4, almost all of which failed in net section fracture. The equation overestimates the net 
section tension capacity of Specimen TA-25 by almost 25% (1/0.81 = 1.24).  
Table 6.4 shows that Eqn. 6.6 is reasonably accurate and consistent for the tested specimens 
failing in net section fracture. In conjunction with the block shear Eqn. 6.3 and the resistance 
factor derived in Section 6.4, it provides a reliable estimate of the ultimate resistance of a 
symmetrically tapered bolted gusset plate failing by tensile rupture. 
6.3.4 Unsymmetric Gusset Plates 
In practice, a gusset plate may be tapered asymmetrically, or on one side only as shown by 
Figure 6.8. Obviously, in such situations the proposed Eqn. 6.6 would be invalid. However, a 
simple solution  is for the inclined edge distance e2΄ given by Eqn. 6.4 to be applied accordingly, 
or simply replaced with the edge distance e2 if the side is not tapered. The modified equation 
for the one-sided tapered plate is shown by Eqn. 6.7. 
 2 4' ( 1)n u l l hR F e e n g n d t= + + − −  (6.7) 
 
Figure 6.8. Unsymmetric gusset plate parameters 
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Consider the narrow rectangular plate in Table 6.1. For the purpose of the present example, the 
left side is tapered with the tapered edge distance e3 being 40 mm. A finite element analysis 
was undertaken of the unsymmetric plate with the fractured shape and the load-deflection graph 
shown in Figure 6.9. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Asymmetrically tapered gusset plate: (a) Net section fracture  (b) Load-deflection 
graph 
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The finite element analysis found the ultimate limit load to be 1422 kN while Eqn. 6.7 gives a 
net section tension capacity of 1489 kN, or less than 5% higher than the ultimate limit load. It 
can be seen that the concept depicted in Figure 6.7 is applicable to asymmetrically tapered 
plates.  
6.4 Resistance Factor 
More test results may be necessary before a comprehensive reliability analysis can be 
confidently performed to determine the appropriate resistance factor  to Eqn. 6.6 for use in 
structural design. However, the results in Table 6.4 can be used to gauge the approximate 
resistance factor and compare it to the value of 0.75 currently applied to the tension capacity 
specified in Section J4.1 of the AISC specification (AISC 2016a). 
 The reliability analysis methodology and the statistical parameters are adopted from Driver et 
al. (2006), who used the following equation proposed by Fisher et al. (1978): 
( ) pmmm ePFM −+−= 338.1131.00062.0 2   (6.8) 
in which  is the target reliability index, Mm is the mean value of the material factor equal to 
1.11 (Schmidt & Bartlett 2002), Fm is the mean value of the fabrication factor equal to 1.00 
(Hardash & Bjorhovde 1985), and Pm is the mean value of the professional factor equal to 0.98 
in the present work. 
The exponential term p in Eqn. 6.8 is computed from: 
222
PFmR VVVp ++=   
(6.9) 
in which R is the separation variable equal to 0.55 (Ravindra & Galambos 1978); VM is the 
coefficient of variation of the material factor equal to 0.054 (Schmidt & Bartlett 2002); VF is 
the coefficient of variation of the fabrication factor equal to 0.05 (Hardash & Bjorhovde 1985) 
and VP is the coefficient of variation of the professional factor equal to 0.034 in the present 
work. 
In order to achieve a target reliability index  of 4.0, a resistance factor  of 0.83 was calculated 
from Eqn. 6.8. This result means that the proposed Eqn. 6.6 can be conservatively used in 
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conjunction with the existing resistance factor of 0.75 given in Section J4.1 of the AISC 
specification (AISC 2016a). 
6.5 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter has expanded on the previous finding in Chapter 4 and demonstrated that the 
Whitmore criterion is not viable for bolted gusset plates in tension, even in cases where the 
governing failure mode is net section fracture. For a rectangular plate loaded parallel to two 
edges, the net section tension capacity can be computed using its whole width (net of the bolt 
holes) without any reference to the Whitmore concept, even if the Whitmore width is 
significantly smaller than the whole width. 
The outer net section fractures of a tapered gusset plate are inclined rather than normal to the 
loading direction, resulting in a reduced resistance. This chapter has proposed a practical design 
equation that is reasonably accurate for determining the net section tension capacity of a 
tapered bolted gusset plate. The proposed equation can be conservatively used in conjunction 
with the existing resistance factor of 0.75 specified for an element in tension.   
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CHAPTER 7 – FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF 
COPED BEAM CONNECTIONS 
7.1 Introductory Remarks 
Steel coped beams are utilised in construction to allow primary and secondary beams to be 
aligned at the same elevation as depicted in Figure 7.1. Coping simply refers to the removal of 
the top, bottom, or both flanges at the beam end, allowing clearance for the beam to be easily 
joined to a perpendicular girder through numerous types of shear connections.  
 
Figure 7.1. Coped secondary beam connected to the primary beam at the same elevation 
Owing to the reduced area of resistance, local failure mechanisms can develop at the end of the 
coped beam, which would not need to be considered for an equivalent un-coped member. Local 
buckling is one such failure that can occur, because the removal of the flange causes a reduction 
in the bending and torsional stiffness of the web. Additionally, the removal of the flange can 
result in block shear failure occurring for both bolted and welded connections through the 
coped web which, will be the focus of this chapter. 
Block shear failure was inadvertently discovered after an increase in the allowable bearing 
stress capacity meant fewer bolts were required to resist the load. An experimental 
investigation by Birkemoe and Gilmore (1978) into the new bearing requirements, found that 
larger shear reaction of the bolts developed over a small portion of the beams web; resulting in 
failure from tensile splitting of the lower bolt hole combined with general yielding along the 
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shear region up to the flange of the beam. Coping of the flanges caused a reduction in the 
capacity of the connection, with a removal of a block of the web observed to occur through 
tensile rupture along the last bolt row combined with shearing rupture to the coped webs end 
(Figure 7.2). The observed failure mechanism was termed block shear and included in the 1978 
AISC specification (AISC 1978). 
 
Figure 7.2. Block shear tear-out in the web of a coped beam 
As Chapter 4 identified, the block shear design provision had changed many times since it was 
identified (Table 4.1), with ambiguities over the interaction of tension and shear areas over the 
assumed gross or net yield and rupture planes (Teh and Deierlein 2017). However, Chapter 3 
demonstrated that the block shear equation (Eqn. 3.6) proposed by Teh and Deierlein (2017) 
seemed to solve this issue using an effective shear area which is simply the average of the gross 
and net areas.  
The block shear equations shown in Table 4.1 can be applied to different connection types by 
applying a non-uniform stress distribution factor Ubs. The factor is applied to the tension section 
of the block shear design equation and accounts for the in-plane eccentric reactions in coped 
beams and angle connections. Figure 7.3 highlights the difference between a coped beam and 
gusset plate connection where, the in-plane eccentric reaction in the former is believed (Ricles 
and Yura 1982) to cause non-uniform stress distribution and earlier failure.  
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Figure 7.3. Tension and shear resistance of a: (a) Single line coped beam and (b) Gusset plate 
Currently for single bolt-line coped beam connections such as the one shown in Figure 7.3(a), 
the North American (CSA 2014; AISC 2016a) design standards have different interpretations 
on the effect of in-plane eccentricity. The Canadian standard (CSA 2014) stipulates an 
empirically derived non-uniform distribution factor Ubs of 0.9 whereas the AISC (AISC 2016a) 
does not incorporate any factor and thereby assumes the tension stress distribution for single 
bolt line coped connections acts uniformly as is the case with concentrically loaded gusset 
plates. 
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Coped beams have an added level of complexity when a second bolt line is used in the 
connection such as Figure 7.4. The additional bolt line means there are two tension planes of 
varying length resisting the load. The tension plane between the beams edge and bolt hole is 
referred to as the critical area and has been shown by finite element analysis (Topkaya 2007) 
and experimental testing (Lam et al. 2015) to fail before the corresponding tension plane 
between bolts. The AISC (2016a) and CSA (2014) standards apply semi-empirically derived 
factors Ubs of 0.5 and 0.4, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.4. Tension and shear resistance of a double bolt line cope beam 
Unlike concentrically loaded gusset plates, coped beams have in-plane rotation occurring at the 
ends, resulting in non-uniform tensile stress developing (Figure 7.4), which can lead to earlier 
fracture development. Coped beam in-plane rotation effects are somewhat considered in the 
design provision through a non-uniform stress distribution factor Ubs. However, this factor is 
derived semi-empirically and not based on isolating the parameters affecting the reduced 
capacity, which can change depending on the web block geometry and connection rotational 
stiffness. 
Non-uniform Ubs distribution factors used in both North American (AISC 2016a; CSA 2014) 
block shear design provisions are based on the tests by Ricles and Yura (1982) and Franchuk 
et al. (2002), where failure in some specimens was in fact by other mechanisms such as local 
buckling (Kulak and Grondin 2001; Wen and Mahmoud 2017). Reliability analyses by Yam et 
al (2014) showed both design provisions (AISC 2016a; CSA 2010) to be highly inconstant in 
predicting the block shear capacity of coped beams against experimental results, even 
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accounting for the fact the non-uniform factors used in each provision were derived from some 
of the same tests used in the comparison. 
This chapter focuses on the experimental testing of Lam et al. (2015) where many of the double 
bolt-line coped beam specimens failed at loads well below the block shear design provisions.  
It aims to identify the detrimental factors contributing the reduced block shear capacities. 
7.2 Literature Review 
The block shear equation developed by Birkemoe and Gilmor (1978) was adopted for use in 
the 1978 AISC connection design code (AISC 1978) and was subsequently examined as part 
of an experimental study by Yura et al (1982). The experimental investigation performed 12 
tests on bolted beam web connections that considered edge distance, bolt arrangement, coped 
and un-coped flanges, and slotted bolt holes in an effort to evaluate the 1978 standard. (AISC 
1978). The tests that failed by block shear failure were observed to do so from necking and 
consequent fracture along the tension region, combined with general yielding of the shear areas. 
The researchers (Yura et al. 1982) found that the then current procedure for determining block 
shear capacity by Birkemoe and Gilmor (1978) overestimated the capacity of specimens with 
two bolt lines and determined that it was unrealistic to assume that the tension and shear failure 
path can occur simultaneously. 
Further experimental investigation into block shear behaviour was performed by Ricles and 
Yura (1982), who conducted full scale testing of double-line bolted web connections. The study 
aimed to expand upon previous research (Birkemoe and Gilmor 1978; Yura et al. 1982) by 
examining the parameters thought to affect block shear capacity, which included connection 
end and edge distances, bolt arrangement, and bolt hole type (slotted or standard).  
The connections were all found to have a similar failure pattern with fracture occurring along 
the bottom row of bolts after high flexural stresses had been observed, combined with gross 
yielding along the vertical shear plane. Increasing the edge distance, and by consequence the 
tension area, was found to have a far greater effect on the block shear capacity than to 
increasing the end distance (shear area) by the same margin, thereby supporting the Birkemoe 
and Gilmore (1978) capacity equation. However, Ricles and Yura (1982) developed a new 
block shear equation after concluding that the block shear equation (AISC 1978) failed to 
reflect the test results (no fracture in net shear region) and did not meet the factor of safety 
desired by the standard (AISC 1978). 
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Elastic finite element analyses based on the tested specimens were used to assist in the 
derivation of a modified block shear formula (Ricles and Yura 1982). The FEA found that the 
tension stress distribution changed depending on the connections edge distance. Large edge 
distances resulted in a bi-linear stress that reached a maximum near the bolt hole closest to the 
beam’s end, whereas small edge distances showed the tensile stresses highest at the beam’s 
end. In any case, the tension stresses were found not to be constant and to have a triangular 
distribution, therefore Ricles and Yura (1982) proposed a factor of 0.5 be applied to the tension 
part of the block shear equation. Additionally, the gross shear section combined with the yield 
stress was proposed to be used, based on the fact that the connections capacity was not affected 
by the number of bolt holes in the tests and no sign of fracture was observed along the shear 
plane. 
After the experimental investigation by Ricles and Yura (1982), no further testing on block 
shear failure in coped beams was undertaken until Aalberg and Larsen (1999), where, a series 
of tests were performed comparing the behaviour of bolted connections made from high 
strength steel with conventional structural steel. The testing by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) 
featured a shear loaded test of steel tabs connected to a coped beam’s web, from which three 
different connection geometries were analysed. These differed by the number of bolts, steel 
makeup (mild or high strength) and if the beam was single or double coped.  
Results of the tests by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) showed that none of the varying parameters 
analysed affected the failure mechanism with all specimens found to fail in block shear by 
necking and then rupture along the tension face. The researchers noted that the ultimate force 
was reached prior to fracture in high strength steel but stated that the force increased in the 
mild strength steel till fracture occurred. 
Aalberg and Larsen (1999) compared the coped beam test results to numerous block shear 
design equations (CSA 1989; ECS 1992; AISC 1999) of the time and found each to have 
significant discrepancies between the predicted values and test results. Kulak and Grondin 
(2001) expanded the comparison to include the testing of Yura et al (1982) and Ricles and Yura 
(1982) where a similar outcome was observed with the codes failing to reflect the experimental 
test results. The inability of the design standards to reflect the test results highlights what little 
was known about block shear behaviour in coped beams, which is not unexpected as there had 
only been 19 coped beams specimens tested to that date with limited supporting FEA. 
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In an effort to expand the test data base and improve the knowledge of coped block shear 
failure, 17 full scale tests on coped wide flange beams were performed by Franchuk et al. 
(2002). The study aimed to expand the parameters that had been analysed in coped beam 
testing, specifically focusing on what effect the beam end rotation had on the stress distribution. 
To achieve this aim, a hydraulic jack was used instead of a fixed support condition and was 
lowered as the load was applied to simulate rotation. Other parameters studied included end 
and edge distance, bolt layout, bolt diameter and section depth of which the latter two were the 
only new parameters not previously studied. 
Unexpectedly the results of the tests showed the beam’s end rotation instead of adversely 
affecting the block shear capacity in fact increased the capacity in certain cases where large 
rotations were involved. However, as it didn’t occur in all tests, Franchuk et al (2003) simply 
concluded that beam rotation didn’t adversely affect the block shear capacity. Bolt diameter, 
connection depth and section depth were found to have no effect on the block shear capacity 
besides the associated change in tension and shear areas. A series of the tests examined the area 
that shear stress develops in the connection by comparing specimens with identical net tension 
and shear sections, but different gross sections.  The results showed that the shear resistance of 
the connection is developed over an area greater than the net but less than the gross (Franchuk 
et al. 2003). 
As was the case with Ricles and Yura (1982), the connection end distance (tensile area) 
compared with the edge distance (shear area) had a greater effect in increasing the block shear 
capacity. Similarly, increasing the gauge distance and hence tension area increased the capacity 
but by more than expected from the equation proposed by Ricles and Yura (1982). Franchuk 
et al (2002) indicated that this may simply mean that the tension stress does not vary linearly 
as the Ricles and Yura (1982) equation states. Further conflicting results for Franchuk et al. 
(2003) compared to Ricles and Yura (1982) came from FEA, where Franchuk et al. (2003) 
found the peak tension stress to occur around the bolt holes and reduce the further the distance 
away. 
Using the 17 coped beam results from Franchuk et al (2003) and the previous 19 tests on coped 
beams, a reliability analysis was performed by Franchuk et al. (2004) that found the block shear 
design equations for North American (CSA 2001; AISC 1999), Europe (ECS 1992) and Japan 
(AIJ 1990) consistently failed to provide acceptable levels of safety, especially for two line 
coped beam connections. Because of these shortcomings, Franchuk et al. (2003) proposed a 
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new block shear equation that would be able to better represent the observed failure mechanism 
of the tests. 
The new block shear equation by Franchuk et al. (2004) described the shear area at failure 
under an ‘effective stress’ between the yielding and ultimate capacity. This effective shear 
stress was stated to act along the gross section even though testing (Franchuk et al. 2002) 
showed shear developed over an area between the net and gross region. As the tests (Franchuk 
et al. 2002) had found the tension stress distribution not to be uniform and vary non-linearly, a 
stress correction factor was applied that was derived semi-empirically based on optimising the 
consistency of the safety indices. Different correction factors were used for one and two bolt 
line connections to account for perceived differences. The new block shear equation was found 
to provide better consistency and accuracy in predicting the test capacities than the standards, 
which is to be expected since the correction factors were based on these tests. The block shear 
equation was later adapted and unified for other connection types such as gusset plates (Driver 
et al. 2006).   
An alternate block shear equation for coped beams was proposed by Topkaya (2007) based on 
a parametric FEA. The author had previously (Topkaya 2004) developed a finite element 
methodology to study the block shear of steel tension members and refined the technique to 
accommodate the difference with coped beams based on the tests by Ricles and Yura (1982) 
and Franchuk et al. (2002).  
Two failure criteria were developed for the parametric study; the first was based on the net 
section of the tension region. The author had noted that the load deflection diagram for coped 
beam peaked at a certain point due to necking of the tension net section plane near the vicinity 
of the leading bolt hole (Topkaya 2007). This assertion is supported by observations made by 
researchers, Ricles and Yura (1982) and Aalberg and Larsen (1999), during the testing of coped 
beams. The necking of the tension net section that triggers block shear failure is uniform in 
connections such as gusset plates. However, this behaviour is more complex for coped beams 
where the tension stress may not be uniform and failure could happen before uniform necking 
has occurred (Topkaya 2007). Due to this complexity, a more global measure was used for the 
necking failure criteria, where the coped beam capacity was said to be reached when the 
horizontal strain of the net tension section had reached a calibrated value. 
The second failure criteria developed was based on the average yield stress of the net tension 
section. It should be noted that the net tension area refers to the area between the leading bolt 
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hole and the beams end for two line bolt holes, which the author labelled as the critical plane. 
This failure criterion was stated to be a conservative estimate of the load capacity, but one that 
would be more practical for analysis because of the difficulties in quantifying the large strains 
that develop during necking. For this reason, in the development of a new block shear capacity 
equation, the yielding stress criterion was the only measure of failure used in the parametric 
analysis. 
The parametric analysis by Topkaya (2007) first considered coped beams with increasing 
friction coefficients and found that it correlated to an increase in the ultimate capacity. This 
effect can be seen in real connections from the tightening of the bolts, but the author stated that 
friction was too complicated to consider in a design equation and should only be thought of as 
reserve strength. Analysis of two bolt line specimens showed the critical plane and tension 
plane between the two bolts yielding at approximately the same level therefore, unlike 
Franchuk et al. (2004) and Ricles and Yura (1982), no special factor was stipulated to be 
necessary for the tension plane. In addition, the average shear stress was found not to be 
dependent on the connection length or the ultimate to yield ratio and only one criterion would 
be used unlike the AISC standard of the time (AISC 2005). 
Edge distance, number of bolt line and rows, pitch, gauge, yield to ultimate stress ratio 
combined with the yield failure criteria were all used in the parametric study to develop the 
block shear equation. The study used the dimensions of the Franchuk et al. (2002) test 
specimens and derived a single equation for yielding of the net tension section combined with 
yielding along the gross shear plane. A factor of 0.5 was applied to the shear portion instead of 
the common 0.6, and overall the equation can be taken as conservative compared to the 
previous efforts by Ricles and Yura (1982) and Franchuk et al. (2002). 
An experimental program analysing the effect of out-of-plane eccentricity on coped beam 
failure was performed by Fang et al. (2013). Previous experiments by Ricles and Yura (1982) 
and Franchuk et al. (2002) loaded the coped beams in double shear and had therefore not 
considered the out-of-plane effect. Ten full scale coped I-beam tests were performed using 
single and T-section connections that enabled different eccentric lengths to be examined and 
compared to a single angle connection in double shear.  
Bolt arrangement and connection rotational resistance were additional parameters examined, 
which Fang et al. (2013) stated had not been sufficiently studied in previous experimental 
investigations. Connection rigidity depends on the connection type (T-section, single etc.) and 
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arrangement and had been shown to affect the observed type of block shear failure mode 
(partial or full tear-out). Increased connection rotational stiffness reduces web block rotation, 
inducing tensile strains near the beams edge, allowing the shear plane to resist higher shear 
load prior to fracture (Fang et al. 2013).  
The test results showed that as expected, an increase in the net tension area increased the block 
shear capacity of the coped beam connection and supported Ricles and Yura (1982) in finding 
that the tension section had a greater influence on the overall capacity than the shear region. 
Changes in out-of-plane eccentric lengths gave inconsistent results, with many tests 
unexpectedly having an increased capacity compared to geometrically identical connections 
loaded in double shear. FE analysis was therefore developed to investigate whether the 
increased capacity was due to connection eccentricity or increased rotational stiffness. 
The FEA was validated from the test results and used in a parametric study that analysed what 
effects loading eccentricity and rotational restraint had on block shear strength and behaviour. 
Results of the analyses showed increasing end rotational restraint increased the ultimate load. 
Out-of-plane eccentricity had no detrimental effect and even slightly increased the block shear 
capacity, which matched results from the experimental testing. The increased capacity was 
speculated by Fang et al. (2013) to be from the eccentric force inducing twisting of the bolts 
that increased friction contact between the connection plate and the beam’s web. This was 
supported by the FEA and Topkaya (2007) who found that an increase in the frictional 
coefficient of the finite model increased the ultimate load. 
Problems in the experimental testing were found by the FEA where the capacity of Specimen 
T-2-2-2-a was severely under predicted. Fang et al. (2013) stated these experimental errors 
could be from the initial imperfection of the test specimen, erratic test set up or lower material 
strength. 
A state of the art review into the different failure mechanisms of coped beams was undertaken 
by Yam et al. (2014) to examine the rationale behind the current design standards. Block shear 
provisions from around the world were evaluated in an updated reliability analysis to that 
previously performed by Franchuk et al. (2004). The updated reliability analyses included the 
testing by Fang et al. (2013), and the block shear equation by Topkaya (2007) and Franchuk et 
al. (2006), which had been adapted for use in the Canadian (CSA 2009) standard. The design 
codes (AISC 2010), (CSA 2009) for block shear differed in their interpretation of the efficiency 
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of the net tension plane in resisting fracture (different stress distribution coefficients Ubs) and 
use of yield or ultimate strength acting over the net or gross shear plane. 
The results of the reliability analysis found the North American standards (CSA 2009; AISC 
2010) were best at predicting the results for single bolt line tests results; while the block shear 
equation proposed by Topkaya (2007) gave the most accurate predictions for double bolt line 
coped beams. It is interesting to note that the equation by Topkaya (2007) was the only equation 
not to include a coefficient to reduce the resistance of the net tension plane. Yam et al. (2014) 
stated that there had been issues with double bolt line tests in the past and a lack of tests and 
analysis compared to single bolt line tests. 
The absence of test data and analysis on block shear behaviour in double bolt line coped beams, 
led to a comprehensive experimental investigation by Lam et al. (2015). Double bolt line coped 
connections have two segments along the tension area which Ricles and Yura (1982) identified 
as causing significant non-uniform stress distribution. Additionally, the second bolt line 
induces an in-plane eccentricity of the beam end which further complicates the stress 
distribution and fracture behaviour on the tension area (Lam et al. 2015). The study completed 
17 full scale tests that considered out-of-pane eccentricity, connection rotational stiffness, 
staggering of the bolts and web block ratio of the connection. 
The results of the tests showed that the block shear failure changed depending on the geometry 
and rotational stiffness of the connection. Whole web block tear-out (WBT) along the tension 
and shear section was stated to occur in specimens with low aspect ratio, where the shear 
section was able to reach full strain hardening.  Fracture along the tension and shear sections 
was stated to occur almost simultaneously in WBT failure where an abrupt drop in the force-
displacement curve was observed after the ultimate load was reached. 
Tensile fracture (TF) was characterised as fracture of the tension section combined with 
yielding of the shear area, and found to occur in flexible connections where greater in-plane 
rotation of the block led to concentration of stress near the beams end. Test results showed that 
cases where this occurred resulted in a reduction of approximately 15% in the ultimate capacity 
compared to rigid connections. The force-displacement curve for TF failure showed the 
ultimate load corresponded with the complete fracture of the net tensile area, or in some cases 
to two adjacent peaks representing firstly fracture at the beam end and the second peak relating 
to propagation of the fracture between the two bolt lines. In any case, the ultimate resistance 
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of the connection was reached once the tensile region between the first bolt hole and beam end 
failed.  
Tensile fracture followed by whole block tear-out (TF-WBT) was found in connections with 
large gauge distances combined with small beam ends.  Similar to TF failure, fracture occurred 
firstly along the beams end, but then differed by fracturing along the shear plane as well as the 
remaining tension section. Two peaks were observed in the force-displacement diagrams with 
the first corresponding to the initial tensile fracture near the beam end. This was followed by 
the load resistance rising to the second peak, which represented the ultimate load where the 
remaining tensile section and shear region had fractured. 
Strain gauges positioned near the tension area of the test specimens, showed the highest strain 
was observed near the beams end, with the overall strain becoming more nonlinear with 
increased loading. Fracture was observed in the tests to match this, with all failure modes first 
showing fracture developing along the tension area near the beam’s end. This led Lam et al. 
(2015) to conclude that the most effective way to increase block shear capacity was by 
increasing the tension area near the beam end, effectively delaying the tensile fracture and 
allowing the shear region to fully develop strain hardening. 
Test results were inconclusive on the effect of out-of-plane eccentricity, mirroring the results 
obtained by Fang et al. (2013). The study concluded that any effects from the out-of-plane 
eccentricity can therefore be seen as marginal or of no impact. A comparison of the test results 
to a variety of design equations around the world, found Topkaya (2007) the most accurate and 
was the only equation not to use a factored tension area. The comparison of the tests to the 
design equations additionally showed, that the accuracy of the predictions varied with the 
aspect ratio and length of the shear area. Lam et al. (2015) speculated that connections with 
large shear regions may have only yielded and not developed full strain hardening. 
Much of the difference in the block shear design equations equated to whether the shear 
resistance acted along the net or gross region of the connection. A FE study by Clements and 
Teh (2013), showed that in fact the shear is resisted along an active plane between the net and 
gross region. Previous experimental research by Franchuk et al. (2002) had shown fracture 
between the net and gross shear region and a study by Teh and Uz (2015b) verified the claim 
against independent tests where the ultimate load was only dependent on shear resistance. The 
study (Teh and Uz 2015b) additionally showed that at the limit state of block shear failure, full 
strain hardening is achieved along the active shear region and therefore, the ultimate stress 
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combined with the active shear region, was proposed in a new block shear equation by Teh and 
Deierlein (2017). 
The new block shear equation by Teh and Deierlein (2017) was verified against independent 
gusset plate tests. Comparisons to the North American block shear equations (AISC 2016a; 
CSA 2014) showed the superiority of the new equation using the active shear plane.  For coped 
beams, Teh and Deierlein (2017) stated there is an added complexity that clouds the behaviour 
of block shear, because the tensile stress is not uniform as the case is with concentrically loaded 
gusset plates. However, the new block shear equation was able to accurately predict the test 
results of Fang et al. (2013) except for Specimen T-2-2-2-a which had been noted to suffer 
from experimental error. Teh and Deierlein (2017) stated that test results involving coped beam 
shear connections, have been quite variable for nominally identical specimens as shown by the 
tests results of Franchuk et al. (2002). 
A finite element investigation using the test result of Franchuk et al. (2002) was performed by 
Wen and Mahmoud (2017) with the aim of studying the mechanism of block shear failure in 
coped beam connections. Similar to Teh and Deierlein (2017), the paper noted discrepancies 
in the Franchuk et al. (2017) test results and stated that all the specimens had buckled, which 
affected the comparison of block shear equations with coped beam tests. 
The tests’ results (Franchuk et al. 2002) were first used to verify a numerical technique 
developed by Wen and Mahmoud (2017) that can simulate block shear failure using plane 
stress elements. The numerical technique relied on calibrated parameters and in-plane necking 
to replicate tension failure, due to the limitation of plate elements being unable to simulate out-
of-plane stress or necking. 
One of the focuses of the Wen and Mahmoud (2017) finite element investigation, was to 
examine the effect the beams rotation on the failure mechanism, with the authors suggesting 
that failure might change from normal to partial block shear with increased rotation. A 
comparison of the FEA where the model’s rotation was changed from none to severe (3.5 
degree) showed the pre-fracture response of the specimens was very similar but began to differ 
after fracture. 
The paper simulated a coped beam connection with similar configuration to a Franchuk et al. 
(2002) test, where the model was rotated from 0 to 3.2 degrees so the damage distribution of 
each bolt hole could be examined. As rotation increased, fracture propagation was found on 
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the lower side of the bolt hole through the centreline. Wen and Mahmoud (2017) speculated 
this was the fracture seeking the path of least resistance through the least area and results in the 
slanted fracture observed in the tests. Additionally, increased rotation was found to increase 
the force towards the beam end in the top bolts, resulting in tearing out of the outer parts of the 
bolt holes of the beam at the end.  
7.3 Finite Element Modelling of Coped Beam Shear Connections  
The Lam et al. (2015) experimental study seemed to indicate that the rotational stiffness of the 
connecting bracket could have a detrimental influence on the block shear capacity of the coped 
connection. Smaller connecting brackets with less stiffness, resulted in increased beam end 
rotation, with the recorded ultimate capacity of these test specimens well under those expected. 
Although a basic FEA was provided in the paper, Lam et al. (2015) were unable to verify that 
the cause of the reduced block shear capacity came from the increased beam end rotation. 
Further, the effects of out-of-plane eccentricity on the block shear capacity compared to the 
beam end rotation were unable to be determined, because the experimental study failed to 
isolate each behaviour. 
To confirm the Lam et al. (2015) assertion about the detrimental effects of increased beam end 
rotation on block shear capacity, the first stage of the FE investigation focuses on the test 
specimens that failed below the expected ultimate capacity. The analysis then isolates the 
effects of beam end rotation and out-of-plane eccentricity, to determine each behaviour’s exact 
effect on the block shear capacity. The finite element model accounts for the loading condition 
on the beam, the beam-column connection, and associated beam end rotation to best resemble 
the test setup.   
7.3.1 Methodology for Detailed Finite Element Model 
The test setup used by Lam et al. (2015) in their experimental investigation consisted of a 
statically determinate beam supported by a shear bolted connection on the coped end and a 
simple roller support located 2000 mm away on the other. A hydraulic jack applied a point load 
600 mm away from the coped end connection, with load cells placed at the load and roller 
support in order to determine the reaction at the coped connection. Lateral movement of the 
beam was prevented along its length through bracing which is illustrated along with the whole 
test set-up in Figure 7.5. The authors did note that the arrangement of the beam led to excessive 
end rotation compared to real life structures but stated that this simply meant that the increased 
stress concentration would produce conservative results. 
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Figure 7.5. Experimental test set-up used by Lam et al. (2015) 
To save computational cost and time, the experimental test set up was represented in the present 
finite element model in the manner illustrated in Figure 7.6. The model takes advantage of the 
mechanics of a simply supported beam subjected to a point load. The maximum deflection 
occurs at the loading point where there is no in-plane rotation, which as a result, is restrained 
at the loading end. 
 
Figure 7.6. FE model of beams tested by Lam et al. (2015) 
The flanges of the beam are not modelled but are taken into account by increasing the elastic 
modulus E of each section in proportion to the actual second moment of area I. For the beam 
segment extending from the coped section to the loading end, the actual cross section is shown 
in Figure 7.7(a), while the finite element model is shown in Figure 7.7(b). To account for the 
decreased second moment of area, the ratio of the second moments of area I1/I2 is used to factor 
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the elastic modulus E of the finite element. This measure is necessary and justified by the fact 
that in-plane rotation of the beam has the dominant influence on the block shear capacity. 
 
Figure 7.7. (a) Actual cross section of the beam (b) Simulated cross section of the beam 
As in previous chapters, the beam and connection brackets were modelled using the hexahedral 
reduced integration brick element C3D8R. Dimensional sizing of the connections was provided 
by Lam et al. (2015) as well as the material properties, which were used to generate the plastic 
properties of the connection using the Ramberg-Osgood model (Ramberg and Osgood 1943) 
described in Chapter 2. The bolts connecting the connection bracket to the adjacent column 
were thought to provide minimal rotation and displacement and were ignored in favour of 
simply fixing the bolt holes. The interaction between the bolts and shear tabs used the same 
conditions as those between the beam and bolts described in Chapter 2. 
Displacement control was applied to the loading end. Sections of the beam not coped are 
restricted from moving out-of plane and twisting. 
The coped beam tests using single angle and T-section connections experienced web twisting 
from the out-of-plane eccentric loading. This web twisting would cause separation of the coped 
beam and connection if it was not restricted by the bolt head and nut as shown in Figure 7.8. 
Furthermore, the bolt head and nut restrict free movement of the bolt inside the larger bolt hole 
of the bracket and coped beam connection. 
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Figure 7.8. Bolt head and nut restricting separation of coped beam and beam-column 
connection 
The bolts were simulated as analytical rigid cylinders to simplify the procedure and save 
computational cost. However, boundary conditions were added to simulate the effect of the 
bolt head and nut. The reference point that dictates the behaviour of the analytical rigid bolts 
was restricted from displacing out-of-plane to simulate the restraint caused by the bolt head 
and nut.  
Coupling constraints were used in order to simulate the bolt head and nut restricting separation 
of the coped beam and bracket, illustrated in Figure 7.8. Reference points are added in the 
middle between the coped beam and the tab that are coupled to the outside of the respective 
bolt holes for out-of-plane and longitudinal displacement, as shown in Figure 7.9. The new 
reference points are attached to the analytical rigid cylinders reference point through rigid 
connectors thereby restricting the bolt hole edges out-of-plane displacement.   
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Figure 7.9. Constraints used to simulate the effects of bolt head and nut 
The bolts were allowed to translate in the vertical direction only. Rotation is not constrained in 
any direction allowing the effects of out-of-plane eccentricity to be considered in the analyses. 
7.3.2 Verification of the Detailed FE Model 
The detailed FE model is verified against Lam et al. (2015) specimens shown in Table 7.1 to 
have failed at a load below the expected block shear capacity of Teh and Deierlein (2017). The 
relevant geometric variables are shown in Figure 7.10.  
 
 
Figure 7.10.  Parameters in the arrangement of a coped beam connection 
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As with previous comparisons, a professional factor (Pt /Rn) is used to measure how well Teh 
and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation Rn matches the test capacities Pt. A blank space in 
the table indicates the value above applies. The notation at the beginning of the specification 
name indicates the type of beam-column brackets where A, T and SA refer to double angle, 
tee-section and single angle connections. Different bracket sizes were used for similar types so 
that the effect of in-plane stiffness could be studied and is referred to by the numerical number 
next to connection notation. 
Table 7.1. Comparison of Lam et al. (2015) to Teh and Deierlein (2017) 
Specimen 
t 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
end 
(mm) 
edge 
(mm) 
pitch 
(mm) 
gauge 
(mm) 
Pt  
(kN) 
Pt /Rn 
Eqn (4.2) 
T1G75S75 7.1 24.0 27.7 30.5 75.2 75.4 374.1 0.91 
T1G75S112.5 6.8  27.9 28.6 112.8 75.3 363.4 0.79 
T1G97S75 7.0  28.4 29.5 74.7 97.3 383.6 0.81 
T1G75S75-eh50 6.8  29.0 50.0 76.0 75.0 382.8 0.84 
T1G75S75-ed65.5   64.9 27.5 74.4 74.5 396.9 0.88 
T2G75S75 7.1  28.1 32.0 74.2 74.6 432.7 1.05 
T2G97S75 7.0  27.9 26.7 75.5 96.5 439.1 0.95 
T2G75S75-eh50 6.8  28.0 50.0 75.0 75.0 452.6 1.00 
A1G97S75 6.7  28.0 28.0 75.0 97.0 420.7 0.95 
A1G75S75-eh50   28.0 50.0 75.0 75.0 462.1 1.03 
A2G75S112.5 6.8  28.0 28.0 113.0 75.0 387.5 0.85 
A2G75S75-ed65.5 6.8  65.2 28.0 75.0 75.0 399.1 0.88 
SA2G75S75-x90   27.7 28.8 74.6 74.9 342.5 0.89 
SA2G75S75-x120 6.9  28.4 29.0 74.9 75.4 441.1 1.12 
A3G75S75 6.9  28.2 25.6 74.9 75.5 307.3 0.80 
       Mean 0.92 
       COV 0.10 
 
The specimens with professional factors 5% or more outside of unity are used for validation of 
the detailed FE model and examined further to determine the exact cause of the reduced 
capacity. Additionally, Specimens T2G75S75 and A1G97S75 are modelled to demonstrate that 
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the detailed FE model is able to replicate tests that seem to be not affected by in-plane or out-
of-plane rotation. 
The detailed FEA can be seen in Table 7.2 to show excellent agreement to the tests results 
where, the professional factor in this case represents the ratio of the test capacity Pt to the FEA 
ultimate load PFEA. The success of the FE model in replicating the test results indicates 
experimental error was not the cause of the reduced block shear capacity. 
Table 7.2. Comparison of Lam et al. (2015) and detailed FEA 
Specimen 
t 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
end 
(mm) 
edge 
(mm) 
pitch 
(mm) 
gauge 
(mm) 
Pt  
(kN) 
Pt /PFEA 
Detailed FEA 
T1G75S75 7.1 24.00 27.7 30.5 75.2 75.4 374.1 1.04 
T1G75S112.5 6.8  27.9 28.6 112.8 75.3 363.4 0.92 
T1G97S75 7.0  28.4 29.5 74.7 97.3 383.6 0.97 
T1G75S75-eh50 6.8  29.0 50.0 76.0 75.0 382.8 0.97 
T1G75S75-ed65.5   64.9 27.5 74.4 74.5 396.9 1.03 
T2G75S75 7.1  28.1 32.0 74.2 74.6 432.7 0.98 
A1G97S75 6.7  28.0 28.0 75.0 97.0 420.7 1.05 
A2G75S112.5 6.8  28.0 28.0 113.0 75.0 387.5 0.95 
A2G75S75-ed65.5 6.8  65.2 28.0 75.0 75.0 399.1 0.95 
SA2G75S75-x90   27.7 28.8 74.6 74.9 342.5 0.95 
SA2G75S75-x120 6.9  28.4 29.0 74.9 75.4 441.1 1.09 
A3G75S75 6.9  28.2 25.6 74.9 75.5 307.3 1.02 
       Mean 0.99 
       COV 0.05 
 
It should be noted that while the detailed FEA was successfully able to replicate the ultimate 
capacity of the specimens, the test force-displacement curves provided by Lam et al. (2015) 
were not able to be matched as shown by Figures 7.11 and 7.12. The exaggerated stiffness 
shown by the FEA can be explained firstly by the restrainment of the loading point for 
horizontal in-plane displacement. Secondly, the bolts connecting the bracket were not modelled 
but simulated by fixing the bolt holes. In any case, the objective here is to investigate the 
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ultimate capacity of double coped beam connections failing in block shear which, the current 
detailed FEA model has proved sufficient at simulating. However, for any future parametric 
analyses, the detailed FEA model will need to successfully be able to simulate the full force-
displacement curve, including the connections stiffness and drop in load carrying capacity by 
fracture.   
 
Figure 7.11. Comparison of Specimen T1G97S75 (Lam et al. 2015) and detailed FEA 
 
Figure 7.12. Comparison of Specimen T1G75S75-eh50 (Lam et al. 2015) and detailed FEA 
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7.4 Investigations of Factors Detrimental to the Block Shear 
Capacities of Coped Beam Connections 
Specimens found in the previous section to have failed at a load below the expected block shear 
capacity are investigated in this section to determine the detrimental factors. A brief overview 
of the specimens is first given to describe any parameters that may later be seen to correlate to 
the early failure. In the subsequent finite element analyses, the out-of-plane and in-plane 
rotations of the shear tabs were successively restrained to investigate their effects on the block 
shear capacity. 
7.4.1 Lam et al (2015)’s Test Specimens 
7.4.1.1  Specimen T1G75S75 
Specimen T1G75S75 had the standard connection aspect ratio for the experimental 
investigation in which the gauge and pitch distances were 75mm, while the edge and end 
distances were 28mm. The attached bracket T1 had a reduced thickness compared to the 
corresponding T-Section T2 resulting in a smaller rotational stiffness. 
The test failed 15.7% lower than the corresponding Specimen T2G75S75, which Lam et al. 
(2015) stated was due to increased beam end rotation causing stress concentration in the 
connections end. 
7.4.1.2  Specimen T1G75S112.5 
The pitch distance was increased from 75mm to 112.5mm for T1G75S112.5, resulting in an 
increased shear resistance. The smaller T-section bracket T1 was used for the experimental 
setup which could explain the premature block shear failure from increased beam end rotation. 
However, T1G75S112.5 had a 6% reduction in its capacity when compared directly to 
A2G75S112.5, which has the same bolt arrangement but different out-of-plane eccentricity 
(A2G75S112.5 in fact had no eccentric force as double angle connections were used as 
brackets). This meant that the out-of-plane eccentric force in T1G75S112.5 could be a possible 
reason for the early failure but its effect could not be quantified by the experimental 
investigation. 
7.4.1.3  Specimen T1G97S75 
T1G97S75 had an increased gauge distance of 97mm and used the smaller T-section bracket 
T1. The test was stated by Lam et al. (2015) to have failed by block shear with the results in 
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Table 7.1 showing that this capacity was substantially less than the Teh and Deierlein (2017)  
predicted block shear capacity. The paper (Lam et al. 2015) indicated that severe twisting of 
the coped beams web occurred from the out-of-plane eccentricity of the T-section. 
The test results are inconclusive as to whether the early failure was due to the increased beam 
end rotation or out-of-plane eccentricity, as the test had a 13% and 9% reduced capacity when 
compared to results for the geometrically identical T297G75 and A1G97S75 tests. As was the 
case with T1G75S112.5, the effects of beam end rotation and out-of-plane eccentricity could 
not be quantified in the tests. 
7.4.1.4  Specimen T1G75S75-eh50 
T1G75S75-eh50 was specified by Lam et al. (2015) to have failed by local web buckling 
instead of block shear failure along with the geometrically similar coped beam T2G75S75-
eh50. Lam et al. (2015) claimed the reason for the coped beams with extended edge distances 
eh failing in local web buckling over block shear was firstly, due to the increased coped length 
causing a decreased local buckling resistance and secondly, from block shear failure being 
delayed by the increased tension resistance.  
Interestingly, Specimen T2G75S75-eh50 was able to reach a capacity that approximately 
matched the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation. Additionally, the geometrically 
identical double angle connected Specimen A1G75S75-eh50 should have failed by local 
buckling according to the reasons stipulated by Lam et al (2015). However, Lam et al (2015) 
state that A1G75S75-eh50 failed by block shear which is supported by comparisons to Teh and 
Deierlein (2017) block shear equation in Table 7.1.  
The results of the detailed FEA found the ultimate capacity of the connection to be 394.2 kN 
which closely matched the 382 kN recoded by Lam et al. (2015). Analyses of von Mises, shear 
and tension stress distribution at the ultimate capacity illustrated in Figure 7.13, shows that 
block shear was not the failure mechanism.  
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Figure 7.13. Stress distribution of T1G75S75-eh50 at ultimate load for (a) von Mises, (b) 
Shear, (c) Normal 
The deformed coped beam and beam assembly are compared in Figure 7.14 and illustrate that 
the failure was by local buckling. 
 
Figure 7.14. Failure at ultimate load of T1G75S75-eh50 (a) Coped beam connection, (b) T-
Section bracket 
Increasing the edge distance was shown by Lam et al. (2015) to be the most effective means in 
increasing the block shear capacity of a coped beam connection. This is because of the 
subsequent increased tension area, as well as it being the most critical section of the connection 
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where failure and fracture was initiated in all test specimens. The FEA has shown that the tests 
Specimen T1G75S75-eh50 did not fail through the desired block shear mechanism, adding fear 
that the benefit gained by the increased edge distance eh can be undone by buckling causing 
the early failure observed here. Since no other combinations of coped beam and T1 connection 
were stated by Lam et al. (2015) to fail by local web buckling, further research is needed to 
determine the exact effect the increased edge distance combined with out-of-plane rotation has 
on the connection capacity. However, this effect is out of the scope for this study.   
7.4.1.5 Specimen T1G75S75-ed65.5 
An increased end distance of 65.5 mm was used for T1G75S75-ed65.5, along with the smaller 
T-section bracket T1. The test had a recorded capacity almost identical to A2G75S75-ed65.5 
which had the same bolt arrangement but no out-of-plane eccentricity.  
Although there was no reduction in capacity with the increased out-of-plane eccentricity, it 
cannot be stated for certain that the premature failure of the connection was simply due to 
increased beam end rotation. It could be coincidental that the capacities are similar, as the 
reduction in capacity from beam end rotation in A2G75S75-ed65.6 could simply match the 
reduction in strength from out-of-plane eccentricity in T1G75S75-ed65.5. 
7.4.1.6 Specimen A2G75S112.5 
Specimen A2G75S112.5 was tested using double angle cleat connections that had the same 
thickness as the equivalent A1 angle but a reduced length. The angle A2 was adjusted to have 
the same gauge length as A1, which Lam et al. (2015) incorrectly stated meant the connections’ 
rotational stiffness would be identical. However, the rotational stiffness of the connection is 
dependent on the second moment of area I which is reduced in the smaller A2 angle resulting 
in a reduced rotational stiffness.  
The tests recorded an ultimate capacity smaller than the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear 
criterion. The cause of the early block shear failure is thought to be the larger in-plane rotation 
of the smaller double angle connections, resulting in stress concentration at the beam’s edge 
and consequent early failure. 
7.4.1.7  Specimen A2G75S75-ed65.5 
Similarly to the previous test, A2G75S75-ed65.5 used the smaller angle connections A2 
resulting in larger beam end rotation. The connection failed prematurely compared to the Teh 
and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation. This could be caused by an increased end distance, 
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and thereby a larger shear plain of the connection, not reaching full strain hardening before the 
increased beam rotation caused early failure of the critical tension region.  
7.4.1.8  Specimen SA2G75S75-x90 
Specimen SA2G75S75-x90 used the standard connection aspect ratio of the experimental 
investigation outlined in the description of T1G75S75. The test had a single angle cleat 
connection A2 as the supporting bracket, in order to investigate the effect that web twisting 
(caused by out-of-plane eccentricity) had on the block shear capacity. 
Minor web twisting of the coped beam was reported by Lam et al (2015) but less than that seen 
in many of the tests using the small T- section brackets, T1. A comparison of the test result to 
the Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation in Table 7.1 show that the test result failed 
earlier than predicted. Like other specimens, it cannot be concluded if this was a result of the 
increased beam end rotation or the out-of-plane eccentric loading.  
7.4.1.9  Specimen SA2G75S75-x120 
Specimen SA2G75S75-x120 had the same connection specification as SA2G75S75-x90 apart 
from a reduced gauge length. The reduced gauge length meant smaller out-of plane eccentricity 
which would allow the result to be directly compared to SA2G75S75-x90. 
The results of the test unexpectedly show an increase in the capacity when compared to the 
Teh and Deierlein (2017) block shear equation. The increase in capacity is similar to results 
seen in the testing by Fang et al (2013), where warping of the bolts was thought to redistribute 
some of the force at the connection through friction (Lam et al. 2015). 
7.4.1.10 Specimen A3G75S75 
Specimen A3G75S75 had the standard connection aspect ratio and was connected to the 
column through a smaller double cleat angle A3. The connection bracket was designed to be 
smaller than the comparable A1 and A2 cleat angles so that the decreased rotational restraint 
would allow the increased beam end rotation to be investigated. 
Comparison of the results of the test to the block shear equation of Teh and Deierlein (2017) 
showed a drop from the predicted capacity of 20%. As there was no out-of-plane eccentricity 
the only reason for the premature failure would be the increased beam end rotation. 
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7.4.2 Out-of-Plane Rotation Analysis 
The effect of out-of-plane eccentricity was investigated by restraining the connecting bracket 
and coped beam connection from out-of-plane translation and rotation. Figure 7.15 shows the 
restraint applied to the bracket.  Only specimens with T1 brackets were analysed as they were 
reported by Lam et al. (2015) to undergo the most severe warping from out-of-plane rotation. 
Specimen T1G75S75-eh50, which failed by local buckling as shown in Figure 7.14, was not 
included. 
 
Figure 7.15. Out-of-plane restraint applied to the bracket 
The results are shown in Table 7.3 along with the results of the previous detailed FE analyses. 
Table 7.3. Out-of-plane rotation results 
Specimen 
Pt /PFEA 
Detailed 
FEA  
Bracket/Coped beam 
restrained FEA 
T1G75S75 1.04 1.03 
T1G75S112.5 0.92 0.90 
T1G97S75 0.97 0.94 
T1G75S75-ed65.5 1.03 0.98 
Mean 0.99 0.96 
COV 0.04 0.05 
 
The results in Table 7.3 indicate that the out-of-plane rotation of the connections only had 
marginal effects on their block shear capacity. 
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7.4.3 In-Plane Rotation Analysis 
To investigate the effects of in-plane rotation, a FE model is developed based on the 
methodology described in Chapter 2, shown in Figure 7.16.  In addition to the shown boundary 
conditions, the midpoint of the model is restrained from out–of-plane deformation to prevent 
local buckling. 
 
Figure 7.16. Boundary conditions applied to coped beam model 
Table 7.4 shows the comparisons between the FEA results and the test results. It is evident 
from Tables 7.3 and 7.4 that the in-plane rotation of the beams had much more significant 
effects on the block shear capacities than the out-of-plane rotation. 
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Table 7.4. In-plane rotation results 
Specimen 
t 
(mm) 
dh 
(mm) 
end 
(mm) 
edge 
(mm) 
pitch 
(mm) 
gauge 
(mm) 
Pt  
(kN) 
Pt /PFEA 
Detailed 
FEA 
Restrained 
FEA 
T1G75S75 7.10 24.00 27.70 30.50 75.20 75.40 374.1 1.04 0.91 
T1G75S112.5 6.80  27.90 28.60 112.80 75.30 363.4 0.92 0.84 
T1G97S75 7.00  28.40 29.50 74.70 97.30 383.6 0.97 0.86 
T1G75S75-
eh50 
6.80  29.00 50.00 76.00 75.00 382.8 0.97 0.82 
T1G75S75-
ed65.5 
  64.90 27.50 74.40 74.50 396.9 1.03 0.91 
T2G75S75 7.10  28.10 32.00 74.20 74.60 432.7 0.98 1.05 
T2G97S75 7.00  27.90 26.70 75.50 96.50 439.1 N/A 1.00 
T2G75S75-
eh50 
6.80  28.00 50.00 75.00 75.00 452.6 N/A 0.98 
A1G97S75 6.70  28.00 28.00 75.00 97.00 420.7 1.05 0.99 
A1G75S75-
eh50 
  28.00 50.00 75.00 75.00 462.1 N/A 1.01 
A2G75S112.5 6.80  28.00 28.00 113.00 75.00 387.5 0.95 0.90 
A2G75S75-
ed65.5 
6.80  65.20 28.00 75.00 75.00 399.1 0.95 0.91 
SA2G75S75-
x90 
  27.70 28.80 74.60 74.90 342.5 0.95 0.89 
SA2G75S75-
x120 
6.90  28.40 29.00 74.90 75.40 441.1 1.09 1.12 
A3G75S75 6.90  28.20 25.60 74.90 75.50 307.3 1.02 0.81 
       Mean 0.99 0.93 
       COV 0.05 0.09 
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7.5 Concluding Remarks 
Comprehensive finite element analyses were undertaken to examine block shear failures of 
coped beam connections.  
A detailed FEA was undertaken that modeled the beam and connecting bracket to consider the 
in-plane rotation of the coped beam and out-of-plane eccentric loading. The aim was to 
determine if the cause of premature failure in double line coped beams was from experimental 
error, an alternate failure mechanism such as buckling, or other parameters causing block shear 
failure to occur prematurely. 
The detailed FE model was first verified and applied to the testing of Lam et al. (2015) where 
in-plane rotation and warping of the beam from out-of-plane eccentricity were found to cause 
early failure. The premature block shear failure was found to only occur in specimens with 
small brackets that allowed increased rotation and warping of the beam. 
To isolate the effect of warping and out-of-plane rotation, analyses were performed that 
restricted the coped beam and brackets ability to warp, results showed minor detrimental effects 
on the block shear capacity. 
A FE model was developed with boundary conditions restricting beam end rotation and out-
of-plane eccentricity. Comparison with the detailed model for Lam et al. (2015) specimens 
showed that in-plane rotation of the beam’s end caused severe reduction in the block shear 
capacity of double bolt-line connections. 
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CHAPTER 8 – CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary 
The correct design of connections in steel construction is fundamental for ensuring a structure 
is safe and efficient. Connections transfer the design loads through a structure and therefore 
can be points of weakness which can result in catastrophic consequences, as shown by recent 
disasters like the collapse of the I-35W bridge in Minneapolis. Continual improvement in 
connection design provisions is necessary to safeguard against such tragic outcomes being 
repeated; whilst also ensuring that structures are not over designed using outdated and 
redundant requirements.  
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is an excellent tool to facilitate the improvement of connection 
design provisions and to gain increased knowledge and understanding of the behaviour and 
strengths of bolted connections. FEA is advantageous over experimental testing in terms of 
reduced cost, the efficiency in which parametric analysis can be undertaken, and the ability to 
showcase the stress distribution of the connection. 
In Chapter 2, this thesis presented a methodology for simulating the response of bolted 
connections using finite element analysis. The methodology used a horizontal true-stress strain 
curve that simulated the drop in engineering stress and which was shown to be able to predict 
the ultimate capacity of bolted connections. This method can be easily replicated by other 
researchers for future FEA investigations. 
Ductile damage was investigated in Chapter 2, where a criterion to simulate tensile fracture for 
varying steel types was developed to be used in conjunction with a horizontal true stress-strain 
curve. The criterion simplified similar methods by Wierzbicki (2004) and Wierzbicki and Xue 
(2005a) by reducing the numbers of parameters needed to simulate damage evolution 
associated with tension fracture.  
The tension criterion was verified in Chapter 2 where it was shown to be able to simulate 
tension fracture in connections for various steel grades ranging from mild to high strength. 
Moreover in Chapter 2, in conjunction with a shear damage criterion developed by Ahmed et 
al. (2019), the complete response of bolted connections failing in block shear was simulated 
and verified against various tests specimens. 
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The difficulty over the years for researchers to define the correct shear planes was highlighted 
in Chapter 3, leading to a FE investigation undertaken to determine the most accurate one for 
use in design. The effective shear plane defined by Teh and Deierlein (2017), which had 
previously been shown to be more accurate than the gross and net shear plane used by the AISC 
specification (2016a), was compared against a shear plane defined by Kamtekar (2012), which, 
similarly had been shown to be more accurate than the current Eurocode (ECS 2005) definition. 
Using the FE methodology verified in Chapter 2 and previous test specimens, the two proposed 
shear planes were compared against bolted connection specimens with standard, oversize and 
no bolt clearance. It was found that the effective shear plane by Teh and Deierlein (2017) was 
accurate for all bolt hole configurations while conversely, the shear plane proposed by 
Kamtekar (2012) led to inconsistent results where connections with reduced or no hole 
clearance capacities were overestimated, while specimens with oversize clearances were 
underestimated.   
The superficial observation of fracture initiation in a connection failing in shear-out or block 
shear can wrongly justify Kamtekar’s shear plane, or even the gross shear plane. Chapter 3 
demonstrated through FEA of models having standard and no hole clearances that in fact 
fracture initiated on or close to the effective shear planes. Further FEA of bolted connections 
without damage showed that the ultimate shear-out capacity of a bolted connection can be 
reached before fracture if the reduction in resistance due to geometric changes is not offset by 
strain hardening. 
Implications of using the correct shear plane (Teh and Deierlein 2017) were explored in 
Chapter 4 through direct analysis of an additional tension design check to block shear, defined 
as the Whitmore criterion and stipulated in the current AISC (2016a) standard. The correct 
block shear equation (Teh and Deierlein 2017) was algebraically compared against the 
Whitmore criterion where it was shown similar predictive capacities would occur if there are 
approximately seven rows of bolts in the connection. 
Comparison with experimental testing by Aalberg and Larsen (1999) showed the Whitmore 
criterion was excessively conservative for connections having two or three bolt rows. On the 
other hand, the correct block shear equation was able to give excellent agreement to the same 
specimens. Connections having nine rows of bolts tested by Bjorhovde & Chakrabarti (1985) 
showed the Whitmore criterion overestimated the ultimate capacities even though the gusset 
plates were thought by the researchers to have failed in the Whitmore section. The ultimate test 
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loads were closer to the block shear capacity, suggesting that the failure mode was block shear. 
Finite element analysis confirmed this inference and showed that fractures in the Whitmore 
zone outside the block only took place because the connection test was continued well beyond 
the ultimate limit state 
Overall Chapter 4 demonstrated that by not requiring the Whitmore section check, the design 
of standard gusset plates having bolt rows less than seven will be more economical. 
Furthermore, difficulties in applying the Whitmore section check in geometries where the 
Whitmore section crosses into another member will be obviated. 
Chapter 5 presented a new yielding criterion based on the block shear failure mode which was 
shown throughout the chapter to be more rational than the Whitmore criterion for several 
reasons. First, as Chapter 4 demonstrated with regards to the ultimate tension capacity, the 
Whitmore tension is overly conservative for many bolted gusset plates and is redundant 
provided the correct block shear check is performed. Second, comparison of the yielding 
criteria to independent laboratory tests showed the block shear yielding criterion provided more 
consistent post-yield ductility responses for various configurations of bolted gusset plates. 
Third, the verified FEA of the independent test specimen showed stress contours that support 
the block shear yielding model rather than the Whitmore yielding criterion. 
A design example was presented which demonstrated that while the (nominal) block shear 
yielding resistance is always lower than the block shear ultimate resistance, as logically 
expected and desired in seismic design, the Whitmore yielding resistance, can be computed to 
be higher than the Whitmore tension resistance. This anomaly is due to the inclusion of the 
areas lost to the bolt holes being used in the calculation of the Whitmore yielding criterion. The 
design example further showed that coupled with the use of a material overstrength factor for 
the yield stress and a higher balance factor for yielding resistance, the Whitmore yielding, and 
fracture criteria complicate the balanced design of a bolted gusset plate. Chapter 5 showed that 
the substitution of the Whitmore yielding and fracture criteria by the corresponding block shear 
criteria enables more rational and efficient designs of bolted gusset plates that provide a 
secondary yielding mechanism to a special concentrically braced frame, maximising the 
frame’s ductility. 
Chapter 6 further expanded on the findings of Chapter 4, by demonstrating that the Whitmore 
criterion is not viable for bolted gusset plates in tension, even in cases where the governing 
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failure mode is net section fracture. The chapter firstly showed that for a rectangular plate 
loaded parallel to two edges, the net section tension capacity can be computed using its whole 
width (net of the bolt holes) without any reference to the Whitmore concept. Tapered gusset 
plates were shown to experience net section fracture at an incline rather than normal to the 
loading through FEA. An equation was proposed to predict this kind of response, which was 
subsequently compared to test specimens and shown to give a reasonable prediction of the net 
section capacity of tapered bolted gusset plates. 
A detailed FE model was developed in Chapter 7, that expanded on the initial  FE methodology 
of Chapter 2, in order to simulate block shear failure of coped beam connections and the 
associated in-plane and out-of-plane rotation of the connections thought to reduce their 
capacity. The chapter found that out-of-plane rotation had a minor detrimental effect on the 
block shear capacity of coped beam connection. However, in-plane rotation of the beam’s end 
was shown to cause severe reduction in the block shear capacity of double bolt-line 
connections. 
8.2 Recommendations for Future Studies 
Expansion of the ductile damage criterion developed in this thesis to incorporate compressive 
fracture would complement the tension and shear fracture criteria. Additionally, the true stress-
strain curve used in the model needs to be further investigated to see if an increasing gradient 
curve after the ultimate strength has been reached would better resemble the behaviour of real 
test specimens. 
The present thesis focused on the capacity of the bolted connections in hot rolled steel 
specimens, meaning that the findings presented in the previous section would need to be further 
investigated to be applied to cold formed steel connections. This specifically relates to the 
yielding criterion for gusset plates presented by Eqn. 5.2 in Chapter 5 and Eqn. 6.7 proposed 
for the net section capacity of tapered gusset plates in Chapter 6. Both resistance equations 
need to be recalibrated to incorporate the material properties of cold formed steel. 
As stated in Chapter 5, the proposed balance design procedure by Roeder et al. (2011a) was 
designed for welded gusset plate connections. The balance factor β derived by Roeder et al. 
(2011a) for gusset plate yielding criterion was based on welded gusset plates, meaning further 
investigation is needed to ensure it is applicable to bolted connections. 
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A parametric analysis is recommended for future studies based on the findings in Chapter 7 on 
the factors found to have a detrimental effect on the block shear capacity of double line coped 
beam connections. A parametric analysis will allow the effect of each parameter to be 
incorporated in a refined block shear equation for coped beam connections. Previous efforts at 
incorporating a non-uniform stress distribution factor through semi-empirical means has led to 
inaccurate and inconsistent block shear capacity predictions.  
The main parameters that need incorporation into future studies are 
• The effect in-plane rotation has on the capacity of double line bolted coped 
connections, specifically focusing on the minimum rotational stiffness needed in the 
connecting bracket to ensure the full block shear capacity can be obtained.  
• Out-of-plane rotation effect on warping of the coped beam.  
• Pitch to bolt diameter ratio. Teh and Uz (2016a) found that when the pitch distance 
was too large, it did not enable the shear planes to fully develop resistance.  
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